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Abstract
This dissertation addresses three main challenges towards the fabrication of large-area
stretchable electronic devices. First, we replaced expensive photolithography techniques
with low-cost methods to achieve highly stretchable gold films on elastomers. Second,
we enabled the fabrication of large-area stretchable pixels through the incorporation of
stretchable elastomers in the emissive layer of light-emitting devices. Third, we made
progress towards the inception of air-stable large-area stretchable electronics by
developing methods to deposit conductive metal films on new highly impermeable
stretchable substrates.
Chapter 2 describes the deposition of a low-cost, microstructured glue interlayer on an
elastomeric substrate to enable the fabrication of gold films with high stretchability for
use as device interconnects and strain sensors. The microstructured glue interlayer is
low-cost, commercially available and green and can be deposited by benchtop fabrication
processes eliminating the need for expensive photolithographic patterning techniques to
achieve stretchable metal geometries.
Chapter 3 expands upon the work of Chapter 2 to develop a poly(vinyl alcohol)
polymer interlayer whose tunable mechanical properties affect the crack propagation in
overlying metal films. When the polymer is dry, it is a brittle film that cracks under strain
and causes metal films to fail electrically at low elongations. After exposure to water
condensation the polymer interlayer softens and a wrinkled topography develops which
enables gold films to stretch to 75% elongation before failure occurs.
Chapter 4 reports the development of an elastomeric emissive material capable of
withstanding strains up to 27% before light emission is no longer observed. This is the
first example of a room-temperature stretchable large-area light-emitting device.
Chapter 5 builds upon the work of Chapter 4 by incorporating graft copolymers with
increased air and moisture permeability into the emissive layer. We demonstrate that the
graft copolymers provide greater device stability than the elastomer reported in Chapter 3
and can sustain repeated cyclic strains without influencing the peak radiance.
vi

Chapter 6 presents methods to enable the deposition of conductive metal films on
elastomers with high impermeability to water and oxygen. This is the first step to
realizing commercial stretchable electronic devices capable of ambient operation.
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1.1 Stretchable Electronic Devices
Stretchable electronics enable new applications such as wearable electronics,
biointegratable electronics and electronics that can inflate or conform to non-planar
surfaces due to the soft elastomeric nature of the substrates upon which they are built.
Traditional electronics are rigid, boxy and bulky making their integration with humans
and moving robotic parts challenging. Traditional biomedical sensors must be strapped to
the skin and the wearer is very conscious of their presence due to the bulk and weight of
the device. The soft, light-weight and conformal nature of stretchable electronics opens
the door to the seamless incorporation of sensors on the human body: Soft, light-weight,
thin polymers with patterned metal circuits can be applied to the chest of babies like an
adhesive bandage to monitor temperature, heart rate and movement while the babies sleep
and transmit the information wirelessly to the parents’ mobile phones in order to monitor
for sudden infant death syndrome.[1] Contact lenses with metal circuitry are now being
developed at University of Washington to detect glucose levels in tears to provide livefeedback to patients suffering from diabetes.[2] Stretchable electronics are also being
incorporated into biomedical diagnostic tools to render surgeries less invasive and faster:
Soft, inflatable balloon catheters decorated with stretchable patterned metal circuits can
be used to sense damaged areas of the heart and perform local ablations combining the
functions of “mapping and zapping” all in one tool to treat a variety of cardiac
conditions.[3] Similarly, smart surgical gloves with patterned metal circuits in the glove
fingertips allow surgeons to detect changes in temperature and electrical potential for
direct assessment of tissue during surgery.[4] The field of biomedical science is not the
only area benefitting from advances in stretchable electronics: Stretchable light-emitting
displays,[5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11]

stretchable

solar

cells[12],[13],[14],[15]

and

stretchable

batteries[16],[17] will enable the commercialization of consumer goods with new form
factors such as computers rendered shatter-proof through the incorporation of components
made entirely of stretchable thin films and soft rubbery materials, light-emitting
wallpapers that can conform to non-planar surfaces, and solar cells integrated into
clothing that can charge personal electronic devices in your pockets.
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There are two general approaches to creating stretchable electronic devices: The first
approach relies on connecting rigid device islands with stretchable interconnects. In this
approach all of the strain is absorbed by the interconnect while the device islands
themselves do not experience significant strain. The interconnects must maintain high
conductivity under applied strain.

Metals and semiconductors are the optimal

interconnect material for high conductivity; these materials however, are generally hard
and brittle failing at low strains. In order to impart stretchability to rigid metal and
semiconductor materials, new geometrical arrangements have been designed to convert
tensile strain into planarization or out-of-plane bending which is more easily tolerated by
the conductive materials. The second approach to fabricating stretchable electronics
focuses on the fabrication of large-area stretchable devices. In order to achieve large-area
devices every component of the device - electrodes, active layers, and interconnects must be able to tolerate tensile strain. These devices are realized by developing new
classes of inherently stretchable materials for incorporation into device components. The
following sections will explore in greater detail the two approaches to rendering materials
stretchable and discuss their applications as device interconnects and in large-area
stretchable electronics.

1.1.1. Geometrical Arrangements of Rigid Materials
Metals and semiconductors are used ubiquitously in rigid electronic devices as
interconnects and circuit elements owing to their high conductivity.

In order to

implement these materials into stretchable electronic devices, they must maintain
conductivity over large strains (> 10%). Free-standing metal films fail at small strains
due to elongation of the metal in one direction and thinning in the transverse direction
resulting in the formation of a single neck which causes ruptures in the metal film and
completely disrupts conductivity at only a few percent elongation.[18] Bonding metal
films to compliant substrates delocalizes the strain in the metal film which creates
multiple necking sites and allows the film to deform to larger strains before cracks
interrupt conductivity (Figure 1.1).[19] Lacour et al. demonstrated that thin films of gold
on poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) substrates can be stretched to 22% before electrical
failure occurs.[20] Gold films on PDMS can also endure repeated cyclic strains of 20% up
3
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to 250,000 times thanks to the presence of tribranched microcracks which open and close
upon stretch and release cycles.[21] Crack propagation in metal films under tensile strain
causes the resistance in the film to increase by several orders of magnitude and often the
crack propagation is uncontrolled and irreproducible. Researchers have therefore sought
ways to eliminate or minimize crack formation in semiconductor and metal films in order
to develop interconnects that exhibit very small changes in resistance as a function of
strain. The following sections will explore methods to avoid crack formation in rigid
materials on compliant substrates by laying out the materials into new architectures and
geometries that support strain.

Additionally, a new approach to controlling crack

propagation through metal films on compliant microstructured substrates will be detailed.

Figure 1.1. Comparison of strain effects on free-standing metal films and metal films
bonded to a polymer substrate (a) Free-standing metal film under tensile load forms a
single neck and ruptures. (b) Metal film bound to polymer substrate experiences
delocalized strain preventing the formation of a single neck. (c) Metal film with poor
adhesion to polymer substrate delaminates from substrate and experiences strain
localization and ruptures. Adapted with permission from reference 19.
1.1.1.1. Buckling and Pop-ups
One method to increase the elongation at electrical failure of metal films on elastomers
is to deposit the metal onto a pre-strained elastomeric substrate such that when the prestrain is released, the metal film is subjected to compressive strains causing it to buckle.
The presence of buckles converts tensile strain to bending strain which is more easily
supported by metal films. Lacour et al. demonstrated that by pre-straining a PDMS
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substrate to 25% prior to depositing 20 nm of gold, followed by release of the pre-strain
enables gold films to remain conductive up to 100% before electrical failure occurs.[22]
Buckled gold films with a period of 8.4 µm and amplitude 1.2 µm were prepared by the
deposition of 20 nm-thick gold films on PDMS substrates prestrained to 15% followed by
relaxation of the prestrain (Figure 1.2).[23] The buckled gold films can also be subjected
to repetitive stretching cycles of 15% strain with little change in resistance making them
ideal candidates for stretchable interconnects. The high peak-to-valley amplitude of
buckled metal films renders it difficult to subsequently deposit thin films on top of the
gold electrode and thus negates their use as device electrodes unless the entire device is
fabricated on the pre-stretched substrate and released together.

Figure 1.2. 3-dimensional profile of a buckled gold film on PDMS after release from
15% prestrain. Adapted with permission from reference 23.
While application of uniaxial prestrain to the elastomeric substrate prior to metal
deposition enables elongation in the direction of prestrain, Görrn et al. demonstrated that
radially prestraining PDMS substrates prior to metal deposition followed by release of
prestrain allows for biaxial stretching. Samples that were radially prestretched prior to
metal deposition were able to support uniaxial stretching in any direction to more than the
amount of prestrain and biaxial stretching up to the prestrain amount.[24]
When the metal or semiconductor film is bound to the elastomer only at the
extremities, release of the prestrain allows the metal film to pop-up in the centre where
there is no adhesion resulting in the formation of arc-shaped bridges.[25],[26] These pop-up
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architectures can be fabricated with metals and thin films of silicon (Figure 1.3) enabling
their application as interconnects in stretchable light-emitting displays (LEDs)[5],[6] (where
all of the strain is absorbed by planarization of the bridge and the pixels themselves are
rigid and do not deform) and hemispherical eye-ball cameras[27]. This approach can be
rather expensive as it relies on photolithography to pattern the metal interconnects and the
rigid device islands.

Figure 1.3. (a) SEM image of a stretchable silicon pop-up membrane bonded to the
elastomeric substrate at the square contact pads. (b) Passive matrix, stretchable display
based on an array of inorganic LEDs in a non-coplanar mesh configuration on a PDMS
substrate. Adapted with permission from references 5 and 26.
1.1.1.2. Serpentines
Rather than create buckles or out-of-plane bridges in metal films, in-plane patterning
of the metal film can be used to create high elongations at failure in rigid materials.
Much in the way that a metal spring uncoils, a tortuous or serpentine wire patterned in the
plane of an elastomeric substrate can twist out of plane to accommodate the elongation
via straightening of the wire, significantly reducing the strain experienced in the film.[28]
Gray et al. demonstrated that gold wires patterned in a horseshoe geometry were able
to withstand elongations of 54% before electrical failure occurred and they were able to
be stretched repetitively to 25% several hundred times (Figure 1.4).[29] At 50% strain, the
tortuous wires were nearly linear and further strain was accommodated by deformation of
the metal film which resulted in imminent failure.
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Figure 1.4. Optical micrographs of tortuous wires a) before application of strain
b) at ~ 50% strain c) after release of strain. Adapted with permission from reference 29.
Xu et al. reported the fabrication of a “self-similar” pattern of serpentines in which the
metal lines making up the serpentine array are serpentine themselves (2 levels of
serpentines) (Figure 1.5).[30] As strain is applied to the substrate, the second level of
serpentines unravels by bending and twisting. Once the 2nd level is fully extended the
1st level begins unravelling allowing for strains up to 300%. Stretching of self-serpentine
copper wires can attain 321% elongation where analogous conventional serpentines
connected by straight metal segments fail at 134%. These self-similar serpentines were
employed as interconnects in an array of lithium ion batteries on an elastomeric substrate.
a

b

Figure 1.5. Stretachable battery array with self-similar serpentine interconnects.
(a) Optical images of Al electrode pads and self-similar interconnects on a Si wafer.
(b) Illustration of ‘self-similar’ serpentine geometries used for the interconnects (black:
1st level serpentine; yellow: 2nd level serpentine). Adapted with permission from
reference 30.
The serpentine approach can be combined with pre-strain to enhance elastic
stretchability by two times through the combination of buckle planarization with the
unraveling of the serpentines.[31] The main drawback of the serpentine strategy is that it
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relies on high-cost fabrication methods such as photolithography and the surface area of
the serpentine wire is limited. The serpentine method is not exclusive to vapor deposited
metal films. Park et al. demonstrated that air-sprayed films of silver nanowires deposited
onto horseshoe shaped PDMS substrates exhibited smaller changes in resistance upon
stretching compared to analogous films deposited onto flat PDMS.[32] This type of
approach eliminates the need for high-cost photolithography techniques to generate metal
serpentine patterns. The following section will describe other methods researchers have
developed to move away from high-cost photolithography techniques in order to achieve
low-cost, large-area stretchable metal films.
1.1.1.3. Alternative Approach to Stretchable Metal Films: Engineered Cracking
While the approaches highlighted above focused on minimizing or avoiding cracking
in rigid metal films upon application of strain, an alternative method to making
stretchable electronics involves controlling the crack propagation through metal films in
order to delay the merging of cracks and enhance the elongation at failure of metal films.
Alteration of the crack propagation in metal films on elastomers occurs through the
introduction of patterned reliefs on the surfaces of the elastomeric substrate which
localize strain and produce multiple crack nucleation sites. Multiple crack nucleation
sites are desirable because they alleviate strain in the metal film surrounding the crack.
When a crack propagates into a relaxed region of the metal film it ceases to propagate
leading to the formation of numerous shallow cracks which do not propagate along the
full width of the metal film.[33]
Gold films deposited onto smooth, unpatterned elastomers exhibit cracking upon
application of linear strain. The propagation of cracks and stretchability of gold films on
elastomeric substrates is related to the initial morphology of the gold film. Three typical
morphologies exhibited by gold films on PDMS substrates are buckles, microcracks or
smooth surfaces. Buckled topographies, which result from compressive stress, initially
exhibit a low resistivity that increases linearly up to a critical strain (typically 10 – 20%)
due to the continuous propagation of cracks along the surface of the metal film which
completely disrupts the conductive pathway. While the resistance of microcracked films
is initially higher than that of buckled films, the microcracks provide strain relief by
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allowing the gold film to elastically deform by twisting and deflecting out of plane[34]
allowing these gold films to remain conductive up to 60% elongation.[35] Graudejus et al.
determined that the morphology of gold films obtained by e-beam metal deposition on
PDMS depends on six factors: gold thickness, deposition temperature, elastic modulus of
PDMS, adhesion layer thickness, surface treatment of PDMS, and mechanical prestrain of
the substrate.[36] The complexity of the interplay between the variables responsible for
microcrack formation makes it difficult to reproducibly achieve gold films with the
desired microcrack morphology.[35] In order to achieve controlled crack propagation in
metal films researchers have begun to investigate the use of patterned topographies on the
surface of the elastomeric substrate.
Mandlik et al. have demonstrated that the introduction of a topographic pyramidal
nanopattern, created by curing the PDMS against a photolithographic master, creates
multiple crack nucleation sites in the overlying gold film and inhibits crack propagation
as strain is increased.[35] At strains of 25% the resistance of the gold film only changes by
a factor of 1.6x. Similarly, Robinson et al. demonstrated that silver films deposited onto a
microstructured silicone substrate could sustain cyclic strains of 20% over 1000 times
without electrical failure.[37] Scanning electron microscopy of the silver film confirmed
that cracks were localized about the micropillars and that micropillars create multiple
sites for crack nucleation (Figure 1.6). The main drawback of these examples is that they
still rely on photolithography to create the lithographic master upon which PDMS is
cured.
a)

b)

10 µm

c)

10 µm

10 µm

Figure 1.6. SEM images of silver ink conductor surfaces while under applied uniaxial
strain on patterned PDMS: (a) unstretched; (b) stretched 10%; (c) stretched 20%.
Adapted with permission from reference 37.
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Lambricht et al. demonstrated a lithography-free approach to creating a rough
patterned topography by curing PDMS against sand-blasted masters.[33] As with the
previous examples, the presence of the rough substrate creates multiple sites for crack
nucleation and the cracks entering relaxed zones of the metal film experience arrested
development allowing gold films to remain conductive to higher elongations at failure
than analogous gold films deposited onto smooth substrates. Through a combination of
pre-strain and surface roughness, 500 nm-thick gold films maintained conductivity up to
100% elongation. This method is fast, inexpensive and allows for high throughput.

1.1.2. Inherently Stretchable Materials
While geometrical arrangements of metals and semiconductors enable the fabrication
of stretchable interconnects, the fabrication of large-area stretchable devices requires that
every layer of the device supports stretchability, from the electrodes to the active layer to
the interconnects. This demand requires the development of new stretchable materials as
the conventional inorganic materials that make up electronic devices are brittle and do not
support stretching. Research into the fabrication of inherently stretchable materials has
led to the development of composites of nanomaterials embedded in elastomers for
stretchable device interconnects,[7] stretchable transparent electrodes[10],[38],[39],[40],[41] and
stretchable photodetectors[42],[43]; gel materials doped with conductive pastes and
electrolytes for stretchable solid state batteries[16]; liquid metals that have self-healing
properties for use as stretchable antennas[44],[45],[46] and in self-healing stretchable
circuits[47]; and semiconducting polymers for use as active layers in stretchable solar
cells[14],[48],, stretchable light-emitting devices,[9],[10] and as stretchable transparent
electrodes[15],[49]. The following sections will explore some of these materials, their
properties and their function in stretchable electronic devices in greater detail.
1.1.2.1. Stretchable Polymer Materials
Stretchable, conductive polymer films have the potential to replace conventional brittle
transparent electrode materials such as indium-tin oxide (ITO) whose brittle nature and
high processing temperatures prohibit its use in stretchable electronics. The high sheet
resistance of the conductive polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene
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sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) (105 Ω/sq) previously limited its application as a transparent
electrode, however Bao and coworkers found that by incorporating additives such as
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and the fluorosurfactant Zonyl, the sheet resistance of
PEDOT:PSS could be decreased to 240 Ω/sq at 97% transparency.[15] The increase in
conductivity was attributed to increased phase separation between the conductive PEDOT
chains and the insulating PSS chains which created longer conductive channels of
PEDOT. Multilayer deposition of PEDOT:PSS layers enabled the production of films
with 46 Ω/sq sheet resistance and 82% transparency which approaches the values of
ITO.[15] Films of PEDOT:PSS deposited onto pre-strained PDMS were able to maintain
conductivity when stretched to the value of the prestrain demonstrating their superior
mechanical properties over ITO.

Bao and co-workers investigated the mechanical

properties of PEDOT:PSS films on PDMS substrates without prestrain and found that
PEDOT:PSS films could retain conductivity up to 188% elongation and were reversibly
stretchable to 30% strain[49]. Therefore, there is much promise in using conductive
polymers as a replacement for ITO as the stretchable transparent electrode in
optoelectronic devices. Lipomi et al. demonstrated the first large-area stretchable solar
cell with semiconducting polymers in two of the device layers, the anode and the active
layer.[14] PEDOT:PSS was spin coated onto pre-strained PDMS followed by deposition
of a blend of the semiconductor poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and (6,6)-phenyl-C61butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), materials commonly used in bulk heterojunction solar
cells. The top electrode consisted of a drop of EGaIn liquid metal. Devices that were
pre-strained to 27% could accommodate repetitive strains up to 27% elongation.[14]
Semiconducting polymers can also be incorporated into stretchable light-emitting devices
and these materials will be discussed in greater detail in Section 1.3.4.
Previous research on organic electronic devices has primarily focused on maximizing
the optoelectronic performance of active layer materials, however the dawn of stretchable
electronics forces researchers to consider the conformability and ductility of materials.
While Lipomi et al. demonstrated that P3HT had stretchable functionality when deposited
on pre-strained substrates, analogous devices fabricated without prestrain exhibited
cracking in the P3HT layer.[14] Therefore, less brittle semiconducting polymers are
required for stretchable electronic devices. In semiconducting polymers stretchability
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often comes at the expense of conductivity. P3HT belongs to the family of poly(3alkylthiophene) (P3ATs) polymers which are semiconducting polymers used in organic
bulk heterojunction solar cells. It has been found that increasing the length of the alkyl
side chain decreases the Young’s Modulus from 2.08 GPa to 0.09 GPa for the polymer
film going from poly(3-butylthiophene) (P3BT) to poly(3-dodecylthiophene) (P3DDT)
however this comes at the expense of the electronic performance: Bulk heterojunction
solar cells fabricated with blends of P3AT and PCBM showed that blends containing
longer dodecyl side chains on the P3AT backbone have power conversion efficiencies
that are half as large as those of analogous devices with hexyl side chains in the
unstretched state.[50] It was also shown that films with higher Young’s Modulus crack at
lower percent elongations than those with lower Young’s Modulus indicating a
correlation between tensile modulus and brittleness in semiconducting polymer films on
compliant substrates. Figure 1.7 shows photographs of devices under 10% strain with
cracks visible in the P3HT:PCBM layer while the film of P3DDT:PCBM with the lower
Young’s modulus was crack-free.

Figure 1.7. Photograph of (a) P3HT:PCBM and (b) P3DDT:PCBM under 10% strain.
Adapted with permission from reference 50.
Savagatrup et al. found that there is a “sweet-spot” of A=heptyl for P3AT at which
point the film possesses superior mechanical compliance without compromising the
electronic performance of the bulk heterojunction solar cell compared to analogous
devices made with the shorter chain P3HT semiconducting polymer.[51]

This study
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demonstrates that there is extensive work that can be done in molecular design of
semiconducting polymers to maximize both the electronic properties and the mechanical
properties.
1.1.2.2. Liquid Metals in Stretchable Electronic Devices
Liquid metals are attractive candidates for stretchable electronic devices because their
liquid nature allows them to deform under applied strain. A common liquid metal used in
stretchable electronics is EGaIn which is liquid at room-temperature (Tm = 15.5 °C),
highly conductive (3.4 x 104 Scm-1),[52] and non-toxic. The liquid nature of EGaIn allows
it to be used as a conformal, non-damaging electrode in metal-molecule-metaljunctions,[53]

stretchable

electrochemical devices

solar

[54],[55]

.

cells,[14]

and

rigid

and

flexible

light-emitting

Free-standing liquid metal drops have the advantage of

fast processing and simple deposition as they can be pipetted directly onto the active layer
of devices, however for the fabrication of practical, commercial devices EGaIn needs to
be encased.
EGaIn forms a gallium oxide skin under ambient conditions and this oxide skin gives
EGaIn its unique rheological properties: when the skin envelops the liquid core it acts as
an elastic material, whereas rupture of the skin enables the EGaIn to flow. This feature
allows EGaIn to be injected into microfluidic channels: Pressure applied at the inlet of the
channel is sufficient to rupture the skin and fill the channel; subsequent reformation of the
native oxide layer allows the formation of stable structures when the applied pressure is
removed. Analogous channels filled with mercury (a metal that does not possess a native
oxide) do not form stable structures; when the inlet pressure returns to ambient, the
mercury withdraws from the channel leaving it empty. These EGaIn filled microchannels
have sufficient flow to maintain electrical conductivity under applied strain allowing
them to be used as stretchable interconnects[56] and reversibly deformable, mechanically
tunable antennas[44],[46]. Additionally, the EGaIn filled microchannels are self-healing:
antennas maintained electrical conductivity even after being cut with a razor blade.
Confinement of EGaIn within a microfluidic channel will allow for fully enclosed
stretchable electronic devices with liquid metal electrodes.
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The self-healing nature of EGaIn can also be used to heal electronic devices such as
multilayered circuits. White and co-workers doped electrolyte layers of a multilayered
circuit with EGaIn microspheres in order to provide internal autonomous healing to the
device. When cracks propagated through the film the EGaIn microspheres ruptured,
pouring liquid metal into the crack which restored the electrical pathway and
autonomously healed the circuit (Figure 1.8).[47]

Figure 1.8. Demonstration of the autonomic conductivity restoration concept in a
multilayered microelectronic device: (a) Microencapsulated liquid metal dispersed in a
dielectric material and deposited on a conductive line on an elastomeric substrate.
(b) Elongation causes a crack to form simultaneously interrupting electron transport and
rupturing the capsules. (c) The liquid metal flows to the damaged area, restoring
conductivity. Adapted with permission from reference 47.
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1.2. Stretchable Substrates
1.2.1. Poly(dimethyl siloxane) Substrates
PDMS is the most commonly used elastomeric substrate in stretchable electronics
owing

to

its

commercial

availability,

moldability,

optical

transparency

and

biocompatibility. PDMS is comprised of a backbone of alternating silicon and oxygen
atoms whereupon each silicon atom in the backbone bears two methyl groups. The repeat
unit of PDMS is -[SiO(CH3)2]-. PDMS is cross-linked by mixing two liquid components,
the base and the curing agent, followed by curing in air between 20°C and 150°C. The
silicon hydride groups present in the curing agent react with the vinyl groups in the base
via a platinum-catalyzed hydrosilylation reaction. When PDMS is cured against a smooth
surface, flat substrates are obtained which are employed in the fabrication of stretchable
electronic devices.
In addition to flat PDMS substrates, PDMS can be molded into stamps and
microchannels by casting the prepolymer against a master patterned by photolithography.
Molding PDMS against a master generates the negative relief of the master on the surface
of the PDMS. PDMS microchannels have applications in microfluidic devices[57] and in
stretchable electronics to confine liquid metals for the fabrication of self-healing
antennas[44],[46] as demonstrated in Section 1.1.2.2.
1.2.1.1. Surface Modification of PDMS Substrates
The native surface of PDMS has a low surface free energy of 19.8 mN/m.[58] The
hydrophobic surface of PDMS results in water contact angles of 116 ± 1°. Silanol groups
(Si-OH) can be generated at the surface of PDMS through air or oxygen plasma treatment
which oxidizes the methyl groups.[59] Long exposure to air plasma results in a glassy
SiOx layer which cracks spontaneously or after mechanical strain is applied.[60]
Generation of silanol groups at the surface of PDMS allows for chemical modification of
the surface through silane coupling. Miller et al. demonstrated that oxidized PDMS could
be chemically modified through treatment with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane to activate
the PDMS for electroless metal deposition.[61] Microcontact printing a chemical ink onto
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the APTES-functionalized PDMS substrate enables selective deactivation of the surface
effectively controlling where metal deposits during electroless metal deposition.
Patterned copper wires deposited using this process remained conductive up to 52%.
1.2.1.2. PDMS as a Substrate in Stretchable Electronics
PDMS has many of the desirable properties for a substrate in stretchable electronic
devices. The high optical transparency of PDMS enables its application in stretchable
displays and stretchable solar cells where light is required to enter or exit the device.
Additionally, PDMS is a soft material that is stretchable at room temperature enabling its
use as a substrate for electronic skins which must be capable of deforming with the
moving joints of the human body or robotic parts. PDMS is biocompatible and can thus
be used in biomedical applications as implants or sensors such as in electronic balloon
catheters that sense damaged areas of the heart.[3] In addition to its biocompatibility,
PDMS is also permeable to oxygen and moisture enabling its application as a smart
contact lens bearing metal electrodes to sense changes in corneal pressure and detect
glaucoma.[62]
While high permeability is beneficial for health monitoring applications such as smart
contact lenses, it is a severe limitation in the area of stretchable electronics where oxygen
and moisture have deleterious effects on device performance. Many organic electronic
materials are sensitive to oxygen and moisture and metals such as silver and copper
undergo oxidation under ambient conditions. Therefore devices fabricated on PDMS
substrates will require additional encapsulation layers to protect the organic layers from
oxygen and moisture. The current challenge in stretchable electronics is the development
of stretchable encapsulation layers for stretchable electronic devices.

1.2.2. Butyl Rubber Substrates
There is a need to develop stretchable barrier layers to encapsulate and seal stretchable
electronic devices from water and moisture permeation or alternatively, to develop new
elastomeric substrates with higher inherent moisture and gas impermeability.

Butyl

rubber (IIR), a copolymer of isobutylene and isoprene (Figure 1.9), is an elastomer that
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possesses high oxygen and moisture impermeability. The high impermeability of IIR to
oxygen and moisture stems from the polymer’s high density (0.917 g/cm3) and the
presence of methyl chains on the rubber backbone that reduce the free volume in the
polymer and limit diffusion of small molecules through the polymer. The fractional free
volume of IIR (0.026) is almost three times lower than that of PDMS (0.071).[63]
Additionally, IIR has low temperature flexibility, heat resistance and chemical resistance
which are desirable properties for stretchable electronic substrate materials.

Figure 1.9. Chemical structure of isobutylene-co-isoprene.
Traditionally IIR has been used in tire applications such as inner liners, sidewalls,
inner tubes and curing bladders which accounts for ~ 90% of current butyl rubber usage.
IIR also has applications in the pharmaceutical industry where it is used in seals and
septa. Additionally it is employed in adhesives and in chewing gum. While IIR has the
ideal moisture and oxygen impermeability properties required for use as a substrate in
stretchable electronics, there are no literature examples of its application in this area.
There are three main hurdles which must be overcome to enable the application of IIR as
a substrate in stretchable electronic devices: conception of molding methods for the
production of IIR sheets with low surface roughness, development of transparent butyl
rubber for photovoltaic and lighting and display applications, and surface modification of
IIR for deposition of adhesion layers and patterning wettability for solution-based
electrode deposition. The following sections will discuss how these criteria have been
met in order to make IIR a suitable substrate for stretchable electronic applications.
1.2.2.1. Fabrication of Smooth Butyl Rubber Substrates
Stretchable electronic devices are often comprised of thin films of organic and
inorganic materials. Often times the active component of a light-emitting device or
photovoltaic device can be as thin as 100 nm which means that any protrusions from the
substrate or electrodes that is greater than 100 nm threatens to penetrate through the
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active layer thin film material leading to current leakage and electrical shorts. For this
reason it is imperative that smooth IIR substrates be used as substrates in stretchable
electronic devices.
In order to create cross-linked sheets of IIR, the base polymer is mixed with a curing
agent and some particulate filler, which reduces the free volume in the cured sheets and
increases the rubber’s impermeability to oxygen and moisture.

Lanxess Inc. has

developed IIR materials with carbon black fillers (B-IIR) for use in tire innerliners and
white IIR (W-IIR) peroxide curable rubber materials which contain calcinated clay as the
filler. The mixed IIR formulations containing base polymer, curing agent and fillers are
cured at elevated temperatures by pressing the mixed formulation in a metal mold which
results in rough surfaces.

Molding black-filled IIR (B-IIR) against Teflon sheets

facilitates removal of cured rubber sheets from the mold, however the rough template of
the Teflon sheets causes RMS roughness values of 108.42 ± 9.95 nm in the B-IIR sheets.
Carmichael and coworkers developed a method to obtain smooth sheets of B-IIR by
molding the rubber against a smooth silicon wafer template coated with a thin PDMS
release layer. The low surface free energy of PDMS creates a release layer from which
the cured rubber is easily removed. The resultant B-IIR sheet has a much lower RMS
roughness of 13.56 ± 1.88 nm.[64]
1.2.2.2. Fabrication of Transparent Butyl Rubber Substrates
The second criterion to employing butyl rubber in stretchable electronic devices is the
formulation of a transparent butyl rubber substrate.

Light-emitting devices and

photovoltaic devices require transparent substrates in order for light to exit/enter the
device. Traditional butyl rubber formulations such as B-IIR and W-IIR contain fillers
such as carbon black and calcinated clay in order to reduce the free volume in the rubber
and increase the impermeability to oxygen and moisture. These fillers also have the
effect of rendering the resultant rubber sheets colored and opaque. Lanxess Inc. has
developed an IIR formulation free of fillers to enable the fabrication of transparent IIR
sheets (T-IIR).

The formulation consists of brominated butyl rubber modified with

diphenylphosphinostyrene (DPPS) (Figure 1.10) to generate an ionomer which can then
be peroxide cured with no additional fillers.[65] The lack of fillers causes T-IIR to have
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slightly higher oxygen permeation rates of 216 ± 4 cc-mm/(m2-day) compared to those of
B-IIR or W-IIR whose oxygen permeation rates are 138.6 ± 9.9 cc-mm/(m2-day) and
104.2 ± 8.8 cc-mm/(m2-day) respectively.[66] The oxygen permeation rates of T-IIR are
still much lower than those of PDMS which were above the detection limit of the
instrument.

Figure 1.10. Chemical structure of diphenylphosphinostyrene-modified rubber used in
the production of T-IIR.
Molding T-IIR between two Teflon sheets produces rubber sheets with RMS
roughness values of 167.47 ± 2.93 nm. The high RMS roughness results in scattering of
light and a low optical transparency of 17% at 630 nm. By molding T-IIR against a
smooth template of PDMS on silicon wafer, the RMS roughness can be decreased to
6.59 ± 0.51 nm with an optical transparency of 84% at 630 nm. Molding against glass
slides produced a RMS roughness of 44.36 nm indicating the importance of having a
smooth template with low surface free energy to facilitate removal of the cured rubber.
1.2.2.3 Surface Modification of Butyl Rubber Substrates
Butyl rubber has a low surface free energy resulting in a native hydrophobic surface
with water contact angles of 95.5 ± 2.3°.[66] In order for butyl rubber to be used in
stretchable electronics applications methods were developed to make the surface more
hydrophilic to enable deposition of thin films from aqueous solution and chemical
modification of the surface through treatment with organosilanes.

The first step to

creating a more hydrophilic surface is treatment with oxygen plasma. Oxygen plasma
effectively lowers the water contact angles from 95.5 ± 2.3° to 47.8 ± 3.2°.[66] Swabbing
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with isopropanol removes chain scission products leaving a heterogeneous mixture of
oxidized functional groups at the surface[67] giving a water contact angle of 74.6 ± 1.7°.
Additional surface treatment with SiCl4 vapor produces silicon dioxide on the surface of
IIR through adsorption and hydrolysis of SiCl4 which further lowers the water contact
angle to < 20° for SiCl4 treated T-IIR.[66] The hydroxyl-terminated SiO2 layer can be
further chemically modified through reaction with organosilanes to generate the desired
functional groups at the surface of IIR (Figure 1.11).[68]

For instance, Vohra et al.

demonstrated that reaction of the oxidized T-IIR surface with trichloro(1-H,1-H,2-H,2-Hperfluorooctyl)silane (FOTS) decreases the permeation rate of oxygen through T-IIR to
162 ± 6 cc-mm/m2-day.[66]

Figure 1.11. Schematic illustration of the surface modification of T-IIR and subsequent
formation of an organosilane SAM. Adapted with permission from reference 64.
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1.3. Light-Emitting Electrochemical Cells
Despite the numerous advances in the field of stretchable electronics, one of the largest
challenges that remains is the fabrication of large-area stretchable light-emitting devices
for lighting and signage applications.

The reason light-emitting devices are so

challenging to render stretchable is because the inorganic materials that comprise the
light-emitting layer are crystalline, brittle materials.

Even in organic light-emitting

devices, several hurdles exist to rendering the devices stretchable: Most notably, organic
light-emitting devices (OLEDs) rely on multilayer stacks of charge injection, charge
transport and emissive recombination layers for light-emission to occur, each of which
must be rendered stretchable in order for the entire device to perform under applied strain.
In comparison to OLEDs, light-emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) possess a simpler
single-layer architecture in which all functionality of charge injection, charge transport
and emissive recombination exists within a single layer. The first example of such a
single-layer polymer LEC (PLEC) was reported by Pei and co-workers in 1995 based on
a semiconducting polymer mixed with an electrolyte composed of lithium salt and ion
conducting polymer.[69] Under an applied voltage bias, the ions migrate to the electrodes
to facilitate electron and hole injection into the semiconducting polymer. As the electrons
and holes propagate towards the center of the device an exciton is formed which results in
light emission. Shortly after this discovery, Maness et al.[70] and Lee et al.[71] reported
single-layer light-emitting devices based on ruthenium ionic transition metal complexes
(iTMC). The charged nature of the iTMC eliminated the need for added electrolytes and
was thus the first report of a single-layer light-emitter based on a single component.
While the original PLEC and iTMC devices differ in the constituents that produce lightemission they operate under the same mechanisms due to the ionic nature of the emissive
layer. The following sections will outline the models of LEC operating mechanisms.
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1.3.1. Device Operating Mechanism
In general, there are two competing models to describe the operating mechanism of
LECs,

the electrodynamic model[72],[73],[74],[75]

and the electrochemical

doping

model[69],[76],[77],[78],[79],[80],[81],[82], and evidence exists to support each model. Both models
agree that the injection barrier of electrons and holes at the electrodes is reduced by
separation of ions in the light-emitting layer under application of a voltage bias.
In the electrodynamic model, application of a potential leads to the migration and
accumulation of ions at the electrodes causing electric double layers (EDLs) to form. The
formation of EDLs causes a drop in the electric potential at the electrodes and promotes
charge injection into the emissive layer. In the bulk of the device there is a field-free
region where the cations and anions of the iTMC remain closely associated with one
another and the electronic current is diffusion-dominated (Figure 1.12a). Light-emission
occurs from the field-free region of the device.
In the electrochemical doping model, accumulation of ions also leads to the formation
of EDLs at the electrodes however only to the extent required to form ohmic contacts.
The ECD model also states that in the bulk, positively doped (p-doped) and negatively
doped (n-doped) regions develop in the emissive layer due to injection of electrons and
holes at the cathode and anode respectively. The counter ions migrate to neutralize the
local charge. Over time, the doped regions grow until a p-i-n junction forms between
them, where i is the intrinsic undoped region (Figure 1.12b). Charge recombination is
favored in the intrinsic region due to the applied potential drop.
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a)

b)

Figure 1.12. Illustration of potential profile and electronic and ionic charge ditribution in
a LEC during steady-state operation for the (a) ED model and (b) ECD model. Adapted
with permission from reference 83.
Recent studies suggest that the ECD model and the ED model are not mutually
exclusive but rather extreme cases of what may occur in LECs depending on the rate of
charge injection into the emissive layer.

Van Reenen et al. demonstrated through

simulations that when injection into LECs is limited (rate of injection is low), two large
EDLs form in agreement with the ED model however when injection into LECs occurs at
a fast rate, ohmic contacts are formed and the rest of the potential is dropped over a p-n
junction in the bulk consistent with the ECD model.[83]

Their simulations were

substantiated through the fabrication of planar LECs with gold contacts which were
capable of forming ohmic contacts and operated in accordance with the ECD model.
Analogous devices with oxidized aluminum contacts had limited injection resulting in
device operation following the ED model.
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1.3.2. Figures of Merit
In order to quantitatively compare the performance of LECs with different emissive
materials researchers must rely upon a standard set of figures of merit. The commonly
used figures of merit to quantify LEC performance are:


Maximum radiance: The maximum radiance of the device is the measure of the
maximum amount of light emitted in Watts.



Turn-on time (ton): the amount of time it takes for the device to reach its maximum
radiance. Typical turn-on times in LECs can range from a few seconds to several
hours depending on the constitution of the emissive layer and the operating
conditions. Many factors are known to influence the turn-on time of devices most
notably the mobility of the counter-anion in the light-emitting layer, the voltage at
which the device is driven and the presence of insulating or ion-conducting
additives.



External quantum efficiency (EQE): a measure of the amount of photons emitted
per electron injected.



Lifetime: There are two values typically reported for device lifetime. The lifetime
can be reported as the time it takes for the device radiance to decay to one half of
the maximum value (t1/2) or as the time it takes for device radiance to decay to one
fifth of the maximum value (t1/5).



Total Energy Emitted (Etot): calculated by integrating the area under the radiance
curve from t=0 (onset of voltage bias application) to t=1/5 for a light-emitting area
of 3 mm2.

1.3.3. Types of LECs
There are two types of LECs: polymer LECs (PLECs) and ionic transition metal
complex (iTMC) LECs. While the light-emitting components of each type of device
differ, their overall operation mechanism is the same.

The following sections will

provide a brief overview of the components of the light-emitting layers of PLECs and
iTMC LECs.
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1.3.3.1. Polymer LECs
PLECs were first reported in 1995 by Pei and coworkers and consist of
semiconducting conjugated polymers mixed with solid electrolytes.[69] Upon application
of a voltage bias, electrons are injected into the lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the semiconducting polymer and holes are injected into the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) of the semiconducting polymer at the cathode and anode
respectively. The injection of electrons and holes is facilitated by the migration of mobile
ions from the electrolyte. Injection of electrons and holes results in the formation of ptype carriers and n-type carriers at the anode and cathode respectively. The p-type
carriers propagate towards the cathode and the n-type carriers propagate towards the
anode forming a p-i-n junction when they meet. It is in the intrinsic junction region
where the electrons and holes recombine to form neutral pairs which radiatively decay to
the ground state. Typically, salts such as LiCF3 are employed in the electrolyte along with
an ion-transport polymer such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO). The ions from the salt not
only reduce the barrier to charge injection by forming EDLs at the electrode but also
provide charge balance to the p-doped and n-doped regions of the emissive layer.
PLECs have been fabricated with a number of conjugated polymers such as poly(pphenylene)s, poly(phenylene vinylene)s, polyfluorenes and polythiophenes and a variety
of emission colors have been produced.[84] As these emissive layers are comprised of
multiple components they experience some degree of phase separation. In order to reduce
the amount of phase separation in the system researchers have tried several approaches
including the addition of bipolar surfactants[85], the use of new electrolytes such as crown
ether/lithium salt complexes[86] or ionic liquids[87],[88],[89], and implementing iontransporting side groups to the semiconducting polymer such as oligo(ethylene oxide)
side chains in order to reduce the amount of PEO required and to compatibilize the
components[90],[91].
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1.3.3.2. iTMC LECs
Ionic transition metal complex LECs differ from PLECs in that the light-emitter itself
is ionic, eliminating the need for additional electrolytes. This enables the fabrication of
single-component emissive layers thus eliminating phase separation. Seminal work on
iTMC LECs focused primarily on Ru(bpy)32+ as the light-emitter. The charge on the
iTMC is compensated for by mobile counter anions that migrate towards the anode and
facilitate hole injection under applied voltage bias. Researchers have found that the size
and dielectric constant of the mobile counter anion affects the turn-on time of the device:
For instance Ru(dtb-bpy)32+ LECs exhibit faster turn-on times as the size of the counter
ion is decreased from PF6 to BF4.[92] Under applied voltage bias, the Ru2+ species is
oxidized to Ru3+ at the anode and at the cathode the Ru2+ is reduced to Ru+. The charges
hop from Ru-centre to Ru-centre until recombination of the Ru3+ and Ru+ produces two
Ru2+ species, one in the excited state and one in the ground state. Relaxation of the Ru2+
to the ground state results in the emission of a photon.
Although iTMC emitters can be incorporated into LECs as a single component system,
researchers have investigated the effect of dispersing the iTMC in a non-conductive
polymer matrix in order to improve film quality and increase device yield. Dispersing the
Ru-iTMC in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or poly(styrene) (PS) led to increased
device lifetimes (t1/2) of 900 hours and 1100 hours compared to pristine films which had
lifetimes of 700 hours.[93] When PEO is employed as the polymer matrix it acts as both a
film processing aid and as a polymer electrolyte to facilitate ion migration through the
emissive layer. Indeed, Ru-iTMC devices incorporating PEO polymer matrices exhibit
faster turn-on times of 30 seconds compared to pristine devices which require 1.5 2.5 minutes to reach maximum radiance.[94]
The color of light emission in iTMC LECs can be tuned by altering the ligand or the
metal centre of the iTMC, thus altering the HOMO-LUMO gap. For instance Ru(dtbbpy)32+ emits light at 630 nm while incorporation of an esterified bipyridine ligand red
shifts the emission to 690 nm.[95] In 2004, Slinker et al. reported the iTMC LEC based on
an Ir(ppy)2(dtb-bpy)+ which exhibits a maximum emission at 560 nm.[96] The high ligand
field-splitting energy of iridium allows for higher color tunability and complexes with
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emissions ranging from blue to red have been reported.[97] While iridium-based LECs
possess slower turn-on times, faster times can be achieved through the addition of ionic
liquids or salts to enhance the ion mobility in the emissive layer.[98]

1.3.4. Stretchable Device Architectures
Since the initial reports of LECs in the mid-1990s, it took nearly 15 years for the first
flexible version of a LEC to be demonstrated Fang et al.[99] During the course of this
dissertation, Pei and co-workers reported the first stretchable LEC based on an
electroluminescent polymer blend sandwiched between two nanocomposite carbon
nanotube (CNT) stretchable electrodes.[10] When the device was heated above the glass
transition temperature of the CNT-polymer composite electrodes the device could be
deformed. With this technology, Pei and coworkers were able to fabricate a LEC that
was stretchable up to 45% elongation when heated to 70°C.
In 2013, Pei and co-workers demonstrated that by replacing the shape memory
polymer of the substrate/composite material for a composite based on silver nanowires
(AgNWs) embedded in a room-temperature stretchable polyurethane acrylate (PUA)
elastomer enabled the fabrication of PLECs that could sustain strains as large as 120%
with continued light-emission at room temperature.[9] The emissive layer of these devices
was based on a blend of the yellow light-emitting polymer Super Yellow (SY) (phenyl
substituted poly(1,4-phenylene vinylene)) with ion conducting polymer additives and salt.
While devices exhibited light emission up to 120% elongation (Figure 1.13), the
electroluminescent performance trailed off quickly at strains above 40% elongation due to
damage to the SY and PEDOT polymer layers.
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Figure 1.13. Photographs of a Super Yellow PLEC (original light-emitting area,
5.0 x 4.5 mm2) biased at 14 V at specified strains. Adpated with permission from
reference 9.

1.3.5. Sensitivity to Moisture and Oxygen
One of the main challenges remaining in the fabrication of commercial products based
on LECs is their sensitivity to water and oxygen. Moisture has a detrimental effect on the
iTMC materials due to ligand exchange of water for bpy in the excited state forming the
hypothesized quencher molecule Ru(bpy)2(H2O)22+.[100]

Slinker et al. used Raman

spectroscopy to identify an oxo-bridged dimer that quenches luminescence in Ru(bpy)32+
devices.[101] When devices were run in alternating vacuum and oxygen-rich environments
the current remained steady while the radiance decreased with each successive
introduction of oxygen. Luminescence recovered slightly upon reapplication of vacuum
(Figure 1.14).

The active elements of PLECs are also sensitive to ambient air and

therefore the majority of PLEC devices are fabricated and tested in inert atmosphere.
Edman and co-workers demonstrated that PLEC devices operated in ambient atmosphere
suffer from delamination of the metal cathode due to generation and expansion of
hydrogen gas created by the reduction of water at the interface between the electrode and
the emissive layer.[102]
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a)
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Figure 1.14. (a) Structure of the oxo-bridged dimer quencher species
[Ru(bpy)2(H2O)]2O4+. (b) Current (solid line) and radiant flux (dotted lines) of an
ITO/Ru(bpy)32+(PF6-)2/Au device operating at 3 V under alternating vacuum and oxygenrich environments. The downward arrows indicate the time when oxygen was introduced
into the system while the upward arrows indicate where the vacuum was restored.
Adapted with permission from reference 101.
The sensitivity of LEC devices requires their operation in inert conditions or the
development of encapsulation layers in order to prevent oxygen and moisture diffusion
into the device. Edman and co-workers demonstrated that through the encapsulation of
LECs with a glass slide and UV-curable epoxy it was possible to achieve uninterrupted
lifetimes of 490 hours at high brightness.[102] Encapsulation with glass is not compatible
with stretchable device technologies and this poses the additional challenge of developing
stretchable barrier and encapsulating layers. Pei and co-workers acknowledge that in
order for fully stretchable commercial OLED displays to be realized one of the
requirements is the development of rubbery sealing materials for encapsulation.[9]
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1.4. Dissertation Objectives
1.4.1. Altering the Cracking Mechanism of Metal Films on
Elastomers
The first section of the dissertation aims to alter the crack propagation in metal films
on compliant substrates to achieve ultrahigh elongation at electrical failure. Ultrahigh
stretchable gold films that exhibit small changes in resistance with applied strain have
applications in stretchable electronic devices as interconnects and electrodes while gold
films that are more sensitive to applied strain and experience larger changes in resistance
have applications as human motion and robotic strain sensors. As-deposited gold films
on PDMS substrates fail electrically at strains of ~23% due to large cracks that propagate
the full width of the film and eliminate the conductive pathway.[20] Recent approaches to
alter the crack propagation through metal films on elastomer have relied on
photolithography to generate a photolithographic master from which the elastomeric
substrate can be molded, creating a microstructured relief on the surface of the elastomer
which introduces multiple sites for crack nucleation allowing overlying metal films to
achieve higher strains before electrical failure occurs. The microstructured relief alters
the crack propagation in metal films enabling the fabrication of gold films that can be
stretched repeatedly to 20% with high reproducibility. We seek to eliminate the need for
photolithography while creating a beneficial cracking pattern that enables ultrahigh
elongations of the metal film.
First, we investigate a solution-based approach to depositing aqueous emulsions of
poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) glue onto elastomeric substrates to create a microstructured
topography. By shifting to solution deposited polymers to create the rough topography
we will reduce the fabrication cost of preparing metal films with ultrahigh stretchability
by eliminating the need for photolithography. White glue has the additional benefits of
being commercially available, low-cost and biodegradable. We investigate the effect of
emulsion concentration on the change in resistance and demonstrate applications of the
gold films as interconnects and human motion strain sensors. This research is presented
in Chapter 2.
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Second, we examine a water-soluble poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) polymer interlayer to
demonstrate that the mechanical properties of the interlayer dictate the crack propagation
through gold films. PVA is a water soluble polymer that swells in the presence of
moisture and whose Young’s Modulus is affected by relative humidity. We investigate
the effects of relative humidity and thus the mechanical properties of the interlayer on the
elongation at failure of gold. This study provides insights into the properties of the
polymer interlayer required to achieve ultrahigh stretchability of gold films. Much like
the work in Chapter 2, this approach to creating ultrahigh stretchable gold films is also
free of lithography and is low-cost. This research is presented in Chapter 3.

1.4.2. Development of Elastomeric Emissive Layers for LargeArea Stretchable Electronics
Imagine light-emitting wallpaper that can be unrolled and laminated to walls, lighttherapy treatments fabricated from soft rubbery materials that can be adhered directly to
your skin, and signage that conforms to non-planar surfaces. The advent of stretchable
electronics brings us closer to these types of products becoming a reality. Traditional
organic light-emitting devices are comprised of a multilayer stack responsible for charge
injection, charge transport and emissive recombination. In order to render these devices
stretchable each thin film in the multilayer stack must be rendered stretchable which
presents a challenge. In contrast, light-emitting electrochemical cells benefit from a
simple device architecture where all functions of charge injection, charge transport and
emissive recombination occur in a single layer. This simplifies the device architecture as
now only one material must be rendered stretchable.
Up until 2010, only rigid LECs fabricated on glass had been reported. During the
course of this dissertation, research into the area of stretchable electronics exploded. Pei
and co-workers reported the first large-area stretchable polymer light-emitting
electrochemical cell in 2011 that could be stretched to 45% when heated to 70°C.[10]
Later in 2013, Pei and co-workers demonstrated a room temperature stretchable lightemitting device capable of emitting light up to 120% elongation.[9] As discussed in
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Section 1.3.3. there are two types of LECs, polymer LECs and iTMC LECs. We aimed to
develop stretchable LECs based on iTMC LECs.
First, we investigated the commercially available elastomer PDMS as the polymer
matrix in an iTMC LEC. We fabricated rigid devices to characterize the optoelectronic
properties of LECs and compared the properties to conventional iTMC LECs fabricated
with glassy poly(methyl methacrylate) polymers blended in the emissive layer. We tested
the mechanical properties of the LECs by fabricating LECs on stretchable substrates with
thin metal anodes and a liquid metal cathode and subjecting the devices to repetitive
strains of 15%.

In Chapter 4, we report the first example of a room temperature

stretchable light-emitting electrochemical cell based on an ionic transition metal lightemitter dispersed in an elastomeric matrix. Room-temperature stretchability is a crucial
feature to enable compatibility with the human body.
Second, we investigated isobutylene-co-isoprene rubber (IIR) elastomers as the
polymer matrix in iTMC LECs. We were motivated to create stretchable LECs with long
lifetimes and high stability. IIR has high oxygen and moisture impermeability combined
with high stretchability making it an ideal candidate for the fabrication of LECs with high
stability. We investigated the phase separation between the IIR polymer matrix and the
iTMC and investigated graft copolymers of IIR with poly(ethylene oxide) side chains to
assist in mixing of the IIR polymer with the iTMC light emitter. We varied the molecular
weight of the PEO polymer in the side chains to determine the impact of PEO content on
device operation. We fabricated rigid LECs and compared their stability to the LECs
fabricated in Chapter 4. We performed preliminary studies on the mechanical properties
of the LECs by fabricating them on stretchable substrates and subjecting them to
repetitive strains of 15%. This work is presented in Chapter 5.

1.4.3. Developing Methods to Enable the Fabrication of
Conductive Metal Films on Butyl Rubber Substrates
In order prevent moisture and oxygen from penetrating into the device causing
deleterious effects to device stability and performance, organic electronics require barrier
and encapsulation layers. In stretchable electronic devices this requirement is especially
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challenging because these additional encapsulation layers must be able to stretch with the
rest of the device.

Our approach to fabricating stable electronic devices involves

combining water and oxygen barrier properties with stretchability in new elastomeric
substrate materials in order to circumvent the need for additional barrier layers. We
investigated isobutylene-co-isoprene rubber as a substrate in the fabrication of electronic
devices due to its high water and oxygen impermeability.
The first step to fabricating stretchable electronic devices involves the fabrication of
stretchable metal wires on the substrate in order to create circuits and device electrodes.
Traditional methods to deposit metal onto elastomeric substrates involve the use of
physical vapor deposition methods such as e-beam metal deposition. We demonstrate
that when metal is deposited onto IIR by e-beam metal deposition, non-conductive films
form due to the penetration of metal atoms into the surface of IIR resulting in a nonconductive gold/IIR composite. In order to circumvent damage to the IIR layer during ebeam metal deposition we deposited thin polymer films that protect the IIR substrate
during metal deposition, allowing conductive films to be deposited onto IIR.

We

deposited the polymer interlayers by spin coating aqueous polymer solutions onto IIR
prior to metallization. We investigate the electrical properties of the resultant gold films
under strain to determine their viability as interconnects in stretchable electronic devices.
This work is presented in Chapter 6.
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2.1. Introduction
The fabrication of electronic devices on soft, elastomeric substrates has opened the
way to entirely new and exciting applications for electronics. Stretchable light-emitting
devices are the building blocks for foldable and expandable display screens, electronicsintegrated clothing, and wallpaper-like lighting. Other devices can be worn on the body,
such as smart surgical gloves that sense temperature and electrical potentials[1] and
wearable health monitors that acquire and wirelessly transmit electrophysiological data[2].
A step further leads to devices that can be integrated inside the body, such as stretchable
balloon catheters that can “map and zap” damaged areas of the heart[3]. These diverse
stretchable electronics applications have a common feature: Each application requires
robust conductive materials for use as device electrodes and interconnects that maintain
electrical conductivity during stretching. Metals are the materials of choice due to their
high conductivity (the resistivity of gold at 20C is 2.44 x 10-8 m)[4]; however, the
ability of metal films on elastomers to remain conductive during stretching is limited due
to cracks that propagate across the metal film as it is elongated and interrupt the
conductive pathway.

Here, we describe a simple, low-cost approach to create a

microstructured layer on the silicone elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that can be
coated with gold. This microstructure provides numerous sites of strain localization when
this structure is stretched, resulting in the initiation of numerous microcracks.
Interactions between these microcracks prevent long-range crack propagation, which
better preserves the conduction pathway at high strains. We demonstrate the use of these
extremely stretchable gold films as stretchable device interconnects and wearable strain
sensors.
Stretchable conductors are essential to all stretchable electronic devices, where they
are used as device interconnects and contacts. The challenge with developing useful
stretchable conductors is the trade-off that often occurs between stretchability and high
conductivity.

For example, composites of conductive carbon nanotubes,[5] carbon

black,[6] or metallic particles embedded in a rubbery matrix,[7] sheets of graphene on
PDMS,[8] and films of conducting polymers on PDMS[9] retain their conductivity to high
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elongations, but the inherently high resistivity of these systems limits their utility as
circuit interconnects and electrodes. The obvious way to increase the conductivity is to
use metal films, which are ubiquitous as conductive elements in conventional rigid
devices and circuits. Although freestanding metal films fracture at a few percent tensile
strain, adhering a metal film to a compliant substrate such as PDMS can suppress the
strain localization that is responsible for necking and rupture of freestanding films. Gold
films on PDMS can adopt two possible topographies that result from either compressive
or tensile stress during deposition of the gold film. Buckled topographies, which result
from compressive stress, initially exhibit a low resistivity that increases linearly up to a
critical strain (typically 10 – 20%).[10] The resistance increases dramatically beyond this
critical strain. The second type of topography is thought to result from tensile stress of
the gold film during deposition. These films do not exhibit buckles; rather, SEM reveals
the appearance of tribranched, Y-shaped microcracks.[11],[12] The initial resistance of this
film type is higher than that of the buckled type, but these structures remain conductive to
high strains (60%) due to the formation of a network of microcracks that preserves an
interconnected network of gold ligaments for electrical conduction. An understanding of
the conditions necessary to selectively prepare gold films with either buckled or tribranch
cracked topographies puzzled researchers until a recent report by Graudejus et al.
revealed the complexity of this fabrication process by elucidating a number of pertinent
variables, such as the gold film thickness, strength of adhesion of the gold to PDMS,
deposition temperature, adhesion layer thickness, etc., that operate together to determine
the gold film topography.[13]
The complex interplay of the fabrication parameters that determines the topography of
gold films deposited on PDMS, and hence the elongation at electrical failure, makes the
implementation of these gold/PDMS structures as interconnects and contacts in
stretchable devices challenging. Thus, there is a need for gold films on elastomers that
function at higher elongations while delivering highly reproducible resistance changes
with stretching. Two methods that have been extensively investigated to increase the
elongation to which gold/PDMS structures remain conductive rely on altering the
configuration of the gold film:

First, stretching the PDMS substrate before gold
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deposition and then releasing the pre-stretch compresses the gold film, configuring it into
a wavy structure. Stretching these structures flattens the waves, and conductivity persists
to the pre-stretch elongation, up to 100%.[14] These structures can be stretched uniaxially;
biaxial pre-stretching creates a random pattern of buckles in the gold film that enables
radial stretching up to 40%.[15]

Second, gold films configured into serpentine wire

patterns on PDMS act like helical springs when the gold/PDMS structure is elongated.
Serpentine gold wires accommodate elongation by twisting out of plane, which allows
conductivity to persist to elongations of 70-100%, depending on the dimensions of the
serpentine.[16] This approach requires lithographic patterning, and the limited surface
areas of the serpentine films make them useful as device interconnects rather than
electrodes. A third approach to achieving highly stretchable gold films that has received
less attention uses topographical features on the surface of the underlying PDMS to
localize the microcracks that form in the gold during stretching, which better preserves
the conduction pathway when the sample is elongated compared to analogous gold films
on flat PDMS.

Geometrical patterns of topographical features such as nanoscale

pyramids[17] or micron-scale circular pillars[18] can be fabricated by molding PDMS
against lithographically-fabricated masters.

The resistance, R, of a thin gold film

deposited on a PDMS substrate bearing an array of protruding nanoscale pyramids on the
surface, for example, increases to ~1.6 x the initial resistance (R0) at 25% elongation,
whereas the resistance of a gold film on flat PDMS climbs to ~4.3R0 at the same
elongation.[17]

Although both of these studies demonstrate the potential of using

topography to boost performance by strain localization, the use of lithography to create
the topographical patterns is not suitable for low-cost manufacturing, which is often a
concern with high-volume, lightweight electronics. One method to avoid the use of
lithography uses rough polycarbonate substrates produced by sandblasting as masters to
prepare PDMS substrates with rough surfaces.[19] The random peaks and valleys on the
PDMS surface provide numerous sites of strain localization, which is where microcracks
initiate. These microcracks continue to nucleate at larger deformations compared to flat
PDMS substrates, resulting in a non-percolating crack pattern due to an entangling
interaction of the microcracks. Gold films on rough PDMS substrates remain conductive
to 40% elongation, at which point R is ~1000R0.
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Here, we report a low-cost, bottom-up and organic solvent-free approach to creating
topographical features on a PDMS substrate that provide numerous sites of strain
localization. Our method uses low-cost spin-coating to deposit an aqueous emulsion of
poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc)– common, commercially available white school glue diluted
in water – onto an oxidized PDMS surface. The resulting surface consists of a selfassembled, random array of clustered PVAc globules, which can be uniformly coated
with gold by e-beam evaporation. The resulting PDMS/glue/gold layered structures
remain highly conductive to 60% elongation.

2.2. Experimental Section
2.2.1. Materials
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) was obtained from Dow Corning,
Midland, MI. All other chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as
received. Elmer’s Glue-All was obtained from Elmer’s Products, Inc (Westerville, Ohio).

2.2.2. Preparation of PDMS Substrates
PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184) was prepared by mixing prepolymer with curing
agent in a 10:1 w:w ratio and stirring, followed by degassing under vacuum.

The

prepolymer mixture was cured in a polystyrene Petri dish to obtain PDMS samples with
smooth surfaces.

2.2.3. Oxidation of PDMS Substrates
PDMS substrates were treated with air plasma at medium discharge setting for
10 seconds at an air pressure of 10 psig (flow rate of 32 mL/min). (Harrick Plasma
PDC32-G coupled to a PlasmaFlo gas flow mixer).

2.2.4. Glue Interlayer Deposition on PDMS
Glue solutions were prepared by diluting Glue-All in water at room temperature until
dissolved. Three emulsion concentrations were employed: 1:1 v/v water:glue, 3:1 v/v
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water:glue and 5:1 v/v water:glue. Oxidized PDMS substrates were spin coated with the
glue solution at 1000 rpm for 1 minute followed by 2000 rpm for 1 minute (Laurell
Technologies WS-400A-6NPP). We estimated the surface coverage of the glue diluations
on PDMS by calculating the area occupied by clusters measuring  10 m in diameter in
a 500 x magnificiation SEM image with a total area of 150 m x 150 m.

2.2.5. Metal Deposition on PDMS
An e-beam evaporator was used to deposit 30 Å titanium, followed by 250 Å gold,
onto PDMS/glue substrates at a rate of 0.3 Å/s and 1 Å/s respectively, under high vacuum
(10-6 mbar).

2.2.6. Strain Sensor Fabrication
The 3:1 v/v water:glue emulsion was spin coated onto an oxidized 1.5 cm x 3.5 cm
piece of PDMS followed by e-beam metal deposition of a 30-Å-thick titanium adhesion
layer and 250-Å-thick gold. These gold films were mounted to a Band-Aid for use as a
human motion strain sensor using PDMS pre-polymer as the adhesive (Sylgard 184, Dow
Corning) followed by curing for one hour. To facilitate connection to the sourcemeasure
unit, strips of aluminum foil were glued to each extremity of the gold-coated PDMS/glue
samples using a conductive silicone paste which was allowed to set overnight (Effective
Shielding, West Chester PA).

2.2.7. Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped
with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera. A micro-vice stretcher (S. T. Japan, USA,
Inc.) was mounted to the microscope stage and samples were clamped in the stretcher to
obtain microscope images of stretched samples.

Scanning electron microscopy was

carried out on a Hitachi S-4500 scanning electron microscope. Samples were stretched
manually and secured with copper tape to the specimen stage. Prior to imaging, stretched
samples and non-metallized samples of glue on PDMS were coated with 3-5 nm Au using
a Hummer VI sputtering system to prevent charging. Atomic force microscopy was
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carried out using the dynamic force mode of a Park Systems XE-100 AFM. A silicon
cantilever with a nominal spring constant of 40 N/m, resonant frequency of 300 kHz and
tip radius of 10 nm was used. Images were collected from three spots on each sample in
an area of 40 μm × 40 μm.

For electrical characterization, gallium-indium eutectic

(EGaIn) (~0.01 mL) was first deposited by syringe to the corners (for sheet resistance
measurements) or ends (for resistance measurements) of the gold surface to facilitate
electrical contact. A Keithley 2601A Sourcemeter and LabTracer software applied a
voltage sweep of -0.5 V to 0.5 V with a 10 ms delay, and 101 data points of current were
measured. Data sets consisted of three samples, and the average was reported. For
electrical measurements under strain, samples were clamped in a micro-vice stretcher
(S.T. Japan, USA, Inc.) and stretched in 5% increments while the resistance was
measured. PDMS/glue/gold samples used in interconnect studies were mounted in the
microvice stretcher with EGaIn drops providing soft contact to electrical probes. The
gold wire was connected in series to the Keithley sourcemeter and a green LED. The
LED was driven at a current bias of 20 mA. Strain sensors on Band-aids were adhered to
the thumb and resistance was measured by applying a 1 V DC bias and measuring the
current response as a function of bending strain. For video S2.1, the strain sensor was
connected to a breadboard and an Arduino Uno singleboard controller in order to control
which LEDs light up due to changes in resistance in the sensor. The code to program the
Arduino was adapted from: http://arduinobasics.blogspot.ca/2011/05/arduino-uno-flexsensor-and-leds.html (Available in Supplementary Information). The Arduino’s analogto-digital converter converts the input voltage (from 0-5V) to a digital value between 0
and 1023. The digital values dictate the output corresponding to an LED numbered from
4-13 which controls which LEDs turn on.

2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Characterization of Microstructured Glue Films on PDMS
White school glue is a synthetic thermoplastic adhesive consisting of an emulsion of
PVAc in water, along with proprietary additives to stabilize the emulsion. We diluted
white glue with water to three different concentrations (1:1, 3:1, and 5:1 v/v water:glue)
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to reduce the viscosity of the glue and the concentration of colloidal PVAc particles in the
suspension.

Dark-field optical micrographs of liquid films of the three glue

concentrations show the globules suspended in water; the largest visible globules are
~ 2-3 m in diameter (Figure S2.1). We spin-coated each of the three formulations onto
PDMS substrates oxidized for 10 s in an air plasma to enable wetting. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) reveal that the
glue emulsion forms a microstructured coating on the PDMS surface that consists of
clustered globules of PVAc (Figure 2.1). The density of these globules depends on the
concentration of glue in the emulsion.

At the highest concentration of glue

(PDMS/glue1:1), the surface of the PDMS substrate is homogeneously covered in densely
packed glue globules that range in diameter from ~8 m to < 1 m (Figure 2.1a, b). The
RMS roughness of this coating is 350.5 nm ± 21.87 nm.

SEM cross sections

(Figure S2.2a) reveal that the glue1:1 coating is continuous and ~ 2-3.5 m in thickness.
Increasing the water:glue ratio to 3:1 and 5:1 produces surfaces that are not uniformly
coated in glue globules.

Using 3:1 water:glue (PDMS/glue3:1) produces a surface

comprised of individual and clustered globules of PVAc glue randomly distributed over
the PDMS surface (Figure 2.1c, d). The largest clusters are ~ 40-60 m in diameter
which exceeds the scanning range of the AFM instrument. The largest individual clusters
within the instrument range were measured to be ~ 30 m in diameter and ~ 3 - 4 m in
height (Figure S2.3a, b). Reducing the concentration of the glue further to 5:1 water:glue
(PDMS/glue5:1) produces a surface comprised of sparsely populated PVAc clusters that
are smaller than those of PDMS/glue3:1 (Figure 2.1e, f) with the largest clusters having a
diameter of ~ 40 m and height of ~ 2 - 3 m (Figure S2.3c, d). SEM cross sections
show that glue3:1 and glue5:1 coatings are not as uniform in thickness as glue1:1; instead,
these surfaces consist of clusters of PVAc globules separated by regions of either bare
PDMS or a thin (~ 0.4 m) polymer coating (Figure S2.2c, d). Whereas the PVAc
globules in the glue1:1 coating cover 100% of the PDMS surface, we estimate that the
coverage of the glue3:1 and glue5:1 coatings is lower, at ~ 44% and ~ 17%, respectively.
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Figure 2.1. SEM and tapping-mode AFM images of (a, b) PDMS/glue1:1; (c, d)
PDMS/glue3:1; (e, f) PDMS/glue5:1.
The structural difference between the continuous glue1:1 coating and the patchy glue3:1
and glue5:1 coatings becomes relevant when PDMS/glue structures are stretched.
Although glue coatings form compliant layers on PDMS due to the rubbery nature of
PVAc (the main component of white glue), the Young’s modulus of glue (0.6 GPa for
Elmer’s glue[20]; 0.75 GPa for pure PVAc[21]) is higher than that of PDMS (1 – 2 MPa)[22].
All three PDMS/glue structures could be stretched to 60% elongation without visible
delamination; however, optical microscope images reveal that stretching causes the
formation of zigzag microscale cracks in the glue1:1 coating due to the high Young’s
modulus of the continuous glue coating (Figure S2.4a). The random peaks and valleys of
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the rough glue1:1 surface provide numerous sites for strain localization, which initiates the
microcracks that relieve the strain. These cracks increase in number as the elongation
increases from 20% to 60%. In contrast, glue3:1 and glue5:1 coatings do not exhibit cracks
(Figure S2.4b, c); instead, the regions between the PVAc glue islands likely absorb the
strain and allow the PVAc clustered globules to behave like rigid islands.

2.3.2. Density of Microclusters Affects Crack Propagation in Gold
Films on PDMS/Glue
We used an e-beam evaporator to coat PDMS/glue surfaces with a 30-Å-thick layer of
titanium as an adhesion promoter followed by a 250-Å-thick layer of gold.

SEM

micrographs show that the metal uniformly coats the surface, yielding a gold-coated
surface with glue globules with dimensions that are similar to the uncoated glue films
(Figure S2.5). Despite the differences in topography of PDMS/glue surfaces, the sheet
resistance values (Rs) of these gold films are similar to 250-Å-thick gold films deposited
on glass (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1. Sheet resistance (Rs) of 250-Å-thick-gold films on glass and PDMS/glue
substrates.
Substrate

Rs (/□)

Glass

1.8  0.1

PDMS/glue1:1

2.5  0.2

PDMS/glue3:1

2.4  0.2

PDMS/glue5:1

1.9  0.2

The topography of the glue layer has a pronounced effect on how cracks initiate and
propagate in the overlying gold film of PDMS/glue/gold structures when these structures
are subjected to linear strain.

We collected optical microscope images of

PDMS/glue1:1/gold, PDMS/glue3:1/gold, and PDMS/glue5:1/gold structures at intervals of
5% strain and present images taken at 5, 25, and 60% strain in Figure 2.2. For all three
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glue concentrations, the cracks become more numerous as the strain increases. The
initiation of new cracks as the strain increases can be attributed to the topography of the
PVAc glue globules, which provide sites for strain localization and crack nucleation. The
manner in which the number of cracks increases with strain, therefore, is related to the
coverage of PVAc glue globules on the PDMS surface. The higher coverage of PVAc
glue globules on PDMS/glue1:1 (100% coverage) and PDMS/glue3:1 (44% coverage) leads
to an increased number of cracks compared to PDMS/glue5:1 (17% coverage), which is
particularly apparent in the optical images taken at 60% strain (Figure 2.2c, f, i). Despite
this difference, the cracking patterns of gold on all three glue formulations are distinct
from those of gold films deposited on smooth PDMS without a glue layer (PDMS/gold).
Smooth PDMS provides far fewer defect sites on the surface for strain localization and
crack nucleation. The paucity of crack nucleation events results in the appearance of
relatively few cracks when the sample is stretched to 5% (Figure 2.3a), but these cracks
propagate through the field of view of a 10x microscope objective (that is, at least
1000 m) to relieve strain.

Although the number of cracks increases with further

elongation to 30% (Figure 2.3b), the appearance of long, straight cracks is maintained. In
contrast, the rapid increase in the density of small cracks of PDMS/glue/gold structures
effectively relieves strain, and as the sample is elongated the cracks encounter and
interact with one another. A crack approaching another crack enters a relaxed zone where
the strain has already been relieved. Consequently, the crack stops propagating, resulting
in a film comprised of numerous small cracks rather than long straight cracks.
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Figure 2.2. Evolution of cracks on PDMS/glue/gold structures with stretching. Optical
images captured at 5% (top row), 25% (middle row), and 60% (bottom row) strain for
(a-c) PDMS/glue1:1/gold; (d-f) PDMS/glue3:1/gold; (g-i) PDMS/glue5:1/gold.
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Figure 2.3. Evolution of cracks on PDMS /gold structures with stretching.
images captured at (a) 5% strain and (b) 30% strain.

Optical

The difference in cracking patterns between PDMS/glue1:1/gold, PDMS/glue3:1/gold,
PDMS/glue5:1/gold, and PDMS/gold structures can be qualitatively, and to some extent
quantitatively, correlated to resistance measurements of these structures as a function of
linear strain. Figure 2.4 displays the change in resistance of PDMS/glue/gold structures
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with stretching. R/R0 of gold films deposited on smooth PDMS without a glue layer
(inset in Figure 2.4) increases rapidly with stretching and reaches 360 at 25% elongation.
We (and others)[10],[11] attribute the resistance increase to the long, straight cracks that
propagate through the film and severely impede conductivity. The use of a glue layer,
however, both dramatically lowers the change in resistance and increases the elongation
at failure.

Resistance data recorded for PDMS/glue1:1/gold, PDMS/glue3:1/gold, and

PDMS/glue5:1/gold show that increasing the coverage of glue globules on the PDMS
surface reduces the change in resistance that occurs with stretching. The highest glue
coverage of 100% in PDMS/glue1:1/gold structures ultimately causes the smallest change
in resistance (R/R0 = 23 at 65%), whereas the lowest glue coverage of ~ 17% in
PDMS/glue5:1/gold structures causes a change in resistance that is ten times higher
(R/R0 = 243 at 70%). Thus, the most “defective” surface – i.e., the surface with the
greatest number of defect sites for strain localization – causes the lowest increase in R.
This defect site density also influences R/R0 values at strain intervals up to the point of
failure.

At 5% strain, the emergence of cracks causes the resistance of the three

PDMS/glue/gold structures to increase similarly (R/R0 < 3). The microscope images of
Figure 2.2a, d, and g show that the gold films bear cracks of various lengths, the longest
of these being ~ 100 m. On PDMS/glue3:1/gold and PDMS/glue5:1/gold, the cracks
appear to initiate and terminate at the edges of the isolated glue globule clusters; this
guiding of how the cracks propagate results in cracks that are rather straight. In contrast,
the cracks on PDMS/glue1:1/gold take on a more irregular, jagged shape due to the
consistently rough topography of this surface. This surface is also punctuated by a few
cracks that are 8-10 m in width, whereas the cracks on PDMS/glue3:1/gold and
PDMS/glue5:1/gold are uniformly narrow (< 5 m in width).

At 25% strain, R/R0

increases to ~ 30 for PDMS/glue3:1/gold and PDMS/glue5:1/gold. The microscope images
in Figure 2.2e and h show the appearance of new cracks to relieve the strain; at the same
time, there is an appreciable and uniform widening of the cracks to ~ 5-7 m.
Furthermore, there is a considerable lengthening of cracks on PDMS/glue5:1/gold to
> 200 m. This crack propagation visible in SEM micrographs of films stretched to 30%
elongation relates to the low density of topographical features on this surface to localize
the strain and initiate cracks, which leads to fewer interactions between cracks that limit
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crack propagation (Figure S2.6b, c). We postulate that the lengthening and widening of
the cracks on PDMS/glue3:1/gold and PDMS/glue5:1/gold contributes to the increase in
resistance. This idea is supported by the microscope image of PDMS/glue1:1/gold at 25%
elongation (Figure 2.2b), which retains a low R/R0 value of 6. This gold film exhibits an
increase in the number of cracks, similar to PDMS/glue3:1/gold and PDMS/glue5:1/gold,
without any appreciable lengthening of the cracks. Although there is widening of the
cracks, the surface is dominated by short, irregular cracks separated by regions of
uncracked gold that constitute the conduction pathway. The irregularity of cracks in gold
films on PDMS/glue1:1 is further evidenced in SEM micrographs of the film stretched to
30% (Figure S2.6a).

At 60% strain, the three sample types are all dissimilar: The

resistance of PDMS/glue1:1/gold remains rather low (R/R0 = 20), the resistance of
PDMS/glue3:1/gold increases to R/R0 = 107, and the resistance of PDMS/glue5:1/gold
increases dramatically to R/R0 = 171. Differences in the crack dimensions account for the
observed differences in resistance change.

Although the most conductive structure,

PDMS/glue1:1/gold, develops new, small cracks to relieve the strain, the structure
preserves ~ 30-m-wide strips of gold between the cracks that undoubtedly help maintain
conductivity (Figure 2.2c). The preservation of these gold strips can be attributed to the
numerous cracks in the gold film that interact with one another, limiting the propagation
length: A propagating crack has a high probability of entering into the relaxed zone near
another crack where strain is relieved, thus halting propagation.

Similarly,

PDMS/glue3:1/gold also develops small, new cracks; however, the continuous gold strips
separating the cracks are narrower (~ 10-15 m), which increases the resistance
(Figure 2.2f). PDMS/glue5:1/gold is distinguished from the other two structure types by
long cracks that become wider in response to the strain (Figure 2.2i). At 60% strain,
these cracks can reach ~ 250 m in length, with a typical width of ~ 50 m. These long,
wide cracks dominate the gold structure, leaving a limited conductive pathway through
the film. Notwithstanding the differences in resistance changes in response to strain,
PDMS/glue1:1/gold, PDMS/glue3:1/gold, and PDMS/glue5:1/gold do remain conductive to
65-70% elongation, and ultimately fail due to fracture through the PDMS/glue/gold stack.
This fracture is likely due to the extension of cracks from the gold layer into the PDMS
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substrate caused by the large mismatch in elastic properties between metal, glue, and
PDMS.[23]
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Figure 2.4. Plot of normalized resistance as a function of linear strain for
PDMS/glue1:1/gold (triangles), PDMS/glue3:1/gold (circles), PDMS/glue5:1/gold (squares),
and PDMS/gold (inset).

2.3.3. Application of Stretchable Gold Films on PDMS/Glue as
Device Interconnects
The high conductivity of PDMS/glue1:1/gold that persists with stretching to 65%
elongation makes these films suitable as interconnects in stretchable electronic devices.
As a demonstration, we constructed circuits consisting of 1.5 cm x 2.5 cm stretchable
gold interconnects connected in series with a source-measure unit and a green LED
(Figure 2.5a). The LED demonstrates a voltage drop of 2.2 V when biased with a current
of 20 mA. We applied the 20 mA current bias to the circuit, and measured the total
voltage drop (VT) as the interconnect was stretched from 0% - 50% strain.

The

stretchable gold interconnect acts as a variable resistor (Rvar) whose resistance rises with
increased applied strain. As the interconnect is stretched, the voltage required to drive the
LED increases due to the increasing voltage drop across the gold film. VT as a function
of interconnect elongation is plotted in Figure 2.5b for interconnects fabricated from
PDMS/glue1:1/gold and PDMS/glue3:1/gold.

At 0% strain, VT is 2.4 V for both
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PDMS/glue1:1/gold and PDMS/glue3:1/gold. For the PDMS/glue1:1/gold interconnect, VT
increases with increasing strain, until it reaches 5.0 V at 50% strain. In contrast, VT
increases more quickly for the PDMS/glue3:1/gold interconnect, and reaches 6.5 V at 50%
elongation. The steeper slope of the VT versus percent elongation for PDMS/glue3:1/gold
is consistent with the plots of R/R0 versus elongation presented in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.5. Demonstration of PDMS/glue1:1/gold and PDMS/glue3:1/gold as stretchable
interconnects. (a) Circuit diagram (b) Plot of VT as a function of percent elongation for
PDMS/glue1:1/gold (black bars) and PDMS/glue3:1/gold (grey bars).

2.3.4. Demonstration of Stretchable Gold Films on PDMS/Glue as
Human Motion Strain Sensors
The greater change in resistance with stretching exhibited by PDMS/glue3:1/gold
compared to PDMS/glue1:1/gold indicates that the former structures are more sensitive to
changes in strain, which makes them potentially useful as soft strain sensors. Strain
sensors detect mechanical deformation through a change in electrical resistance. Metal
foils patterned on a flexible plastic backing are a common gauge type. The gauge is
mounted on the object to be monitored, and deformation of the object translates into a
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change in electrical resistance of the gauge. The sensitivity of the gauge to mechanical
deformation is quantified as the gauge factor (GF), which relates the fractional change in
resistance to the mechanical strain:
GF =

ΔR/R0
ε

Conventional metal foil strain sensors have a GF of 2 to 5, and can stretch to a
maximum of 5% before electrical failure.[24] Biomechanics, physiology, kinesiology, and
robotics applications, however, require soft strain sensors that can conform easily to the
curves of the human body or over robotic joints to allow unimpeded motion, while at the
same time being capable of detecting large strains.[6] Metals deposited on elastomers – a
soft version of the classic metal strain gauge – are a possible solution. The limited
stretchability of gold films on PDMS hinders their use as human motion strain sensors. In
contrast, PDMS/glue3:1/gold structures are highly stretchable, compatible with the soft
nature of the human body, and sensitive to changes in strain. We fabricated a simple
PDMS/glue3:1/gold strain sensor as a proof-of-concept by attaching a 1.5 cm x 3.5 cm
PDMS/glue3:1/gold structure to an adhesive bandage and attaching electrical contacts
using conductive silicone paste.

The bandage was then adhered along the length of a

thumb (Figure 2.6a). We applied a voltage of 0.5 V and recorded the change in resistance
as the thumb was bent (Figure 2.6b) and straightened repetitively. Bending the thumb
fully resulted in a tenfold increase in resistance (Figure 2.6c); the resistance returned to
the initial value upon straightening of the thumb. The initial resistance was recovered
after six cycles of the bending/straightening process.

Furthermore, gold films on

PDMS/glue3:1 demonstrate excellent durability exhibiting negligible changes in resistance
after 100 strain cycles of 15% (Figure S2.7).

While gold films deposited on

PDMS/glue5:1 exhibit higher sensitivity to strain than those deposited on PDMS/glue3:1
(Figure 2.4) the higher standard deviation in normalized resistance exhibited by the
former prohibits their use as reproducible strain sensors. The action of these thumbmounted strain sensors can also be visualized using a series of LEDs interfaced by an
Arduino singleboard microcontroller (Video S1 in the supporting information). When the
thumb is bent, the analog output voltage drop (0-5 V) is converted to a digital number (057
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1023) via the Arduino’s analog-to-digital converter.

The digital value controls the

number of LEDs that light up on the breadboard: As the strain increases, more LEDs
light up. Based on the data presented in Figure 2.4, the tenfold increase in resistance
produced by bending the thumb corresponds to a strain of approximately 15%; this data
furthermore shows that these structures are capable of detecting much larger strains
caused by human or robotic motion. Figure 2.4 also indicates that the output of these
strain sensors is nonlinear in resistance versus strain, similar to semiconductor strain
sensors. The GF thus is not a constant as the strain takes place; rather, it increases from
0.96 at 5% strain to 2.01 at 70% strain.
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Figure 2.6. Demonstration of PDMS/glue3:1/gold as a wearable strain sensor. Photograph
of the sensor mounted on a human thumb in (a) straightened (unstrained) and (b) bent
(strained) positions. (c) Plot of normalized resistance as a function of time corresponding
to six bending/straightening cycles.
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2.4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a simple, low-cost, and green approach to fabricate
microstructured PDMS surfaces that produce highly stretchable and conductive gold
films. The PVAc glue used to create the microstructure is low cost, commercially
available and can be deposited from aqueous solution to avoid the use of harmful organic
solvents. By controlling the concentration of the PVAc globules in the emulsion we can
tune the change in resistance in the gold films deposited on the surface when they are
subjected to strain. High concentrations of glue (PDMS/glue1:1) result in small changes in
resistance making these wires ideal as stretchable interconnects. Gold films deposited
onto films fabricated using more dilute glue solutions, such as PDMS/glue3:1, have higher
sensitivities, which make them potentially useful as soft, stretchable versions of
conventional metal foil strain sensors. These soft sensors are highly conformable and can
detect strains up to 70%, which makes them good candidates for low-cost motion
detection across both human and robotic joints.
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2.6. Supporting Information
a

b

50 µm

c

50 µm

50 µm

Figure S2.1. Optical micrographs of glue emulsions in water (a) 1:1 water:glue (b) 3:1
water:glue (c) 5:1 water:glue.
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a

b

c

Figure S2.2. SEM cross sections of (a) PDMS/glue1:1 (b) PDMS/glue3:1 (c) PDMS/glue5:1.
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a

b

Figure S2.3. AFM image and line trace of large glue cluster on (a) PDMS/glue3:1
(b) PDMS/glue5:1.
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a

100 µm

b

100 µm

c

100 µm

Figure S2.4.
Optical
micrographs
of
(c) PDMS/glue5:1 stretched to 60% elongation.

(a) PDMS/glue1:1

(b) PDMS/glue3:1
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a

20 µm

b

20 µm

c

20 µm

Figure S2.5. SEM images of 250-Å-thick gold with 30-Å-thick titanium adhesion layer
on (a) PDMS/glue1:1 (b) PDMS/glue3:1 (c) PDMS/glue5:1.
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a

20 µm

b

20 µm

c

20 µm

Figure S2.6. SEM images of 250-Å-thick gold with 30-Å-thick titanium adhesion layer
on (a) PDMS/glue1:1 (b) PDMS/glue3:1 (c) PDMS/glue5:1 stretched to 30% elongation.
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Figure S2.7. Plot of normalized resistance as a function of number of cycles of 15%
strain for PDMS/glue3:1/gold.
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Code for Arduino LED Control
Adapted from:
http://arduinobasics.blogspot.ca/2011/05/arduino-uno-flex-sensor-and-leds.html
const int flexPin = A0;
void setup(){
for (int i=4; i<14; i++){
pinMode(i, OUTPUT);
}
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop(){
int flexReading = map (analogRead(flexPin), 0, 1023, 13, 4);
int LEDnum = constrain(flexReading, 4, 13);
for (int x=4; x<LEDnum; x++){
digitalWrite (x, HIGH);
}
for (int x=LEDnum; x<13; x++){
digitalWrite (x, LOW);
}
}
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3.1 Introduction
Stretchable metal wires are required for the fabrication of stretchable interconnects and
as electrodes in stretchable devices. While free-standing metal films have elongations at
break of a few percent, increased elongations can be achieved by depositing metal films
on a compliant substrate.[1],[2],[3] Researchers have developed methods for rendering metal
films stretchable by laying metal wires out in new geometries such as arches[4] or
serpentines[5],[6],[7],[8] in order to transform stretching strains into more favourable
planarization or bending and twisting strains. These approaches rely on photolithography
to generate sophisticated patterns of metal and the processes are very costly.

A

lithography-free approach to creating favorable geometries in metal films involves
prestraining the elastomeric substrate prior to metal deposition. When the prestrain is
released, compressive strain is exerted on the metal film forcing it to buckle. These
buckles in the metal film have mechanics similar to those of an accordion bellows: Under
applied tensile strain the buckles planarize to accommodate the strain. Samples that are
prestrained uniaxially support stretching along the axis of prestrain up to 100%[3] and
samples that are radially prestretched can support biaxial elongations up to 40%[9].
Rather than alter the geometry of metal films to render them stretchable, a recent
approach has aimed to achieve controlled crack propagation in strained metal films via
the introduction of a microstructured topography.[10],[11],[12] In the previous Chapter, we
demonstrated a low-cost, green method to introduce a compliant microstructured
topography onto poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) by spin coating aqueous emulsions of
PVAc white glue onto PDMS. The resultant microstructured topography of glue globule
clusters creates multiple nucleation sites for cracks to form rather than the single necking
sites that are typically observed in buckled gold films deposited on smooth PDMS. [1] The
presence of multiple necking sites provides in situ strain relief to the metal film: Gold
ligaments neighbouring cracks experience strain relief such that when new cracks enter
this relaxation zone they cease to propagate. The result is a network of small isolated
cracks that do not exhibit significant growth upon increased strain application allowing
gold films to remain conductive to high strains (up to 75%). This Chapter builds upon the
concept of achieving altered crack propagation in metal films through the use of a
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smooth, homogeneous polymer interlayer.

In this Chapter we demonstrate that high

stretchability of gold films can also be realized through the introduction of a uniform film
of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) treated with water condensate. We show that treatment
with water condensate is crucial to achieving high stretchability in gold films on
PDMS/PVA due to two effects:

Treatment with water condensate swells the PVA

interlayer and produces a wrinkled topography providing multiple sites for crack
nucleation; simultaneously, the crystallinity of PVA interlayer is reduced by water
molecules disrupting inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding which increases the
elongation at break of the polymer interlayer and retards crack formation.
PVA is prepared by the hydrolysis of the acetate groups on PVAc to produce hydroxyl
groups on the polymer backbone. The introduction of hydroxyl groups renders PVA
water-soluble whereas PVAc is not soluble at all in water and PVAc glue forms an
emulsion in water. The small size of the hydroxyl groups allows the polymer chains to
adopt a zigzag conformation and pack tightly resulting in PVA films with a high degree
of crystallinity. In comparison, PVAc chains form an amorphous polymer due to the
larger acetate group on PVAc preventing the formation of tightly packed films. The
ability of PVA to form intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds results in a high
Young’s modulus of 2.26 GPa[13] compared to that of Elmer’s glue (0.6 GPa)[14] and pure
PVAc (0.75 GPa)[15]. These properties of high crystallinity and high Young’s modulus
contribute to the low elongation at break of PVA films (0-3%) compared to PVAc (60100%). The large number of hydroxyl groups on PVA also contributes to its ability to
absorb water. It is well known in the literature that the mechanical properties of PVA
films are highly dependent on the amount of water present in the polymer because water
acts as a plasticizer in PVA films by disrupting intermolecular and intramolecular
hydrogen bonding.[13],[16] Water exists in three states in PVA films: (1) non-freezing
water, which is water that is hydrogen bonded to the hydroxyl groups of PVA and does
not exhibit any detectable phase transitions over the normal range of temperatures
associated with bulk water; (2) freezable bound water, which has some interaction with
the polymer chains but to a lesser extent than non-freezing water and whose phase
transitions are shifted with respect to bulk water; and (3) free water which occupies the
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free volume of the polymer and exhibits similar thermal phase transitions to bulk
water.[17] Water present in PVA in the form of non-freezing water is the most effective
plasticizer of PVA as it disrupts hydrogen bonding within the polymer.[16] PVA films
exhibit lower degrees of crystallinity when the content of water is higher which in turn
affects the glass transition temperature (Tg), Young’s modulus, elongation at break and
tensile strength.

Konidari et al. demonstrated that by changing the relative humidity

(RH) at which PVA films are equilibrated from 0% RH to 86% RH, the Young’s modulus
of the films could be tuned from 2.26 GPa to 0.10 GPa.[13]
Research into several polymer systems has shown that the stretchability of polymer
films on elastomers can be altered by changing the Young’s modulus of the polymer. For
instance, PEDOT:PSS can be made more stretchable through the addition of surfactants
and additives which plasticize the PEDOT:PSS film.[18] It has also been shown that
Young’s modulus affects the onset of crack formation in polymer films; in poly(3alkylthiophene) (P3AT) films, the polymers with higher moduli exhibited cracking at
lower elongations. This chapter exploits the tunability of the mechanical properties of
PVA and demonstrates the effects of Young’s modulus and polymer interlayer
crystallinity on the stretchability of overlying metal films. We demonstrate that when
metal films are deposited on elastomers with PVA polymer interlayers, the stretchability
of the interlayer dictates crack propagation through the metal film. Under dry conditions,
the PVA interlayer is crystalline and cracks at low strain causing gold films lose
conductivity at strains > 15%. When the metallized PVA interlayer is treated with water
condensate two synergistic effects provide conditions for enhanced stretchability of gold
films: First, a wrinkled topography forms due to swelling of the PVA interlayer; the
wrinkled topography provides multiple strain localization sites analogously to those
occurring in the microstructured PVAc layer presented in Chapter 2. Second, treatment
of PDMS/PVA/gold with water condensate softens the PVA interlayer due to water
molecules disrupting inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding thus increasing the
elongation at break of the polymer. Gold films on PDMS/PVA treated with humidity
exhibit smaller cracks than analogous films on dry PDMS/PVA due to plasticization of
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the PVA film by water and the formation of wrinkles that halt crack propagation which
allows the overlying gold films to remain conductive up to 75% elongation.

3.2. Experimental Section
3.2.1. Materials
All materials and chemicals were purchased commercially and used as received.
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) was obtained from Dow Corning
(Midland, MI). All other chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as
received.

3.2.2. Preparation of PDMS Substrates
PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184) was prepared by mixing prepolymer with curing
agent in a 10:1 w:w ratio and stirring, followed by degassing. The prepolymer mixture
was cured against a polystyrene Petri dish at 60°C to obtain smooth substrates. PDMS
substrates were treated with air plasma for 40 seconds at an air pressure of 10 psig (flow
rate of 32 mL/min).

3.2.3. Deposition of PVA and Gold Layers on PDMS
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solutions were prepared in water (25 mg/mL) and heated in
a microwave in 10 second intervals until dissolved. Oxidized PDMS substrates were spin
coated with the PVA solution at 1000 rpm for 1 minute followed by 2000 rpm for
1 minute to yield PVA films on PDMS (PDMS/PVA). 250-Å-thick gold films were
deposited onto the PDMS/PVA substrates at a rate of 1 Å/s by e-beam metal evaporation
under high vacuum (10-6 mbar).

3.2.4. Humidity Treatment of Gold Films on PDMS/PVA
Gold-coated PDMS/PVA samples with polymer interlayers were exposed to humidity
levels of 80-90% with a humidifier in an enclosed glovebox container. The humidifier
was turned on for 20 minutes to increase the humidity level in the container and the
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samples were exposed to 80-90% humidity for one hour total. Following exposure
samples were allowed to dry overnight in ambient atmosphere, annealed samples were
dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 120°C.

Humidity treatment in a controlled

environment chamber was performed in an environmental test chamber (MCBH-1.2-.33H/AC, Cincinnati Sub-Zero, Cincinnati, OH) at 85% RH for 3 days and 95% RH for
5 days. For immersion testing 18 M water was employed and samples were either
immersed in water for 1 hour or 0.5 mL of water was pipetted onto the surface and left for
5 minutes before rolling it off.

3.2.5. Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped
with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera. A micro-vice stretcher (S. T. Japan, USA,
Inc) was mounted to the microscope stage and samples were clamped in the stretcher to
obtain microscope images of stretched samples.

Scanning electron microscopy was

carried out on a Hitachi S-4500 scanning electron microscope at Surface Science
Western, London, Canada. Samples were stretched manually and secured with copper
tape to the specimen stage. SEM cross sections of the PVA film were obtained by spin
coating PVA on a silicon wafer followed by freeze-fracture in liquid nitrogen to obtain a
clean cleavage. Prior to SEM imaging, all samples were coated with 3-5 nm Au using a
Hummer VI sputtering system. Atomic force microscopy was carried out at Surface
Science Western, London, Canada. The surface was imaged using the dynamic force
mode of a Park Systems XE-100 AFM. A silicon cantilever with a nominal spring
constant of 40 N/m, resonant frequency of 300 kHz and tip radius of 10 nm was used.
Images were collected from three spots on each sample in an area of 40 μm × 40 μm. For
electrical characterization under strain, samples were clamped in a micro-vice stretcher
(S.T. Japan, USA, Inc.) and stretched in 5% increments while the resistance was
measured with a Keithley 2601A Sourcemeter.

Gallium-indium eutectic (EGaIn)

(~0.01 mL) was deposited by syringe at each end of the wire to facilitate contact to the
metal films. A minimum of three samples was tested and an average is reported.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Preparation of PDMS Substrates
PDMS substrates were prepared by mixing the pre-polymer and curing agent in a 10:1
w/w ratio, casting in a Petri dish and curing to obtain smooth PDMS substrates.

3.3.2. E-beam Deposition of Gold on PDMS/PVA Substrates
In the previous chapter we demonstrated that poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) glue forms an
emulsion in water which creates a rough topography when spin coated on the surface of
PDMS. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is made by hydrolysis of PVAc and unlike PVAc, it is
soluble in hot water due to the abundance of OH groups on the polymer chain. Watersolubility allows for the deposition of homogeneous films of PVA to be produced on
PDMS in contrast to the microstructured topographies obtained from spin coating
solutions of aqueous polymer emulsions. We used plasma oxidation to generate oxidized
functional groups at the surface of PDMS substrates prior to PVA deposition to improve
the wettability of the aqueous PVA solution. Oxidation decreases the water contact angle
on PDMS from 112 ± 8° to < 20°. We prepared a solution of 25 mg/mL of PVA in hot
water by microwaving the mixture at 10 second intervals until the PVA was completely
dissolved. We spin-coated the solutions of aqueous PVA on the oxidized substrates using
an initial spin speed of 1000 rpm for 1 min followed by 2000 rpm for 1 minute to yield
PVA films with a thickness of 118.1 ± 6.5 nm. Figure 3.1 depicts a representative image
of a cross section of PVA on silicon wafer obtained by SEM.
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Figure 3.1. SEM cross section of a PVA film on silicon wafer.
Subsequently, we deposited 250-Å-thick gold films onto PDMS with PVA interlayers
by e-beam deposition at a rate of 1 Å/s. The resulting gold films were metallic in
appearance and conductive. As evidenced in the optical micrograph, 250-Å-thick gold
films on PDMS/PVA substrates have a buckled topography (Figure 3.2a). It has been
shown that buckles with wavelengths of 20-50 m spontaneously form in gold films
deposited on PDMS due to heating of the substrate during metallization followed by
subsequent thermal contraction.[19] We hypothesize that the buckles we observe are also
caused by the compressive stress that follows the thermal expansion of the PDMS/PVA
during e-beam metal deposition. The buckles in gold films on PDMS/PVA are further
visible in the SEM and AFM images in Figure 3.2b&c. The buckles have a period of 1015 m and peak-to-peak amplitude of 450-700 nm.
a)

b)

100 µm

00 .005

c)

15 µm

10 µm

500 nm

0 nm
00 .0

Figure 3.2. 250-Å-thick gold films on PDMS/PVA (a) optical micrograph; (b) SEM
image; (c) AFM image.
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3.3.3. Stretching Gold Films on PDMS/PVA
In the previous Chapter we demonstrated that introducing a microstructured PVAc
polymer interlayer of intermediate Young’s modulus between the compliant PDMS
substrate and gold inhibits cracks from propagating the full width of the gold wire and
allows gold films on PDMS/glue to maintain conductivity up to 60%. While PVA also
possesses a higher Young’s modulus than PDMS (2.26 GPa[13] vs 1.8 MPa[20]), PVA films
are homogeneous and more crystalline than PVAc due to the small size of the hydroxyl
group on the backbone resulting in a very low elongation at break. The high stiffness and
high degree of crystallinity cause PVA films to fracture at low strains even when they are
supported on a compliant substrate. Crack propagation in gold films on PDMS/PVA is
similar to that of gold films on flat PDMS substrates; the lack of multiple sites for strain
localization causes single necking points to form in the gold film causing uninterrupted
crack propagation across the metal film. Figure 3.3a shows the density and size of cracks
that form at 5% strain with cracks measuring ~ 9 µm in width. As the strain is increased
to 15% more cracks form and the existing cracks widen to 11-17 m (Figure 3.3b). At
15% strain the normalized resistance is 700 and electrical failure occurs at strains greater
than 15% (Figure 3.3c). We postulate that this failure is due to lack of multiple strain
localization sites in the gold films.

While the presence of a rough microstructured

topography in PDMS/glue films introduces multiple sites for strain localization no such
sites exist on PDMS/PVA films which cause single necking points to occur; cracks
propagate unhindered from these single necking points and traverse the full width of the
gold film completely disrupting conductivity. This cracking mechanism is similar to the
crack propagation that occurs in buckled gold films on flat PDMS. This result stresses
the importance of having multiple strain localization sites in order to alter the cracking
mechanism and produce multiple sites of crack nucleation.
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Figure 3.3. Optical micrographs of as-deposited films of 250-Å-thick Au on PDMS/PVA
(a) stretched 5%; (b) stretched to 15%. (c) Plot of normalized resistance as a function of
percent elongation.

3.3.4. Effect of Humidity Treatment on Morphology of Gold Films
on PDMS/PVA
Previous research has shown that the Young’s modulus of PVA can be decreased by
exposing films to different relative humidity levels which alters the content of water
present in the film. Water molecules permeate into amorphous regions of the PVA and
disrupt the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonding in the polymer chains.
This reduces the crystallinity of the PVA film and creates a plasticizing effect. We
exposed samples of gold on PDMS/PVA to humidity using a humidifier in an enclosed
container. The humidifier was kept on for 20 minutes and then turned off allowing the
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humidity in the container to increase to 80-90% RH. The samples were kept in this
increased humidity environment for one hour. After one hour, water condensation was
visible on the surface of the gold films. The samples were left to dry under ambient
conditions overnight.

Optical microscopy reveals profound changes in the gold

morphology following humidity treatment.

Evidence of large and fine wrinkles are

visible in both the optical microscopy and SEM images (Figure 3.4a, b). The smaller
wrinkles have a height of 100-200 nm and are shown in the AFM image in Figure 3.4c.
The larger wrinkles can measure up to 1 m in height as shown in the AFM image and
line trace profile (Figure 3.5). The surface morphology is transformed into a wrinkled
morphology (Figure 3.4b) due to the PVA interlayer taking up water and swelling. This
indicates that water molecules are able to permeate through the gold film likely at grain
boundaries and reach the underlying PVA layer causing the PVA to swell and the
gold/PVA to wrinkle. The swelling of the PVA does not produce sufficient strain in the
gold film to cause cracks; the gold film deforms with the underlying PVA. We believe
that the buckled morphology of the as-deposited gold provides sufficient surface area for
planarization and wrinkling to occur as the water swells PVA without causing cracks due
to excess strain on the gold film.
00 .051
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Figure 3.4. 250-Å-thick gold films on PDMS post-humidity treatment for 1 hour at 25°C
and 80-90% RH (a) optical micrograph; (b) SEM image; (c) AFM image.
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Figure 3.5. (a) AFM image of humidity treated gold on PDMS/PVA with green line
showing trace of line profile. (b) Line profile of height across the sample.

3.3.5. Stretching Gold Films on Humidity Treated PDMS/PVA
Higher water content in PVA results in lower degrees of crystallinity, lower Young’s
modulus and a higher elongation at break, which coupled with the wrinkled topography,
enables gold films on humidity treated PDMS/PVA to achieve higher elongations at
failure. Upon stretching, cracks form in the Au/PVA layer perpendicular to the direction
of applied strain however, optical microscopy reveals a dramatic change in the crack
formation of humidity treated gold films on PDMS/PVA (Figure 3.6). At 10% strain, the
number of cracks is more numerous than that observed for gold films on dry PDMS/PVA
(Figure 3.6a). We hypothesize that the alteration in crack propagation compared to gold
films deposited on dry PVA occurs due to two factors: First, humidity treatment makes
the PVA film more stretchable by interrupting inter- and intramolecular hydrogen
bonding in the PVA interlayer which lowers the Young’s modulus and decreases the
crystallinity of the PVA film. Second, the swelling of PVA causes wrinkles in the
topography of the gold film creating a relief which provides multiple sites of strain
localization and crack nucleation.

Cracks formed on the humidity treated samples
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measure 5-10 m in width and unlike the cracks formed in gold films on dry
PDMS/PVA, they do not propagate the full width of the gold wire; cracks entering a
relaxed region of the gold film cease to propagate. The normalized resistance of gold
films on humidity treated PDMS/PVA at 10% elongation is 20.9. As more strain is
applied, the cracks become more numerous and widen reaching 10-15 m in width at
50% elongation (Figure 3.6b). Overall, the conductive pathway is maintained and the
average R/R0 is 220 at 50% elongation. SEM imaging of the cracking pattern supports
our hypothesis; in a sample stretched to 20% elongation, cracks appear localized around
the wrinkles in the film (Figure 3.6c). Resistance measurements as a function of strain
show that humidity treated gold films on PDMS/PVA remain conductive up to 75%
elongation at which point the PDMS fractures in the micro-vice stretcher (Figure 3.6d).
The slope of the line of best fit of resistance versus strain is 5.16 which is higher than the
gold films prepared on microstructured glue interlayers in Chapter 2 indicating that gold
films on humidity treated PDMS/PVA exhibit increased sensitivity to strain.
Additionally, the change in resistance is very linear (R2 = 0.98). The high sensitivity and
linearity of these gold films make them promising candidates for strain sensors where a
larger change in resistance upon application of strain is desirable.
Interestingly, even when samples are annealed at 120°C overnight they continue to
exhibit increased elongations at failure compared to gold films on dry PVA (Figure 3.6d).
It has been shown in the literature that water exists in multiple states in PVA films and
that when the water molecules are strongly bound to the hydroxyl groups in PVA they do
not exhibit the same thermal transitions as free water.[17] Wang et al. found that in waterplasticized PVA, the water-evaporation peak occurs at higher temperatures than bulk
water indicating that the hydrogen bonding with PVA is delaying the evaporation of
water from the polymer.[21] We hypothesize that the non-freezing water present in our
humidity-treated PVA films remains in the PVA layer and continues to act as a plasticizer
even after annealing at 120°C overnight due to hydrogen bonding to the hydroxyl groups
on PVA. The slope of the line of best fit of normalized resistance versus strain is lower in
annealed samples (m = 3.18) than in samples that were dried in ambient conditions.
Previous research has shown that water does not inhabit intact crystallites of PVA and is
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only found in the amorphous region of the polymer.[22],[23] Therefore we postulate that
that heating the samples above the Tg of PVA facilitated the diffusion of water throughout
the sample by rendering the polymer chains amorphous resulting in a softer polymer film
due to incorporation of more water.
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Figure 3.6. Characterization of 250-Å-thick Au film on PDMS/PVA exposed to 80-90%
RH in an enclosed container for one hour dried overnight in ambient conditions. Optical
micrographs of the sample (a) stretched to 10%; (b) stretched to 50%; (c) SEM image of
the sample stretched to 20%; (d) electrical response as a function of strain for samples
dried in ambient overnight (squares) and in vacuum oven overnight (circles).

3.3.6. Alternative Humidity Treatment Methods
We next investigated alternative methods to introduce water into the PVA film. We
performed humidity treatment in a controlled environment chamber which prevents water
condensation from forming on the samples while maintaining the setpoint humidity and
temperature in the atmosphere of the chamber. We treated gold films on PDMS/PVA to
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85% RH at 25°C for 3 days and found no increase in stretchability of gold films compared
to as-deposited films on dry PVA.

Similarly, humidity treatment at higher relative

humidity and temperature of 95% RH and 35°C for 5 days did not produce an increased
elongation at failure in gold films. While it is evident from optical microscopy images
that the as-deposited gold films (Figure 3.7a, b) experience a change in morphology due
to swelling of the PVA in increased humidity environments (Figure 3.7c, d) under the
conditions reported the changes to the PVA/gold film are not sufficient to alter the
cracking mechanism of the films. Indeed, large cracks that propagate the full width of the
gold wire are visible when the sample is strained to 5% (Figure 3.7e, f). We hypothesize
that the amount of water that is permeating into the PVA film in the controlled humidity
chamber is not sufficient to impact the highly crystalline regions of the films and
therefore these regions are failing at low elongations. Researchers have found that at
room temperature, water molecules only penetrate the amorphous regions of PVA leaving
the crystalline regions of the polymer, where chain packing is more dense,
unaffected.[22],[23] Hodge et al. immersed PVA films in water and found that in excess
amounts, water is able to destroy crystallinity by first permeating into the amorphous
regions of the polymer and then attacking crystallites at the interface between the
amorphous and crystalline region.[17] We hypothesize that films treated in the humidity
chamber at 85% RH and 25°C do not absorb sufficient amounts of water to penetrate into
the crystallites of the PVA film thereby only affecting the amorphous region.

It

interesting to note that the cracks in the sample treated for 5 days appear smaller in width
than samples treated for 3 days (2-4 m vs. 6-8 m), therefore it is possible that longer
exposure time in the controlled humidity chamber could produce the desired effect of
plasticizing the PVA layer.
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Figure 3.7. Optical micrographs of 250-Å-thick Au on PDMS/PVA:
(a, b) as-deposited; (c) after humidity treatment for 72 hours at 85% RH and 25°C;
(d) after humidity treatment for 5 days at 95% RH and 35°C; (e) after humidity treatment
for 72 hours at 85% RH and 25°C stretched to 5% elongation; (f) after humidity treatment
for 5 days at 95% RH and 35°C stretched to 5% elongation.
Exposure to 85-95% RH in the controlled environment chamber maintains the setpoint
humidity level in the atmosphere of the chamber however the chamber is designed to
prevent water from condensing on the surface of the samples. We hypothesize that water
condensation on the samples is necessary to increase the amount of water that permeates
into the PVA layer through the gold film in order to not only permeate into the
amorphous regions of the polymer but also attack the crystalline regions at the interface
between the amorphous regions and the crystalline regions.
We exposed gold films on PDMS/PVA to excess water by immersing the samples in
water but found that immersion treatment was too harsh; the water-soluble PVA thin film
starts to dissolve in water and gold lifts off of the substrate (Figure 3.8). We hypothesize
that there is an ideal amount of water that must be introduced into the PVA film in order
to act as a plasticizer and that it must be delivered in a way that is not too harsh to damage
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the thin films of gold and PVA. A shift to chemically cross-linked films of PVA with
gluteraldehyde may permit more vigorous exposure to water in order to swell the PVA
film since cross-linked films of PVA create more robust films that are not soluble in
water. Park et al. demonstrated that chemically crosslinked PVA had lower Tg values
than uncrosslinked PVA films due to the crosslinking moieties attenuating some of the
inter and intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the PVA film.[24] In all formulations tested,
the wet PVA had decreased tensile strain and longer elongations than the analogous dry
films indicating that even in cross-linked films, water can act as a plasticizer.

Figure 3.8. Photograph of 250-Å-thick Au on PDMS/PVA after submersion in water for
1 hour.

3.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is possible to tune the stretchability of gold
films on elastomers by controlling the mechanical properties and topography of the PVA
polymer interlayer. While inserting a crystalline, brittle polymer between PDMS and
gold results in electrical failure of the gold film at strains greater than 15%, treatment
with water condensate results in gold films that can stretch up to 75% before electrical
failure occurs due to the dual effect of the creation of topographic wrinkles that act as
multiple sites for strain localization and nucleation of microcracks and the softening of
the PVA interlayer. We hypothesize that water condensation on the surface of gold films
penetrates into the PVA layer, disrupts intermolecular hydrogen bonding and causes the
polymer/gold layers to swell. We have found that the method used to introduce water
into the PVA layer is of great importance: It is not sufficient to treat samples in a
controlled humidity chamber at high humidity levels (85-95% RH); water condensation
on the samples is necessary to swell the PVA and produce an altered cracking mechanism
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in the overlying gold films under strain. Immersing the samples in water causes gold
films to peel away from the PDMS substrate due to the solubility of PVA in water.
Future experiments will investigate the effect of temperature during humidity
treatment on the morphology of gold and the change in resistance of gold films as a
function of strain. Zielinski et al. demonstrated that the diffusivity of water in PVA
increases when the temperature is raised from 90°C to 110°C.[25] We hypothesize that
humidity treatment of gold films on PDMS/PVA at temperatures above the Tg will
facilitate water diffusion into PVA due to increased mobility of the polymer chains
rendering the polymer more amorphous.
We will also investigate the use of small molecule plasticizing agents: Previous
research has found that glycerol and caprolactam are effective small molecules that can
disrupt the intermolecular hydrogen bonding in PVA and act as plasticizing agents for
thermal processing of PVA films.[21] The use of small molecule plasticizers can be done
in combination with humidity treatment as a means to make the PVA layer less crystalline
and more ductile. We will also develop methods to encapsulate gold films in order to
make them more robust for applications as strain sensors. This Chapter demonstrates
proof-of-concept that the mechanical properties of a polymer interlayer can affect the
crack propagation in an overlying metal film. This opens the door to investigation of new
polymer systems with plasticizing agents as interlayers between PDMS and gold for
enhanced elongation at failure of gold films under strain.
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4.1. Introduction
Remarkable progress in stretchable electronics over the past few years has produced
some amazing devices: Devices that can be laminated onto skin,[1] hemispherical arrays
of photodetectors that mimic the human retina, [2] and arrays of light-emitting devices for
use in flexible displays[3] are just a few examples.

The methodology used to impart

stretchability connects rigid circuit elements with stretchable conductive interconnects
that absorb applied strain. [4] A different approach to stretchability is now emerging, in
which the devices themselves are fabricated to be intrinsically stretchable. Here, we
describe the use of a stretchable electroluminescent material to produce a light-emitting
device that exhibits intrinsic stretchability at room temperature. These devices are wellsuited to new applications in stretchable and conformable lighting that require uniform,
diffuse light emission over large areas. We demonstrate devices with large emission
areas (~ 20 – 175 mm2) that tolerate linear strains up to 27% and repetitive cycles of 15%
strain with minimal performance degradation relative to devices fabricated using a
conventional electroluminescent material.
There are few examples of intrinsically stretchable devices – that is, systems in which
the device itself operates under tensile strain. The two strategies that have been used to
impart stretchability to these devices are identical to those used to fabricate stretchable
device interconnects: Device materials can be either dispersed into an elastomeric matrix
or deposited onto a pre-stretched elastomeric substrate. Kaltenbrunner et al. used the first
strategy to produce a stretchable battery of gel materials encased in an elastomer that can
withstand uniaxial strains up to 100%.[5] Yu et al. and Lipomi et al. used the second
approach to fabricate stretchable supercapacitors and organic solar cells, respectively. [6,7]
In these examples, the organic device materials were deposited on top of a pre-stretched
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate. Releasing the pre-strain induces compressive
forces on the films, producing sinusoidal buckles that can accommodate the subsequent
application of a uniaxial tensile stress in the direction of the pre-strain. In this way,
supercapacitors operate under applied uniaxial strains of 30%; organic solar cells, under
applied uniaxial strains of ~20%. Despite these advances, there are no examples of
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intrinsically stretchable light-emitting devices to enable the fabrication of large-area,
illuminated, and conformable panels needed for lighting and biomedical applications.
Lights and signage that conform to curved surfaces have many potential uses in
interior and exterior design, [8] and illuminated panels that conform to the human body can
provide useful therapies that treat a variety of skin conditions,[9] accelerate wound
healing,[10] activate chemotherapy drugs at tumour sites for cancer treatment, [11] and aid
in pain management.[12] During the preparation of this manuscript, Yu et al. reported the
fabrication of a light-emitting device consisting of a luminescent polymer laminated
between two carbon nanotube electrodes supported on polyacrylate substrates.[13]
Although these devices exhibit intrinsic stretchability, they only do so at temperatures
greater than the Tg of the polyacrylate substrate (70°C), making them compatible with
signage applications but limiting their use in applications involving contact with the
human body.
The challenge with fabricating intrinsically stretchable conventional organic lightemitting devices (OLEDs) is the device complexity, which requires that elasticity be
conferred to all of the thin-film layers of the device: emissive layer, anode, cathode, and
hole and electron injection, transport, and blocking layers.

Our approach to the

fabrication of intrinsically stretchable light-emitting devices reduces the device
complexity by using light-emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) instead of conventional
OLEDs. LECs are a class of electroluminescent device that use a mixture of ionic and
electronic conductors sandwiched between two metal electrodes to support all three
processes of charge injection, charge transport, and emissive recombination.

[14]

LECs

can be based on a conjugated polymer, such as poly(phenylene vinylene), blended with a
solid electrolyte that provides mobile ions,[15] or on an ionic transition metal complex
(iTMC), such as Ru(bpy)32+(PF6-)2, which is both an electronic and ionic conductor. We
have focused on the latter LEC type, in which the application of a voltage bias reduces
Ru2+ ions adjacent to the cathode and oxidizes Ru2+ ions adjacent to the anode. Electron
hopping from one ruthenium complex ion to the next ultimately creates adjacent Ru+ and
Ru3+ ions, which combine to form a ground-state Ru2+ species and an excited-state Ru2+
species. The latter emits visible light in the red part of the spectrum as it returns to its
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spectroscopic ground state. The applied voltage bias also causes a redistribution of PF6ions in the film.

The key feature of LECs is the charge injection enhancement that

occurs, which enables a simple device architecture because additional electron/hole
injection, transport, and blocking layers are not required.

To account for this

enhancement, recent studies have provided support for an electrochemical model,[15-18] in
which charge injection is promoted by doping of the material adjacent to the electrodes,
and an electrodynamic model,[19-21] in which the decreased injection barrier is due to the
accumulation of ions at the interface. Despite intense research, the mechanism that causes
this charge injection enhancement remains controversial.[22]
Our concept for a stretchable LEC uses an elastomeric iTMC material sandwiched
between two metallic electrodes to enable stretching at room temperature. To impart
elasticity to the iTMC Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 (dtb-bpy = 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-dipyridyl),
we dispersed it in an elastomeric matrix of PDMS. Rubner et al. previously showed that
films in which an ionic ruthenium complex is dispersed in ~25 vol % of a brittle polymer
such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate, or polystyrene exhibit fewer
structural defects relative to films without polymer, which improves the device external
quantum efficiency (EQE). [23]

4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1. Materials
All materials and chemicals were purchased commercially and used as received.
Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 was synthesized according to Bernhard et al.[34] PDMS substrates
were prepared by casting PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184, Dow Chemical) against
polystyrene Petri dishes and curing at 60 °C for 1 h.
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4.2.2. Anode Preparation
ITO-coated glass substrates were employed for rigid devices; Au/PDMS substrates
were employed for stretchable devices. ITO-coated glass substrates (15-25 Ω/square,
Delta Technologies) were rinsed with acetone and then treated with UV ozone (Jelight
Company, Inc., Model 42) for 5 min. Stretchable Au/PDMS anodes were prepared by
depositing a 15 Å titanium adhesion layer followed by 200 Å of gold onto a PDMS
substrate in an e-beam evaporator at 10-6 mbar at a rate of 1 Å/s. The substrates were
then treated with an air plasma (Harrick Plasma) for 10 s.

4.2.3. Device Fabrication
LECs with Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2/PDMS emissive layers were prepared using a 3:1 v/v
mixture of a 40 mg/mL solution of Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 in dichloromethane and a
25 mg/mL solution of PDMS base (Sylgard 184) in dichloromethane. The solution was
passed through a 0.2 µm pore size PTFE syringe filter, and then spin coated onto the
anode at 1000 rpm for 30 s.

The resulting film was annealed in an oven at 60°C

overnight. LECs with Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2/PMMA emissive layers were prepared using a
3:1 v/v mixture of a 40 mg/mL solution of Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 in acetonitrile and a
25 mg/mL solution of PMMA (Avg Mw = 996,000 g/mol) in acetonitrile. The solution
was passed through a 0.45 µm pore size PTFE syringe filter, and then spin coated onto
the anode at 1500 rpm for 30 s. The resulting film was annealed in a vacuum oven at
120°C overnight. The cathode, a 75 L drop of eutectic gallium-indium (EGaIn), was
then deposited on the surface of Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA films. Devices fabricated on
ITO anodes had a copper wire contact inserted into the EGaIn drop, which was then
sealed in an epoxy resin.
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4.2.4. Device Characterization
Optical characterization of the thin films was performed using an Olympus BX51
microscope equipped with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera.

The thickness of

Ru/PDMS films was determined using atomic force microscopy in tapping mode. The
measurements were carried out on a Digital Instruments Multimode atomic force
microscope using a Veeco type FESP cantilever with a nominal tip radius of 8 nm and a
nominal force constant of 2.8 N/m. LEC devices were tested using a Keithley 2601
source-measure unit to apply a voltage bias of 5 V DC and measure the current. Radiance
was measured with a calibrated UDT S470 optometer attached to an integrating sphere.

4.2.5. Stretchability Measurements
Device stretching was done using a custom built stretching apparatus equipped with
clamps to hold the device. The linear strain at failure was determined by stretching
Ru/PDMS or Ru/PMMA devices (fabricated using Au/PDMS anodes) until light emission
was no longer observed. Device performance of Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA devices
subjected to repetitive linear strains of 15% was determined by first measuring the current
and radiance of the unstretched device for 10 min. After applying 20 - 50 cycles of 15%
strain, a new EGaIn cathode was deposited on a previously untested portion of the film
and the current and radiance were measured over 10 min.

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Optical Characterization of Ru/PDMS LECs
We fabricated 1500-Å-thick films of Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 containing ~ 25 vol % PDMS
(Ru/PDMS) on an ITO (indium tin oxide) coated glass substrate by spin coating. Optical
micrographs of the films show the improvement of film quality caused by the polymer
matrix. Films without PDMS (Figure 4.1a) exhibit numerous pinhole defects, which are
problematic because they present a pathway for current leakage when the film is used in a
device. Optical microscopy reveals that although Ru/PDMS films (Figure 4.1b) have
comparatively few pinhole defects, the films exhibit a morphology consistent with phase
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separation of the ionic Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 and non-polar PDMS. Phase separation can
increase the surface roughness of the films, which is detrimental to device performance
because significant variation in film thickness produces higher field strengths in the
thinner areas.[24,

25]

We used tapping-mode AFM to determine the root-mean-square

(RMS) roughness of Ru/PDMS films, and compared the RMS roughness value to that of
Ru/PMMA films, which do not exhibit a morphology consistent with phase separation
(Figure 4.1c). Phase separation in the Ru/PDMS film produces a RMS roughness of
4.54 nm, which is slightly higher than the RMS roughness of Ru/PMMA films (2.64 nm).
Compared to RMS-roughness values reported in the literature for LECs,[24-26] both
Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA films are suitable for LEC devices.
A

B

100 µm

C

100 µm

100 µm

Figure 4.1. Improvement of the quality of Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 films using a PDMS
matrix. (a) Optical micrograph of a Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 film on ITO-coated glass with no
polymer matrix. The dark spots in the layer are defects. (b) Optical micrograph of a
Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 film containing ~25% PDMS. (c) Optical micrograph of a Ru(dtbbpy)3(PF6)2 film containing ~25% PMMA.

4.3.2. Optoelectronic Characterization of Ru/PDMS LECs on the
Rigid Device Test Structure
We fabricated LECs according to the rigid test structure in Figure 4.2a to demonstrate
that using PDMS to disperse Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 yields LECs with EQEs that are similar
to those of devices that use PMMA. The devices consisted of a Ru/PDMS film on a glass
substrate bearing an ITO anode. The cathode was a drop of gallium-indium eutectic
(EGaIn) ~5 mm in diameter deposited on the surface of the Ru/PDMS film and encased
in an epoxy resin. The devices produced bright, uniform emission over the entire area
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defined by the cathode when operated under a forward bias of 5 V in ambient conditions
(Figure 4.2b). The evolution of current and radiance (Figure 4.2c) and EQE (Figure 4.2d)
over 60 minutes of DC device operation show that the devices reach their maximum EQE
of just under 1% at ~70 s, and then slowly decay over the testing period. We determined
the EQE range and average EQE by depositing two EGaIn cathodes on each of seven
Ru/PDMS layers on ITO to produce 14 devices.

We operated these devices for

10 minutes under a 5 V bias to determine their steady-state EQEs, which ranged from
0.20 - 0.89% with an average EQE of 0.58%. Two devices were shorted, likely due to
defects in the Ru/PDMS film from particle contamination during spin coating. Such
defects can be avoided by fabrication in a cleanroom. The average EQE and distribution
of EQEs for our devices compare well to those of similar devices with films of Ru(dtbbpy)3(PF6)2 and 25 vol % PMMA (Ru/PMMA) reported by Bernards et al.

[27]

These

devices used an ITO anode and a gold film on a PDMS substrate laminated on the
Ru/PMMA film as the cathode. The devices were operated in ambient conditions for
10 minutes under a 5 V bias, yielding EQEs that ranged from 0.4 - 0.9% with an average
of 0.6%.
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Figure 4.2. Fabrication and characterization of LECs with Ru/PDMS emissive layers.
(a) Diagram of the Ru/PDMS device test structure fabricated on an ITO-coated glass
anode. (b) Photograph of the device. (c) Temporal evolution of current (solid line) and
radiance (dotted line) of a typical device operated under a 5 V bias in ambient conditions.
(d) Temporal evolution of external quantum efficiency of a typical device operated under
a 5V bias in ambient conditions.
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4.3.3. Fabrication and Characterization of Stretchable LECs with
a Ru/PDMS Emissive Layer
To test the intrinsic stretchability of the Ru/PDMS layer, we developed a test structure
that replaces the rigid ITO anode on glass in Figure 4.2a with a stretchable,
semitransparent gold anode on PDMS (Au/PDMS). ITO itself is incompatible with
elastomeric substrates such as PDMS due to the high annealing temperatures (~300°C)
needed to reach sufficient conductivity, and its brittle nature that severely limits device
stretchability.[28] Thin gold films on PDMS, however, remain conductive when subjected
to tensile strains of ~20 - 30%.[29] Pre-stretching the PDMS substrate before depositing
the gold film boosts the elongation at electrical failure to 100% due to buckles that form
in the Au/PDMS when the pre-strain is released.

[30]

Electrically, gold films possess a

lower sheet resistance than ITO, making them especially well-suited to the fabrication of
large-area OLEDs. [31] Helander et al. recently demonstrated that the low sheet resistance
of thin gold anodes on glass and plastic substrates reduces the voltage drop across the
device area, producing more uniform light emission relative to devices with ITO
anodes.[32] For large-area emission, this advantage outweighs the lower transparency to
visible light of thin gold films compared to ITO. On PDMS, we determined that there is
an additional trade-off between optical transparency and stretchability. We fabricated
200-Å-thick gold films by e-beam evaporation on unstretched and pre-stretched (by 15%)
PDMS substrates.

Transmission spectra are given in Figure S4.1 in the Supporting

Information. The transmission of gold films on the former substrates is 26% at 630 nm
(the peak wavelength of the electroluminescence spectrum of Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2); in
contrast, the buckles induced in gold films upon releasing the pre-strain from the latter
substrates decreases the transmission to 4.5%.

Due to this extreme reduction in

transmission, we used Au/PDMS anodes fabricated without pre-stretching to evaluate and
compare the intrinsic stretchability of Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA films. We fabricated
LECs by spin-coating either Ru/PDMS or Ru/PMMA films on semitransparent Au/PDMS
anodes, and then completing the device by depositing free-standing EGaIn cathodes on
top of the films. Although this cathode is not a realistic choice for practical devices, it is
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useful to evaluate device stretchability because it deforms along with the device as it is
stretched.
LECs with Ru/PDMS emissive layers operate when subjected to bending, twisting, and
stretching. Figure 4.3a shows a device that is twisted and stretched into a complex shape
to illustrate the deformation that these devices can tolerate. Figure 4.3b shows a device
with ~175 mm2 EGaIn cathode, demonstrating that uniform emission is maintained over
large areas even when the devices are deformed. We quantified the stretchability of
LECs with Ru/PDMS emissive layers by first determining the linear strain at which the
devices fail to emit light. Ru/PDMS LECs show a clear advantage compared to LECs
with Ru/PMMA emissive layers: Devices with Ru/PDMS layers sustained up to 27%
tensile strain before failure, whereas those with Ru/PMMA layers were only viable up to
17% elongation.

Figure S4.2 shows a photograph of a Ru/PDMS device in the

unstretched state and stretched to 20%.

Since gold films on PDMS typically lose

conductivity due to cracking at ~20 - 30% elongation,[29] the likely source of failure of
Ru/PMMA devices is damage to the Ru/PMMA films caused by stretching.

The

elongation at failure of Ru/PDMS devices, however, suggests that failure may be due to
cracking of the gold anode rather than the Ru/PDMS emissive layer, although attempts to
use scanning electron microscopy to determine the source of device failure were
inconclusive.
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Figure 4.3. Intrinsically stretchable LECs fabricated from Ru/PDMS emissive layers,
Au/PDMS stretchable anodes, and EGaIn cathodes. (a) Photograph of a twisted device.
(b) Photograph of a large-area (~ 175 mm2) device, demonstrating uniform emission
during stretching.

4.3.4. Durability of Stretchable Ru/PDMS LECs in Comparison
with Ru/PMMA LECs
The difference between the strain at failure of Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA devices is
interesting, but a more compelling difference emerges when the devices undergo
repetitive cycles of a small (15%) strain. After a set number of cycles, we relaxed the
device, deposited an EGaIn cathode (5 mm in diameter) on a previously untested part of
the film, and determined the current (Figure S4.3 in the Supporting Information), radiance
(Figure 4.4a, b) and EQE (Figure 4.4c, d) under a 5 V bias for 10 min. EQEs of devices
in the initial, unstretched state are lower than those measured for analogous devices
fabricated using ITO/glass anodes.

The average EQE of four Ru/PDMS devices
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fabricated on Au/PDMS anodes is 0.16%, compared to 0.58% on ITO/glass, and the
average EQE of four Ru/PMMA devices fabricated on Au/PDMS anodes is 0.40%,
compared to 0.60% on ITO/glass. Although lower EQEs are expected due to the lower
transparency of Au/PDMS compared to ITO/glass, which reduces the light output, this
reduction is worse for Ru/PDMS devices than Ru/PMMA devices. Since Ru/PDMS and
Ru/PMMA films perform nearly identically on ITO/glass, we hypothesize that the film
quality of Ru/PDMS films on Au/PDMS is simply worse than that of Ru/PMMA films.
Unfortunately, optical and scanning electron micrographs of both films do not reveal any
major differences since defects in the gold film, such as microcracks, make it difficult to
distinguish differences between the polymer films. Despite the different starting EQEs
for Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA devices on Au/PDMS anodes, the decline of the radiance
and, consequently, the EQE with stretching cycles clearly shows the increased device
degradation that stretching provokes in Ru/PMMA devices compared to Ru/PDMS
devices. After 20 cycles of stretching, Ru/PMMA devices fail to reach the peak radiance
achieved by the unstretched device. Subsequent stretching cycles further reduce the peak
radiance; after 50 strain cycles, it drops to two orders of magnitude lower than the
unstretched device.

In contrast, the peak radiance of Ru/PDMS devices remains

relatively constant even after 50 strain cycles.
To quantify the device degradation, we used the method of Kalyuzhny et al., [33] which
compares the total emitted energy, Etot, of the device (determined from the integral of the
radiant flux versus time curve) from the initial application of the voltage to the time at
which the electroluminescent intensity drops to one fifth of its maximum value.
Figure 4.4e shows a plot of Etot vs the number of strain cycles for Ru/PDMS and
Ru/PMMA devices.

For both Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA devices, the initial set of

20 strain cycles reduces Etot. For Ru/PDMS devices, Etot decreases by one order of
magnitude, whereas for Ru/PMMA devices, Etot decreases by two orders of magnitude.
The difference between the two devices becomes apparent with additional strain cycles.
After the initial drop, Etot for Ru/PDMS devices remains relatively constant at ~0.4 mJ
with additional strain cycles.

In contrast, Etot for Ru/PMMA devices continues to

decrease with additional strain cycles; by 50 strain cycles it falls by three orders of
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magnitude to 6.6 J. Previous work by Lacour et al.[29] has shown that a network of
microcracks develop in gold films supported on PDMS substrates when they are first
stretched, along with out-of-plane deflection of the film along the crack margins due to
film delamination. With additional strain cycles, the cracks do not increase in length or
density and the microscale pattern of the gold film is maintained. The changes in the gold
film with initial stretching can account for the initial drop in Etot for Ru/PDMS devices.
The initial introduction of microcracks and delaminated regions roughens the gold film,
which likely distorts the Ru/PDMS layer, causing it to be inconsistent in thickness. Thin
regions (likely where the gold film has delaminated) will produce current leakage,
reducing the EQE and Etot.

With additional strain cycles, however, both the

microstructure of the gold film and Etot stabilize, indicating that Ru/PDMS films can
sustain these strain cycles without degradation.

The PDMS matrix has imparted

stretchability to the LEC. Changes in the gold film after the initial stretching cycles may
also account, in part, for the Etot reduction in Ru/PMMA devices after initial stretching,
although the continued decrease in Etot with additional stretching cycles can only be
attributed to damage to the Ru/PMMA film with stretching. The difference in LEC
performance after stabilization of the Au/PDMS anode with initial stretching establishes
that the elastomeric nature of the PDMS matrix increases the stretchability of LECs
relative to those that use a brittle PMMA matrix.
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Figure 4.4. Performance comparison after repetitive, 15% elongation of LECs fabricated
from Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA emissive layers, with Au/PDMS stretchable anodes and
EGaIn cathodes. Parts a – d show traces corresponding to unstrained (black), 20 strain
cycles (blue), 30 strain cycles (green), 40 strain cycles (yellow), 50 strain cycles (red).
(a) Temporal evolution of radiance of Ru/PDMS devices operated under a 5 V bias.
(b) Temporal evolution of radiance of Ru/PMMA devices operated under a 5 V bias.
(c) Temporal evolution of EQE of Ru/PDMS devices operated under a 5 V bias.
(d) Temporal evolution of EQE of Ru/PMMA devices operated under a 5 V bias.
(e) Plot of total emitted energy (Etot) vs the number of strain cycles for Ru/PDMS (solid
line) and Ru/PMMA (dotted line) devices.
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4.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the approach to stretchable light-emitting devices presented here
combines a simple LEC device architecture with an intrinsically stretchable light-emitting
material. The design of these devices is well-suited to the fabrication of large-area,
illuminated panels for use in signage and biomedical applications due to several device
features: First, the device design supports the large-area emission necessary for these
macroscopic applications. Second, heating is not required to stretch and deform the
elastomeric devices, thus they are compatible with applications that involve wrapping the
device around the human body. Third, the limited stress testing reported here indicates
that the devices can withstand repetitive deformation, making them useful for applications
where reusability is important and those that require dynamic conformational changes.
Fourth, they withstand substantial deformation before device failure. Presently, practical
use of these devices is limited by the semitransparent Au/PDMS anode and the EGaIn
cathode used to support the proof-of-concept presented here. Replacing these electrodes
with stretchable conductive films such as carbon nanotubes or metal nanowires,
encapsulating the devices into an elastomeric package, and optimising the device
performance are the next important steps toward useful devices.
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4.6. Supporting Information
4.6.1. Supporting Figures

Figure S4.1. Transmittance of gold on PDMS. Percent Transmittance of 200 Å Au on
unstrained PDMS (blue) and of 200 Å Au on pre-strained PDMS (15% pre-strain) after
releasing the pre-strain to induce waves in the film (green).
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Figure S4.2. Photograph of a Ru/PDMS LEC with and without linear strain
(a) Ru/PDMS LEC unstretched and in the off state; (b) Ru/PDMS LEC stretched to 20%
elongation and operating under a 5V forward bias.
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Figure S4.3. Performance comparison after repetitive, 15% elongation of LECs
fabricated from Ru/PDMS and Ru/PMMA emissive layers, with Au/PDMS stretchable
anodes and EGaIn cathodes. Parts (a) and (b) show traces corresponding to unstrained
(black), 20 strain cycles (blue), 30 strain cycles (green), 40 strain cycles (yellow),
50 strain cycles (red). (a) Temporal evolution of current of Ru/PDMS devices operated
under a 5 V bias. (b) Temporal evolution of current of Ru/PMMA devices operated under
a 5 V bias.
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5.1. Introduction
Stretchable light-emitting devices will have significant implications in wearable
electronics that can deform and stretch with the movements of the human body for
applications in clothing, wearable health-monitoring devices with digital read-outs, and
even light-therapy treatments that can be laminated directly onto skin. Rogers and coworkers have demonstrated that rigid pixel islands of inorganic light-emitting diodes
(ILEDs) can be connected by stretchable arc-shaped bridges to enable the fabrication of
displays[1] and Someya et al. demonstrated that organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
islands could be connected by stretchable nanotube interconnects[2]. In these approaches,
the device islands themselves are rigid and do not experience strain, rather the strain is
absorbed fully by the interconnect enabling the fabrication of an array of small pixels
joined by stretchable interconnects. An alternative method to developing stretchable
light-emitting devices focuses on the development of inherently stretchable materials to
enable the fabrication of large-area stretchable pixels.
The field of large-area stretchable light-emitting devices has seen great advancements
over the last 5 years. Pei and co-workers introduced the first intrinsically stretchable
polymer light emitting electrochemical cell (PLEC) capable of deformations of up to 45%
without damaging the electroluminescent properties; the drawback of this device was that
the substrates had to be heated above the glass transition temperature to 70°C to deform
the device, rendering them incompatible with applications on the human body where
elasticity at room temperature is required.[3] In Chapter 4, we demonstrated the first
example of a stretchable light-emitting electrochemical cell (LEC) capable emitting light
up to 27% strain and sustaining 50 cycles of repetitive strains of 15% without affecting
the peak radiance.[4] Following these initial reports, Pei and co-workers developed a
room-temperature stretchable PLEC by modifying the elastomer used in their composite,
realizing devices capable of withstanding strains up to 120% while still emitting light.[5]
Pei and co-workers also demonstrated for the first time a stretchable polymer lightemitting device (PLED) which was capable of stretching up to 130%.[6]
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In contrast to PLECs where the light-emitting properties are derived from the
semiconducting polymers themselves, ionic transition metal complex (iTMC) LECs
achieve light-emission from small ionic transition metal complex molecules. LECs based
on iTMCs are unique in that they can be used as single component systems or they can be
dispersed in non-conductive polymer matrices to impart different features to the resultant
LECs: For instance, dispersing Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 in a rigid polymer matrix such as
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC) and poly(styrene) (PS) results in
increased device stability and enhanced lifetimes of 900 – 1100 hours compared to
pristine films which had lifetimes of 700 hours.[7] Lyons et al. found that dispersing the
Ru-iTMC in a poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) matrix results in faster turn-on times than
pristine Ru-iTMC devices owing to the increased ion mobility of the counter ions through
the PEO matrix.[8] In systems with electrolyte additive, PEO has been shown to enhance
ion dissociation by coordinating to the cations of the salt while the anions have low
interaction with the polymer and maintain their mobility leading to an acceleration of ion
transport through the film.[9]

In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that dispersing the Ru-

iTMC in an elastomeric matrix enables the creation of stretchable LECs. The main
drawback of using poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) as a matrix is its permeability to
water and oxygen which react with the ionic transition metal complex and form
quenching species.[10],[11] Therefore, there is a need to develop new stretchable polymer
matrices for LECs with high impermeability to oxygen and moisture to enable the
fabrication of high-stability, stretchable LECs.
An exciting candidate to replace PDMS as an elastomeric matrix in stretchable LECs
is isobutylene-co-isoprene rubber (IIR). Uncured IIR has an elongation at break of
~ 800% and a Young’s Modulus of 0.5 MPa combining elastic properties necessary for
stretchable LEC fabrication with high oxygen and moisture impermeability.[12] We have
demonstrated that IIR can be used as a barrier against corrosive vapors to protect
electrical components such as indium tin oxide (ITO) and silver nanowires (AgNWs)[13]
and as a barrier to oxygen and moisture to protect thin films of silver against oxidation[14].
Incorporation of IIR directly in the emissive layer may prevent oxygen and moisture from
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permeating into the emissive layer and reacting with the iTMC thus providing greater
stability to the LEC.
In this Chapter, we will show that commercial formulations of non-polar IIR exhibit
poor mixing with the iTMC Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 resulting in macroscale phase separation
visible by optical microscopy. Macroscale phase separation results in an emissive layer
of inhomogeneous thickness which will result in different turn-on times for different
regions in the emissive layer: Thinner regions with less insulating polymer will exhibit
faster turn-on times since the counter ions have shorter distances to travel to reach the
electrode and lower the barrier to charge injection. Conversely, thicker regions of the
emissive layer or regions of reduced ion mobility due to higher insulating polymer
content will exhibit longer turn-on times due to the longer migration distance and the
slower mobility of the ions respectively. In LEC devices, improving the blend quality in
order to achieve maximum interfacial surface area between constituents is desired in
order to achieve homogeneous light-emission and maximize device performance.[15] In
PLEC devices phase separation is a challenge that is inherent to the system; the non-polar
semiconducting polymer of PLECs requires the addition of ionic electrolyte and polar
polymer ion-transport polymers to provide the mobile ionic species necessary for the
creation of electric double layers. In PLEC systems, researchers have developed methods
to reduce phase separation of PLEC components through the addition of bifunctional
(surfactant-like) additives[15] to promote mixing between the polymer and the electrolyte
or by chemically modifying the semiconducting polymer with PEO side chains to
enhance its mixing with the solid salt electrolyte.[16],[17] In order to render IIR and the RuiTMC compatible, we chose the latter approach and grafted PEO side chains onto the IIR
backbone (IIR-g-PEO). Graft copolymers are intriguing materials because they combine
the properties of the polymers of which they are comprised. In this case polar PEO
chains which will promote mixing with the ionic ruthenium complex light-emitter are
grafted onto the stretchable, water and oxygen impermeable IIR backbone.

We

hypothesize that incorporating PEO sidechains onto IIR will increase the miscibility with
the ionic light-emitting species while still providing stretchability to the emissive layer
due to the flexible IIR backbone.

It is important to note, that a trade-off between
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increased miscibility with the iTMC and decreased impermeability of the IIR-g-PEO as
the PEO content is increased is expected. Addition of hydrophilic polymers to IIR can
affect impermeability; copolymers of IIR with hydrophilic polymers have been used to
form cell encapsulation membranes that allow oxygen exchange to occur.[18] Longer PEO
side chains in the IIR-g-PEO graft copolymer will increase the free-volume which will
render the material more permeable to oxygen and moisture. Additionally, increased
PEO content in IIR-g-PEO graft copolymers have been found to form crystalline PEO
domains[19] which reduces the elongation at break of the graft copolymer.[12] Therefore,
the ideal formulation of IIR-g-PEO will possess an amount of PEO that is sufficient to
provide adequate mixing with the iTMC yet maintain stretchability and high
impermeability to moisture and oxygen.
IIR-g-PEO graft copolymers were first reported by Ikeda et al. where the PEO content
was modified by altering the molecular weight of the PEO in the graft.[19] Gillies and coworkers reported a novel functionalization method for grafting PEO onto IIR with
unprecedented control over PEO graft sites allowing for very high PEO content to be
incorporated into the graft copolymer.[20] At high PEO content, they demonstrated that
IIR-g-PEO surfaces were able to resist the adsorption of proteins for applications as
antimicrobial coatings. We will show that IIR-g-PEO can be used as a polymer matrix in
LECs allowing for increased miscibility with the Ru-iTMC at high PEO content.
Emissive layers fabricated with IIR-g-PEO polymer matrices with PEO content greater
than 34 wt% exhibited enhanced device stabilities: While LECs with PDMS polymer
matrices decay to one fifth of the maximum radiance in 35 minutes when operated at a
0.5 mA bias, LECs with IIR-g-PEO (PEO content > 34 wt%) do not decay to one fifth of
the maximum radiance even after 6 hours of testing at a 0.5 mA bias. Devices fabricated
with IIR-g-PEO (34 wt% PEO) as the polymer matrix can sustain repeated cyclic strain
without experiencing changes to the peak radiance demonstrating their potential as a
stretchable emissive layer material.
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5.2 Experimental Section
5.2.1. Materials
All materials and chemicals were purchased commercially and used as received.
Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 was synthesized according to Bernhard et al.[21]

LANXESS

X_Butyl™ products (RB301, RB101-3, BB2030, CB1240, I4565P) were provided by
Lanxess Inc. (London, Ontario) and used as received without further purification. IIR-gPEO was provided by the Gillies group (UWO, London, Ontario) and prepared according
to literature.[20] Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) was obtained from Dow
Corning (Midland, MI).

5.2.2. Anode Preparation
ITO-coated glass substrates 1 inch2 (15 – 25 Ω/square, Delta Technologies) were
sonicated in DI H2O 15 minutes, followed by sonication in IPA for 15 minutes then dried
under a stream of nitrogen. ITO substrates were subsequently treated with UV-ozone
(Jelight Company, Inc., Model 42) for 15 minutes. Stretchable Au/PDMS anodes were
prepared by depositing a 15 Å-thick titanium adhesion layer followed by 200 Å of gold
onto a PDMS substrate in an e-beam evaporator at 10-6 mbar at a rate of 1 Å/s. The
substrates were then treated with an air plasma (Harrick Plasma) for 30 s at an air
pressure of 10 psig (flow rate of 32 mL/min) at medium discharge setting.

5.2.3. LEC Device Fabrication
Emissive layer solutions were prepared with dry solvent and spin coated in inert
atmosphere to minimize exposure to humidity and oxygen.

Raw butyl rubber

formulations (LANXESS X_Butyl™ RB301, RB101-3, BB2030, CB1240 and I4565P)
were prepared in 1:1 CH2Cl2:CHCl3 at a concentration of 25 mg/mL.

PDMS

(Sylgard 184 base), IIR-g-PEO(16wt% PEO), IIR-g-PEO(34 wt% PEO), IIR-gPEO(69 wt% PEO) and PEO stock solutions were prepared in dry dichloromethane at a
concentration of 25 mg/mL.

Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 was prepared at a concentration of

40 mg/mL in the same solvent as the polymer matrix.
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bpy)3(PF6)2/polymer emissive layers were prepared using a 3:1 v/v mixture of Ru(dtbbpy)3(PF6)2 stock solution to polymer stock solution. The solutions were passed through
a 1 µm pore size PTFE syringe filter followed by a 0.2 µm pore size PTFE syringe filter,
and then spin coated onto the anode at 1000 rpm for 30 s.

Solutions containing

commercial grade IIR were only passed through the 1 µm pore size PTFE syringe filter
prior to spin coating. The resulting films were annealed in an oven at 120°C overnight.

5.2.4. Emissive Layer Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped
with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera. Scanning electron microscopy was carried
out on a Hitachi S-4500 scanning electron microscope at Surface Science Western,
London, Canada. Prior to imaging, samples were coated with 3 – 5 nm Au using a
Hummer VI sputtering system. Thickness of the emissive layer was determined by spin
coating the emissive layer on silicon wafer instead of ITO/glass and freeze-fracturing the
silicon to create a cross section. Atomic force microscopy was carried out using the
dynamic force mode of a Park Systems XE-100 AFM at Surface Science Western,
London, Canada. A silicon cantilever with a nominal spring constant of 40 N/m, resonant
frequency of 300 kHz and tip radius of 10 nm was used. Images were collected from three
spots on each sample in an area of 40 μm × 40 μm and processed using WSxM 5.0
Develop 1.0 software. Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness values from three different
areas of a sample were averaged.

5.2.5. LEC Characterization
Drops of eutectic gallium indium (EGaIn) (50 µL) were pipetted onto the surface of
the emissive layers to serve as cathodes. Two drops were deposited onto each emissive
layer therefore two devices were tested per piece of ITO/glass. Prior to sealing EGaIn
drops in epoxy, copper wire was inserted in the EGaIn drop to enable contact to the
sourcemeter and copper tape (3M) was adhered to the ITO to create a contact to the
anode. LECs were tested in inert atmosphere by applying 9 V bias with 0.1 A compliance
(for voltage biased testing) or a 0.5 mA bias with 40 V compliance (for current biased
testing) using a Keithley 2601 source-measure and measuring the voltage. Radiance was
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measured in inert atmosphere with a calibrated UDT S470 optometer attached to an
integrating sphere.

5.2.6. Stretchability Measurements
Device stretching was done using a micro-vice stretching apparatus (S.T. Japan Inc).
Device performance of Ru/PDMS and Ru/IIR-g-PEO (34 wt% PEO), and Ru/IIR-g-PEO
(69 wt% PEO) devices subjected to repetitive linear strains of 15% was determined by
first measuring the current and radiance of the unstretched device for 5 min. After
applying 10 – 50 cycles of 15% strain, a new EGaIn cathode was deposited on a
previously untested portion of the film and the current and radiance were measured over
5 min.

5.3. Results and Discussion
In order for IIR to be used as a polymer matrix in the emissive layer of LECs,
homogeneous films of the IIR with the Ru-iTMC must first be obtained.

Ru(dtb-

bpy)3(PF6)2 was chosen as the iTMC due to its facile synthesis and previous use in the
literature as an iTMC material dispersed in both brittle polymers and elastomers for the
fabrication of rigid[7],[8] and stretchable LECs[4]. Film homogeneity is an important
criterion of emissive layer thin films since macroscale phase separation results in an
emissive layer of inhomogeneous thickness which will result in different turn-on times
and different ionic conductivities throughout the emissive layer. In PLEC devices, it has
been shown that the best device performances occur when an interpenetrated morphology
is formed between the constituents of the emissive layer as this maximizes the interfacial
surface area resulting in fast ion-transport and a continuous network of electronic
transport of injected electrons and holes.[15]
We fabricated emissive layers with IIR polymer matrices and compared the
morphology and degree of phase separation to established Ru/PDMS emissive layers
(Chapter 4). Emissive layers were fabricated on silicon wafer to allow for thickness
measurements to be obtained. Film homogeneity was investigated by optical microscopy
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the RMS roughness was measured by
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tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM).

The Ru/PDMS emissive layers

developed in Chapter 4 produce homogeneous films with low RMS surface roughness
(RMS roughness = 3.4 ± 2.5 nm) (Figure 5.1a-c).
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Figure 5.1. (a) Optical micrograph of Ru/PDMS; (b) SEM image of Ru/PDMS; (c) AFM
image of Ru/PDMS.

5.3.1. Incorporation of Commercial IIR Formulations in Emissive
Layers
The first butyl rubber compounds that we tested as elastomeric matrices for the RuiTMC were raw, commercial formulations of butyl rubber.

LANXESS X_Butyl™

RB301 is a commercial grade butyl rubber comprised of 1.85 mol% isoprene used in tire
innerliners. LANXESS X_Butyl™ RB101-3 is used primarily as a base in chewing gum
and it contains 1.75 mol% isoprene. The chemical structure of butyl rubber is shown in
Figure 5.2. LANXESS X_Butyl™ RB301 and LANXESS X_Butyl™ RB101-3 have
limited solubility in dichloromethane, therefore a 1:1 v/v mixture of CH2Cl2:CHCl3 was
used to solubilize 25 mg/mL of butyl rubber. The ruthenium iTMC was also dissolved in
1:1 CH2Cl2:CHCl3 and the two solutions were mixed in a 3:1 v/v Ru-iTMC:IIR ratio. The
mixture was spun onto clean silicon wafer and characterized by optical microscopy, SEM
and AFM.
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Figure 5.2. Chemical structure of LANXESS X_Butyl™ RB301 and RB101-3 where
RB301 contains 1.85 mol% isoprene functionality and RB101-3 contains 1.75 mol%
isoprene functionality.
As evidenced in the optical microscopy and SEM images, thin films of Ru/RB301 and
Ru/RB101-3 exhibit large-scale phase separation due to the poor miscibility of the
nonpolar raw butyl rubber backbone with the iTMC. Ru/RB301 appears to have large
domains of phase separation on the order of several microns (Figure 5.3a, b). The AFM
image shows the great variation in height within the film (Figure 5.3c) resulting a
variation in maximum height of 697.29 ± 60.84 nm and high RMS surface roughness
values of 213.0 ± 30.0 nm which are two orders of magnitude larger than Ru/PDMS
emissive layers. Ru/RB101-3 also exhibits phase separation in the film with variation in
maximum height of 671.38 ± 26.49 nm (Figure 5.3d-f) and high RMS roughness of
192.7 ± 30.7 nm which is the same as Ru/RB301 thin films within error. Compared to the
homogeneous thin film of Ru/PDMS (RMS roughness = 3.4 ± 2.5 nm) which have
variations in maximum height of 34.86 ± 2.56 nm, it is evident that these films are not
suitable for use in LECs.
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Figure 5.3. (a) Optical micrograph of Ru/RB301; (b) SEM image of Ru/RB301; (c) AFM
image of Ru/RB301; (d) Optical micrograph of Ru/RB101-3; (e) SEM image of
Ru/RB101-3; (f) AFM image of Ru/RB101-3.
We investigated the use of halogenated butyl rubber derivatives to determine if the
presence of more polar groups on the rubber backbone would facilitate mixing with the
Ru-iTMC.

LANXESS X_Butyl™ BB2030 is a butyl rubber polymer created by

bromination of the isoprene functionality resulting in 1.8 mol% bromine incorporation
(Figure 5.4a). Similarly, LANXESS X_Butyl™ CB1240 is a chlorinated butyl rubber
containing 1.25 mol% chlorine (Figure 5.4b). Halogenated rubber derivatives also have
limited solubility in CH2Cl2 and therefore the 1:1 v/v mixture of CH2Cl2:CHCl3 was used
to prepare solutions of BB2030, CB1240 and the Ru-iTMC. The halogenated rubber
species were mixed with Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 in a 3:1 v/v Ru:polymer ratio and spin
coated onto silicon wafer substrates to determine the impact of halogenated rubber on the
miscibility with the Ru-iTMC.
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Figure 5.4. (a) Chemical structure of LANXESS X_Butyl™ BB2030. (b) Chemical
structure of LANXESS X_Butyl™ CB1240.
The incorporation of polarizable halogen functional groups on the rubber backbone
was not sufficient to overcome the phase separation between the non-polar butyl rubber
chains and the iTMC, likely due to the low mol% of halogen functionalization.
Ru/BB2030 films show phase separation in the optical micrograph (Figure 5.5a) and in
the SEM image (Figure 5.5b). There are large variations in height (Figure 5.5c) resulting
in a high RMS roughness of 111.5 ± 19.4 nm and variation in maximum height of
663.7 ± 86.0 nm showing no improvement over films prepared with RB301 and RB101-3.
Similarly, films of CB1240 also exhibit phase separation in the optical, SEM and AFM
images (Figure 5.5d-f) with a high surface roughness of 118.7 ± 23.4 nm and variation in
maximum height of 657.4 ± 74.1 nm. The high degree of phase separation in emissive
layer films with halogenated rubber makes BB2030 and CB1240 poor polymer matrices
for the Ru-iTMC and they were not pursued further in the fabrication of LECs.
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Figure 5.5. (a) Optical micrograph of Ru/BB2030. (b) SEM image of Ru/BB2030.
(c) AFM image of Ru/BB2030. (d) Optical micrograph of Ru/CB1240. (e) SEM image of
Ru/CB1240. (f) AFM image of Ru/CB1240.
We attempted to achieve better mixing of the Ru-iTMC with butyl rubber through the
use of a butyl rubber ionomer species (LANXESS X_Butyl™ I4565) as the polymer
matrix whose structure is given in Figure 5.6. Ionomers are a class of polymer containing
ionic groups on the polymer backbone which form ionic aggregates in solution.[22]
However, given the low ionic content (0.4 mol%) even this modification to the rubber
backbone proved insufficient to facilitate mixing between the polymer and the iTMC.
Again, phase separation was visible (Figure 5.7a-c) and the RMS surface roughness was
117.8 ± 34.4 nm with variation in maximum height of 686.3 ± 122.1 nm.
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Figure 5.6. Chemical structure of LANXESS X_Butyl™ I4565P.
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Figure 5.7. (a) Optical micrograph of Ru/I4565P. (b) SEM image of Ru/I4565P. (c) AFM
image of Ru/I4565P.
Table 5.1 summarizes the RMS roughness values and variation in maximum height of
Ru-iTMC emissive layers with commercial grade IIR compared to Ru/PDMS emissive
layers. There is no commercial grade butyl rubber that can be used as a polymer matrix
in LECs due to poor miscibility between the hydrophobic butyl rubber chains and the
ionic emissive material. It is possible that these rubber materials may be compatible with
iTMCs containing more hydrophobic ligands.

Other iTMC materials with ligands

containing alkyl sidechains to promote mixing with the raw IIR materials may enable
deposition from organic solvents in which the LANXESS X_Butyl™ materials are more
soluble such as chloroform, THF and toluene. This may be investigated as a future
avenue for stretchable LECs.
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Table 5.1. RMS roughness and maximum variation in height of Ru-iTMC emissive layers
with commercial grade IIR compared to Ru/PDMS emissive layers.
RMS Roughness
(nm)

Maximum Variation in Height
(nm)

Ru/PDMS

3.4 ± 2.5

34.9 ± 2.6

Ru/RB301

213.0 ± 30.0

697.3 ± 60.8

Ru/RB101-3

192.7 ± 30.7

671.4 ± 26.5

Ru/BB2030

111.5 ± 19.4

663.7 ± 86.0

Ru/CB1240

118.7 ± 23.4

657.4 ± 74.1

Ru/I4565P

117.8 ± 34.4

686.3 ± 122.1

Emissive Layer

5.3.2. Optical Characterization of LECs with IIR-g-PEO
Gillies and co-workers synthesized a graft co-polymer of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)
and IIR for use as an antimicrobial coating to resist protein adsorption.[23]

Graft

copolymers of PEO and IIR are interesting candidates for polymer materials in LECs
because they combine the stretchable backbone of IIR with the polar polymer chains of
PEO to facilitate mixing with the Ru-iTMC. Graft copolymers of IIR with tunable
amounts of PEO were prepared through the incorporation of different molecular weights
PEO onto the sidechains[20] (Figure 5.8). Low molecular weight PEO (750 g/mol) grafted
onto the butyl rubber backbone results in ~ 16 wt% PEO in the graft copolymer (IIR-gPEO16) . By increasing the molecular weight of PEO from 750 g/mol to 2000 g/mol and
5000 g/mol, 34 wt% PEO and 69 wt% PEO graft copolymers were achieved (IIR-gPEO34 and IIR-g-PEO69 respectively).
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Figure 5.8. Chemical structure of IIR-g-PEO.
First, we determined the impact of PEO content on mixing of the iTMC with the graft
copolymer. We prepared emissive layer films by spin coating a 3:1 v/v mixture of
Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 in CH2Cl2 (40 mg/mL) with IIR-g-PEO graft polymers (25 mg/mL)
from CH2Cl2 onto silicon wafer at 1000 rpm for 30 seconds. Emissive layers containing
Ru/IIR-g-PEO16 exhibit phase separation in the optical micrograph of the thin film
(Figure 5.9a) indicating that the amount of PEO in the graft copolymer is not sufficient to
render the polymer miscible with the iTMC. The graft copolymer is still 84% IIR by
weight and the butyl rubber backbone dictates the overall properties of the graft polymer.
SEM and AFM images (Figure 5.9b, c) show that films of Ru/IIR-g-PEO16 exhibit
depressions in the emissive layer with maximum variation in height of 919.2 ± 78.2 nm
due to phase separation between the hydrophobic polymer and the iTMC. These emissive
layer films have RMS roughness values of 104.1 ± 9.4 nm which is similar to emissive
layers prepared with commercial butyl rubber grades. Previous work has found that films
of IIR-g-PEO16 spin coated onto silicon wafer from CH2Cl2 exhibited micrometer scale
patterns with RMS roughness values of 4.9 nm.[20] Therefore our findings show that
dissolving an ionic species into the graft copolymer exacerbates the phase separation
within the polymer segments leading to films with high surface roughness and holes.
These holes in the emissive layer will undoubtedly lead to current leakage and
inhomogeneous electric fields and therefore these films are not useful in the fabrication of
LECs.
Emissive layers formed by mixing the iTMC with the graft polymer with longer PEO
sidechains, IIR-g-PEO34, appear homogeneous in the optical micrograph (Figure 5.9d).
The SEM and AFM images of the film reveal a granular nanometer-scale morphology
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(Figure 5.9e, f). RMS roughness of the Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 is 44.7 ± 1.7 nm, which is half
that exhibited by films made with commercial grade IIR formulations. The maximum
variation in height is also significantly lowered to 390.5 ± 41.8 nm. The RMS roughness
of the graft copolymer mixed with iTMC is still higher than that of IIR-g-PEO34 films
alone (RMS roughness < 2 nm) indicating that increased phase separation is occurring
due to the presence of the ionic transition metal complex. Films made with even higher
PEO content, Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 also appear homogenous in the optical micrograph
(Figure 5.9g).

Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 also exhibit a granular nanometer-scale morphology

(Figure 5.9h,i) however the feature size is smaller than that of Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 films,
presumably due to the higher PEO content which results in more homogeneous mixing of
the iTMC with the graft copolymer. The increased film homogeneity is also reflected in
the decreased RMS roughness values of 13.4 ± 1.8 nm which is still an order of
magnitude larger than previously reported films of IIR-g-PEO69 alone (RMS roughness
< 2 nm). The variation in height is significantly reduced to 190.3 ± 3.3 nm compared to
blends fabricated with commercial grades of IIR.

Table 5.2 summarizes the RMS

roughness values of emissive layers with IIR-g-PEO matrices.
Table 5.2. RMS roughness and maximum variation in height of Ru-iTMC emissive layers
with IIR-g-PEO matrices compared to Ru/PDMS emissive layers.
Emissive Layer

RMS Roughness
(nm)

Maximum Variation in Height
(nm)

3.4 ± 2.5

34.9 ± 2.6

Ru/IIR-g-PEO16

104.1 ± 9.4

919.2 ± 78.2

Ru/IIR-g-PEO34

44.7 ± 1.7

390.5 ± 41.8

Ru/IIR-g-PEO69

13.4 ± 1.8

190.3 ± 3.3

Ru/PDMS
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Figure 5.9. (a) Optical micrograph of Ru/IIR-g-PEO16. (b) SEM image of Ru/IIR-gPEO16. (c) AFM image of Ru/IIR-g-PEO16. (d) Optical micrograph of Ru/IIR-g-PEO34.
(e) SEM image of Ru/IIR-g-PEO34. (f) AFM image of Ru/IIR-g-PEO34. (g) Optical
micrograph of Ru/IIR-g-PEO69. (h) SEM image of Ru/IIR-g-PEO69. (i) AFM image of
Ru/IIR-g-PEO69.
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We postulate that the granular morphology exhibited in Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 and Ru/IIRg-PEO69 is an effect of graft copolymer self-assembly attempting to minimize
unfavorable interactions of the nonpolar butyl rubber backbone with the ionic ruthenium
transition metal complex. Films of Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 and Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 have excellent
homogeneity and low RMS roughness making them excellent candidates for use as
emissive layers in LECs.

We will investigate the performance of IIR-g-PEO graft

copolymers as polymer matrices in LECs and determine the effect of PEO content in the
graft copolymer on turn-on time and lifetime in the following sections.

5.3.3. Optoelectronic Characterization of Ru/IIR-g-PEO LECs on
the Rigid Device Test Structure
We fabricated LECs according to the rigid test structure in Figure 5.10a in order to
compare the optoelectronic properties of different weight percentages of PEO in the graft
copolymer of the emissive layer. Reference Ru/PDMS devices were used for comparison
as the established stretchable elastomeric emissive layer used in iTMC LECs.

The

devices consisted of a Ru/elastomer film on a glass substrate bearing an ITO anode.
Solutions of the emissive layer were spin coated in inert atmosphere onto the anode
followed by annealing at 120°C overnight. The cathode was a 50 µL drop of galliumindium eutectic (EGaIn) deposited on the surface of the Ru/elastomer film and encased in
an epoxy resin. Ru/IIR-g-PEO devices produced bright, uniform emission over the entire
area defined by the cathode when operated under a forward bias of 9 V in ambient
conditions (Figure 5.10b, c).
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Figure 5.10. (a) Diagram of the Ru/IIR-g-PEO device test structure fabricated on an ITOcoated glass anode with EGaIn cathode. (b) Photograph of the Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 device
operated at 9 V. (c) Photograph of the Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 device operated at 9 V.
One contributor to device instability is quenching of the exciton.[24] When a voltage is
applied to the LEC, ions migrate to form electric double layers at the electrodes and
electrons and holes are injected into the emissive layer. As the p- and n-doped regions
grow, it becomes more probable that an exciton will interact with the proximal
neighbouring doped regions and that exciton quenching will occur. At higher voltages,
the growth of the n- and p-doped regions occurs at a more accelerated rate which causes
exciton quenching to occur sooner than in devices operated at lower voltages. In order to
determine the effects of the polymer matrix on LEC stability, we chose a bias of 9 V to
accelerate device degradation.

It is possible to achieve longer lifetimes than those

reported herein by driving devices at a lower voltage or using a pulsed voltage.[7]
The evolution of radiance (Figure 5.11a, c) and EQE (Figure 5.11b, d) over 60 minutes
of DC device operation at 9 V show that devices reach their maximum radiance of
~ 10 µW and ~ 8 µW for Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 and Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 devices respectively and
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then slowly decay over the testing period. There are two figures of merit to quantify the
stability of LECs, t1/2 which is the time it takes for the radiance to decay to one half of the
maximum value and t1/5 which is the time it takes for radiance to decay to one fifth of the
maximum value.

Notably, neither device with Ru/IIR-g-PEO in the emissive layer

decayed to one fifth of the maximum radiance within the one hour testing period. Ru/IIRg-PEO34 devices have a t1/2 of 2195 ± 918 seconds and exhibit further decay to
35.64 ± 3.89% of the maximum radiance after one hour. Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 have a t1/2 of
2373 ± 603 seconds and the devices decay further to 37.04 ± 6.37% in one hour.
Conversely, devices fabricated with Ru/PDMS reach maximum radiances of ~ 14.5 µW
and decay more quickly with t1/2 of 348 ± 241 seconds and t1/5 of ~ 35 minutes
(Figure 5.11e, f). The EQEs of the Ru/PDMS devices are lower than those reported in
Chapter 4 which could be due to the higher operating voltage or due to operation in inert
atmosphere.

Kalyuzhny et al. observed that LECs operated in ambient conditions

exhibited EQEs 2x higher than analogous devices tested in inert atmosphere presumably
due to more efficient charge injection in ambient conditions due to the presence of
ambient moisture and/or oxygen.[25] Ru/IIR-g-PEO LECs exhibited EQEs on the same
order of magnitude as Ru/PDMS LECs (Table 5.2).

Operation of devices at lower

voltage bias or with pulsed voltages may increase the EQEs of these devices.
Additionally, higher EQEs may be attained by changing the iTMC to a more efficient
emitter however their syntheses are more involved and the degree of phase separation will
differ as the iTMC is altered.[26]
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Figure 5.11. Temporal evolution of radiance (solid line) of a representative device
operated with a 9 V bias in inert conditions (dotted red line = 1/5th of maximum radiance)
(a) Ru/IIR-g-; (c) Ru/IIR-g-PEO69; (e) Ru/PDMS. Temporal evolution of external
quantum efficiency of a representative device operated with a 9 V bias in inert conditions
(b) Ru/IIR-g-PEO34; (d) Ru/IIR-g-PEO69; (f) Ru/PDMS.
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Table 5.3. Summary of figures of merit for LECs operated at 9 V potential bias.
Emissive Layer

Max. Rad.
(µW)

ton (s)

EQE (%)

t1/2(s)

t1/5 (s)

Device
Yield (%)

Ru/PDMS

14.47
± 4.31

43.13
± 23.64

0.021
± 0.0032

348
± 241

2128.38
± 545.66

100

Ru/IIR-g-PEO34

10.89
± 1.72

223.00
± 43.96

0.033
± 0.0042

2195
± 918

N/A

62.5

Ru/IIR-g-PEO69

7.75
± 2.14

202.14
± 86.87

0.033
± 0.0075

2373
± 603

N/A

87.5

The thickness of the emissive layers was determined by freeze fracturing the emissive
layer thin film on silicon wafer using liquid nitrogen to freeze the sample followed by
SEM imaging of the cross section to determine the thickness of the emissive layer. The
Ru/elastomer emissive layers all have a film thickness of ~ 300 nm (Figure 5.12),
therefore any difference in turn-on time and lifetime will be due to the influence of the
polymer film on the charge transport through the emissive layers and not due to the
thickness of the films.
a

b

c

Figure 5.12. SEM cross sections of (a) Ru/IIR-g-PEO34; (b) Ru/IIR-g-PEO69;
(c) Ru/PDMS.
To further probe the stability of LECs with IIR-g-PEO emissive layers we tested
devices at 0.5 mA current bias in order to prevent overdriving LECs at too high of an
operating voltage and to maximize the device lifetime. Similarly to devices tested at 9 V,
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Ru/PDMS devices operated at 0.5 mA have t1/2 values of 473 ± 212 seconds and decay to
one fifth of the maximum radiance in ~ 15 minutes.

The evolution of radiance

(Figure 5.13a) over 60 minutes of DC device operation at 0.5 mA show that the
Ru/PDMS emissive layer devices reach a maximum radiance of ~ 1 µW and then decay
over the testing period. Under the applied current bias, devices require an initial ramp up
voltage of 28 V and then they operate at a fairly steady voltage between 4 – 6 V for the
remainder of the testing period. The EQE plot shows that EQEs of ~ 0.04% are attained
and then EQE trails off similarly to the radiance (Figure 5.13b). To quantify the device
degradation, we used the method of Kalyuzhny et al., which compares the total emitted
energy, Etot, of the device (determined from the integral of the radiant flux versus time
curve) from the initial application of the voltage to the time at which the
electroluminescent intensity drops to one fifth of its maximum value. Over the lifetime,
devices emitted an average of 0.68 ± 0.47 mJ of energy.
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Figure 5.13. (a) Temporal evolution of radiance (solid line) of a typical Ru/PDMS device
operated under a 0.5 mA bias in inert conditions, 1/5th of maximum radiance depicted as
dotted red line. (b) Temporal evolution of external quantum efficiency of a typical device
operated under a 0.5 mA bias in inert conditions.
Again, devices with IIR-g-PEO showed higher stability than Ru/PDMS devices; after
one hour testing, neither Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 nor Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 devices had decayed to
one fifth of the maximum radiance. The testing period was therefore extended to six
hours. Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 devices turn-on in ~ 7 seconds reaching a maximum radiance of
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~ 1 µW. The radiance curve remains quite steady and degrades to 54% of the maximum
radiance after 6 hours (Figure 5.14a). Devices require an initial ramp up voltage of 14 V
to produce the 0.5 mA current but then the required potential stabilizes between 3 - 4 V.
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) reaches ~ 0.07% and similarly to the radiance
curve, remains quite steady over the testing period (Figure 5.14b). Ru/IIR-g-PEO69
LECs turn on in ~ 5 seconds to a maximum radiance of ~ 2 µW. The decay of LECs with
higher weight percent PEO is more pronounced: devices have t1/2 values of

5772

± 1729 seconds and the radiance degrades to ~ 25% of the maximum radiance
approaching one fifth of the maximum radiance (red dotted line) by the end of the six
hour testing period (Figure 5.14c). Devices require an initial ramp up voltage of 7 V to
produce the 0.5 mA current but then the required potential stabilizes at ~ 5 V. The
external quantum efficiency (EQE) reaches ~ 0.08% and decays analogously to the
radiance curve (Figure 5.14d). Etot is a measure of total energy emitted over the lifetime
and as neither IIR-g-PEO device decayed to one fifth of the maximum radiance after 6
hours we cannot calculate the Etot values for IIR-g-PEO devices. We can however,
provide values for the total energy emitted over the testing period of six hours which was
17.0 mJ for Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 LECs and 18.5 mJ for Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 LECs. Table 5.4
summarizes the results of the device operation of LECs with Ru/elastomer operated at
0.5 mA bias.
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Figure 5.14. Temporal evolution of radiance (solid line) of a typical device operated
under a 0.5 mA bias in inert conditions, 1/5th of maximum radiance depicted as dotted red
line for (a) Ru/IIR-g-PEO34; (c) Ru/IIR-g-PEO69. Temporal evolution of external
quantum efficiency of a typical device operated under a 0.5 mA bias in inert conditions
(b) Ru/IIR-g-PEO34; (d) Ru/IIR-g-PEO69.
Table 5.4. Summary of figures of merit for LECs operated at 0.5 mA current bias.
Emissive Layer

Max. Rad.
(µW)

ton (s)

EQE (%)

1.01
± 0.047

12.00
± 4.08

0.04
± 0.005

Ru/IIR-g-PEO34

1.16

7.00

0.071

Ru/IIR-g-PEO 69

2.00
± 0.32

4.67
± 1.15

0.083
± 0.014

Ru/PDMS

t1/2 (s)

473

t1/5 (s)

Device
Yield
(%)

924.00
± 297.35

50

N/A

N/A

25

5772
± 1729

N/A

37.5

± 212
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5.3.4. Optoelectronic Characterization of Ru/IIR-g-PEO LECs on
a Stretchable Device Test Structure
To test the durability of Ru/IIR-g-PEO emissive layers upon subjection to repeated
stretching cycles, we used the same stretchable test structure from Chapter 4 that replaces
the rigid ITO anode on glass with a stretchable, semitransparent gold anode on PDMS
(Au/PDMS).[4] We fabricated LECs by spin-coating either Ru/IIR-g-PEO34, Ru/IIR-gPEO69 or Ru/PDMS films on semitransparent Au/PDMS anodes, and then completing
the device by depositing free-standing EGaIn cathodes on top of the films. Free-standing
EGaIn drops are useful to evaluate device stretchability because they deform along with
the device as it is stretched.[4],[27] Devices were subjected to 15% strain cycles and after a
set number of cycles, we relaxed the device, deposited an EGaIn cathode (5 mm in
diameter) on a previously untested part of the film, and determined the current, radiance
(Figure 5.15a-c) and EQE under a 9 V bias for 5 minutes. As demonstrated in Chapter 4,
Ru/PDMS LECs can sustain repeated cyclic strains of 15% and the peak radiance remains
relatively constant even after 50 strain cycles when operated at 5 V. This effect is
reproducible at 9 V operation; the peak radiance remains relatively constant and
degradation occurs more quickly with subsequent strain cycles due to the cracking of the
gold anode upon stretching. Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 LECs behave similarly to Ru/PDMS LECs
subjected to cyclic strain; the peak radiance remains relatively constant even after
50 strain cycles. Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 LECs only emit light in the nW range after just
10 cycles of strain have been applied indicating that damage to the emissive layer is more
severe in the graft copolymer with higher PEO weight content. Gillies and co-workers
have demonstrated that IIR-g-PEO films have increased Young’s Modulus and decreased
elongation at break as the amount of PEO in the polymer is increased.[12] We hypothesize
that the higher PEO content in IIR-g-PEO69 results in more crystalline films which are
more susceptible to cracking than the less crystalline IIR-g-PEO34. For both Ru/PDMS
and Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 devices, the initial set of 10 strain cycles reduces Etot by
approximately one order of magnitude.

As additional strain cycles are applied Etot

remains fairly constant at ~ 0.12 mJ and ~ 0.13 mJ for Ru/PDMS and Ru/IIR-g-PEO34
devices respectively (Figure 5.15d). As rationalized in Chapter 4, changes in the gold
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film with initial stretching can account for the initial drop in Etot. The initial introduction
of microcracks and delaminated regions roughens the gold film, which likely distorts the
elastomeric emissive layer producing inconsistent thicknesses which then results in
current leakage through thinned or damaged areas effectively reducing the EQE and Etot.
With additional strain cycles, however, both the microstructure of the gold film and Etot
stabilize, indicating that Ru/PDMS and Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 films can sustain these strain
cycles without further degradation. Future work will compare the durability of Ru/PDMS
and Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 emissive layers on anode materials that do not crack, such as
embedded films of nanowires or nanotubes in order to eliminate the effects of the cracked
anode on device performance under cyclic strain. Additionally, deposition of Ru/IIR-gPEO34 on composite anodes will allow for the determination of the elongation at failure
of the emissive layer.
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Figure 5.15. Performance comparison after repetitive, 15% elongation of LECs
fabricated from Ru/PDMS, Ru/IIR-g-PEO34, and Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 with Au/PDMS
stretchable anodes and EGaIn cathodes. Parts a – c show traces corresponding to
temporal evolution of radiance of unstrained (black), 10 strain cycles (green), 30 strain
cycles (blue), 50 strain cycles (red) of (a) Ru/PDMS devices operated under a 9 V bias;
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(b) Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 devices operated under a 9 V bias; (c) Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 devices
operated under a 9 V bias. (d) Plot of total emitted energy (Etot) vs the number of strain
cycles for Ru/PDMS (solid line) and Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 (dotted line) devices.

5.4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that commercial grades of IIR are too nonpolar to mix well
with the Ru-iTMC, therefore a chemically modified IIR with PEO sidechains grafted onto
the backbone was used to achieve improved mixing of the two components.

Low

molecular weight PEO side chains on the graft copolymer IIR-g-PEO16 did not improve
the mixing with the Ru-iTMC. While both IIR-g-PEO34 and IIR-g-PEO69 mix well with
the Ru-iTMC, LECs fabricated from Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 exhibited higher stability than both
Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 and Ru/PDMS with the radiance decreasing to only 54% of the peak
radiance after 6 hours of operation at 0.5 mA. Additionally, Ru/IIR-g-PEO34 devices
were more durable than Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 devices maintaining fairly constant peak
radiance values even after 50 cycles of repetitive strain of 15% were applied while
Ru/IIR-g-PEO69 devices only emit light in the nW range after only 10 cycles of 15%
strain were applied. These results indicate that of the three graft copolymers incorporated
in the emissive layer, IIR-g-PEO34 exhibits the best properties in terms of light-emission
stability in the rigid device architecture and durability when subjected to repetitive strain
in the stretchable device architecture.

Future work will investigate the ultimate

stretchability of the Ru/IIR-g-PEO emissive layers on composite electrodes which do not
crack under applied strain in order to compare the elongation at failure of these LECs to
that of Ru/PDMS LECs.

Comparison of LECs operated under ambient and inert

conditions will provide insight into whether incorporation of IIR-g-PEO into LECs
provides protection from environmental moisture to the iTMC emitter.

Gillies and

coworkers recently reported arborescent hyperbranched copolymers of PEO and IIR
which resist protein adsorption at PEO contents greater than 20%.[12]

It would be

interesting to compare light-emitting layers comprised of linear and arborescent graft
copolymers with similar PEO content to determine the effect of branching on emissive
layer thin film morphology and LEC operation.
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6.1. Introduction
Stretchable and conformable electronics are emerging as an important new area of
research due to applications in stretchable displays, wearable devices, and biocompatible
devices such as artificial nerves and skin. Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) is the most
common substrate used in stretchable electronics owing to its biocompatibility,
transparency, and commercial availability. The main drawback of using PDMS as a
substrate in stretchable electronics is its permeability to moisture and oxygen, which
irreversibly degrade the organic materials used in organic electronic devices and thus
curtail the device lifetime. In the field of flexible electronics, a successful strategy to
minimize device degradation has been to deposit multilayers of organic materials to
smooth out the substrate and reduce pinhole defects, followed by deposition of thin
inorganic layers which reduce moisture and oxygen permeation. Vitex Systems Inc. has
developed a barrier coating named Barix which is comprised of alternating layers of
polyacrylate

and

ceramic

thin

films.

3

micron-thick

Barix

films

on

poly(ethylenenaphthalate) (PEN) substrates deliver water permeability rates of 10-6 g m-2
day-1 which is on the order of magnitude required for organic light-emitting devices.[1]
Seo et al. examined the effect of bending on organic-inorganic multilayer moisture
barriers and found that moisture barrier properties are maintained up to the critical
bending radius of 0.5 cm at which point cracking of the inorganic aluminum oxide layer
creates a diffusion pathway for moisture to permeate through the film.[2] The cracking of
inorganic layers at low bending radii demonstrates the challenge with adapting these
multilayer organic-inorganic barrier layers to stretchable electronics: the barrier layers
need to be stretchable to allow for mechanical deformation of devices and continued
moisture resistance under strain. As yet, this is an unsolved problem.
Our approach to solving the permeability challenges associated with stretchable
organic electronic devices is to employ isobutylene-co-isoprene rubber (IIR) as the
substrate. There are many potential advantages to using IIR in stretchable electronic
devices: IIR is notable for its high gas and water impermeability.[3] IIR is peroxide
curable and additives can be added to increase the impermeability of the IIR: IIR filled
with carbon black (B-IIR) has a permeation rate of 138.6 ± 9.9 cc-mm/(m2-day), white
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IIR (W-IIR) filled with calcinated clay has a permeation rate of 104.2 ± 8.8 cc-mm/(m2day) and unfilled transparent IIR (T-IIR) has permeation rates of 216 ± 4 cc-mm/(m2day)[3]. In addition to its high water and moisture impermeability, IIR is biocompatible,
chemically resistant, and it possesses the mechanical properties required for stretchable
electronics. To date, there are no literature examples of the use of isobutylene-coisoprene rubber as a substrate in stretchable electronic devices.

Uncrosslinked

poly(isobutylene) (PIB) edge sealants demonstrate the effectiveness of the PIB chains in
decreasing lateral diffusion of oxygen and moisture into the device.

In polymer

electrochromic devices sandwiched between two glass slides, sealing with PIB allows
devices to continue to exhibit switching between on/off states even under accelerated
degradation conditions of 50°C and 80% relative humidity (RH) while analogous devices
sealed with epoxy no longer switched after 1500 h in ambient conditions.[4] Sheets of
cross-linked white-filled IIR (W-IIR) laminated against ITO/glass protect ITO from
exposure to HCl vapor: after 10 hours of exposure no change in sheet resistance is
observed while PDMS protection resulted in an increase in sheet resistance to 4x the
initial value.[5] These experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of IIR in protecting
electrical components from environmental degradation. IIR is a promising substrate upon
which to build stretchable electronics due to the combination of stretchability and high
gas and moisture impermeability which circumvents the need to develop additional
stretchable barrier layers.
The first step towards building stretchable electronic devices on IIR is the fabrication
of stretchable metal films on IIR that remain conductive under tensile strain. Metal films
are an essential part of stretchable electronic devices, where they are used as
interconnects[6],[7] and electrodes[8],[9]. Previous work has focused on the deposition of
conductive gold films on PDMS by e-beam metal deposition. Lacour et al. demonstrated
that 100 nm thick layers of gold with 5 nm thick chromium adhesion interlayers deposited
on PDMS by e-beam deposition retain electrical conductivity up to 22% elongation.[10] In
this chapter we show that direct e-beam evaporation of gold onto IIR produces an Au/IIR
composite layer on the surface that is not electrically conductive. We describe the use of
a polymer protection layer to shield the rubber during the e-beam deposition process
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providing a stable platform upon which gold can nucleate and grow into a conductive
metal film.

Additionally, when microstructured PVAc glue interlayers or PVA

interlayers are employed it is possible to obtain stretchable gold films that remain
conductive up to 120% elongation.

6.2 Experimental Section
6.2.1. Materials
All materials and chemicals were purchased commercially and used as received.
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) was obtained from Dow Corning
(Midland, MI). PEDOT:PSS (Clevios™ P) was purchased from Heraeus Precious Metals
GmbH & Co. KG (Leverkusen, Germany). Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) Mw = 89,000 98,000 with degree of hydrolysis > 99% was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St-Louis,
Missouri). Glue-All was obtained from Elmer’s Products, Inc (Westerville, Ohio). IIR
substrates were molded at LANXESS, Inc (London, Canada).

3”-diameter polished

silicon wafers were obtained from University Wafer (Boston, MA). Aluminum sheets
were obtained from Essex Metals (Oldcastle, Ontario, Canada).

6.2.2. Preparation of IIR and PDMS Substrates
Smooth IIR substrates were prepared by molding the desired IIR formulation between
two

master

substrates

coated

with

PDMS

according to

Provisional

Patent

WO201409117 A1.[11] The master substrates used were silicon wafers and aluminum
sheets. The PDMS coating provides a smooth layer that releases easily from cured IIR
formulations. Polished silicon wafers were cleaned in Piranha solution at 140°C (a 3:1
(v/v) mixture of 98% H2SO4 and 30% H2O2) for 5 min, followed by rinsing with
deionized water and drying with a stream of nitrogen. Caution: piranha solution reacts
violently with most organic materials and must be handled with extreme care. Aluminum
sheets were cleaned by swabbing with isopropanol followed by UV-ozone treatment
(Jelight, Model 42A) for 5 min. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) prepolymer (Sylgard
184) was spin coated on the master substrate at 1500 rpm for 20 s then 2500 rpm for 30 s.
The PDMS coating was cured in an oven at 60°C overnight. Smooth IIR substrates were
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prepared by molding the IIR formulation between two PDMS-coated masters. Cure times
and temperatures varied with each IIR formulation. The formulation for white-filled IIR
(W-IIR) consisted of BB2030 as the base rubber, a calcinated clay filler and a zinc cure
system. The ingredients are listed in Table 6.1 in the units of per hundred parts rubber
(Phr). The formulation was cured for 9 minutes at 160°C. Black-filled IIR (B-IIR) was
comprised of the base rubber BB2030, a carbon black filler and a sulfur cure system
(Table 6.2). B-IIR was cured for 14 minutes at 160°C. Transparent IIR (T-IIR) consisted
of chemically modified BB2030 to generate the diphenylphosphinostyrene (DPPS)
ionomer and a peroxide cure system was used (Table 6.3). T-IIR was cured for 8 minutes
at 175°C. After curing was complete, the PDMS-coated silicon wafers were removed to
yield smooth, uniform IIR substrates. IIR substrates (~0.5 mm thick) were then cut to
size (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) and cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropanol for 10 min
each in a Branson sonicator (Model 3510). PDMS substrates were fabricated by casting
liquid pre-polymer against flat polystyrene Petri dishes and curing in a 60°C oven for one
hour then cut to size (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) with a scalpel.
Table 6.1. Ingredient list for the W-IIR formulation.
Ingredient

Phr

BB2030

100

Calcinated Clay Satintone

80

Polyethylene AC-617A

2

Vulkacit LDA

0.2

ZnO

3
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Table 6.2. Ingredient list for the B-IIR formulation.
Ingredient

Phr

BB2030

100

CB N660

50

Stearic acid

1

Vulkacit DM/C

1

Sulfur

0.5

Zinc Oxide

3

Table 6.3. Ingredient list for the T-IIR formulation.
Ingredient

Phr

BB2030

100

DPPS

5.1

Trigonox 101-45-PD-AM

0.3

6.2.3. Oxidation of IIR and PDMS Substrates
Substrates were mounted to an aluminum mesh on glass prior to oxidation to minimize
the formation of gas between the substrate and the glass due to outgassing during e-beam
metal deposition. Cleaned IIR substrates were treated with a mixture of air and oxygen
plasma for 15 minutes in a Harrick plasma cleaner (Model: PDC-001) at an air pressure
of 10 psig (flow rate 32 mL/min) and O2 pressure of 10 psig (flow rate of 10.6 mL/min) at
medium discharge setting.

The oxidized samples were then gently swabbed with

isopropyl alcohol, and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Following oxidation, IIR substrates
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treated with SiCl4 were suspended face down over a glass Petri dish containing 0.1 mL of
silicon tetrachloride for 30 s at room temperature under inert atmosphere. The samples
were then soaked in distilled water for 10 min, and dried in a stream of nitrogen. PDMS
sheets (1 mm thickness) were treated with air plasma for 30 seconds at an air pressure of
10 psig (flow rate of 32 mL/min) at medium discharge setting.

6.2.4. Protection Layer Deposition
PEDOT:PSS polymer interlayers on IIR were prepared by spin coating 1 mL of
Clevios™ P PEDOT:PSS onto the surface of oxidized IIR substrates at 1000 rpm for
1 minute followed by 2000 rpm for 1 min. Glue interlayers on IIR were prepared by spin
coating 1 mL of 1:1 water:glue v/v solution onto oxidized IIR at 1000 rpm for 1 minute
followed by 2000 rpm for 1 minute. PVA interlayers were prepared by spin coating
25 mg/mL of PVA in DI H2O onto oxidized IIR at 1000 rpm for 1 minute followed by
2000 rpm for 1 minute.

6.2.5. Metal Layer Deposition
Gold films with thicknesses of 250 Å and 500 Å were deposited on oxidized and
polymer-protected samples by e-beam evaporation under high vacuum (10-6 mbar) at a
rate of 1 Å/s. For glue interlayer samples, a 30-Å-thick Ti layer was deposited prior to
gold deposition to promote adhesion to the glue interlayer.

6.2.6. Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped
with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera.

A micro-vice stretcher (S. T. Japan,

USA, Inc.) was mounted to the microscope stage and samples were clamped in the
stretcher to obtain microscope images of stretched samples.

Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and focused ion-beam milling was performed on a Zeiss 1540XB
FIB–SEM instrument at the Western Nanofabrication Facility, London, Canada. The
sample surface was imaged with a 1 keV energy electron beam at a working distance of 4
mm. For cross-sectioning, the sample was mounted at the coincidence point between the
FIB and SEM beams with the surface normal to the FIB column and at a 54° tilt to the
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SEM column. Prior to FIB milling a 1x5 micron band of platinum was deposited in situ
by electron beam decomposition to produce a sacrificial protective layer over the film. A
trench

was

milled

through

the

film

to

expose

a

cross-section

using

a

50 pA focused beam of 30 keV energy gallium ions. The cross section was imaged and
the film thickness measured with the SEM at 36° tilt to the exposed cross-section.
Scanning electron microscopy of stretched samples was carried out on a Hitachi S-4500
scanning electron microscope at Surface Science Western, London, Canada. Samples
were stretched manually and secured with copper tape to the specimen stage. Prior to
imaging, samples were coated with 3-5 nm Au using a Hummer VI sputtering system.
For electrical characterization under strain, samples were clamped in a micro-vice
stretcher (S.T. Japan, USA, Inc.) and stretched in 5% increments while the resistance was
measured with a Keithley 2601A Sourcemeter. Sheet resistances were measured with a
Keithley 2601A Sourcemeter using the four-probe method. For electrical measurements,
gallium-indium eutectic (EGaIn) (~ 0.05 mL) was deposited by syringe onto the metal
films to facilitate contact unless otherwise stated.

6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1. Preparation of IIR and PDMS Substrates
We used three types of IIR: black-filled IIR (B-IIR), white-filled IIR (W-IIR) and
transparent IIR (T-IIR), all of which are based on a bromo-substituted derivative of IIR.
B-IIR contains carbon black and zinc oxide fillers with a sulfur cure system and stearic
acid stabilizers. W-IIR contains calcinated clay and polyethylene fillers, a sulfur cure
system and zinc oxide.

T-IIR is cross-linked with a peroxide cure system and no

additional fillers are added to the formulation.[11] Molding the IIR formulations against
PDMS-coated masters provided smooth IIR sheets.
We prepared smooth PDMS substrates by mixing the pre-polymer and curing agent in
a 10:1 w/w ratio, and then casting in a polystyrene Petri dish and curing in a 60°C oven
for 1 h.
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6.3.2. E-beam Deposition of Gold on IIR and PDMS Substrates
Deposition of gold films by e-beam evaporation causes critical damage to the IIR
surface, and produces gold films that are not electrically conductive. This phenomenon
does not occur on PDMS. Deposition of 500 Å of Au on native IIR substrates in an ebeam evaporator produces films on T-IIR, W-IIR and B-IIR that are not reflective or
shiny (Figure 6.1 a-c); rather, the films have a matte appearance and are not conductive.
Conversely, e-beam evaporation of 500 Å of Au on PDMS produces shiny, reflective
films (Figure 6.1d) with a sheet resistance (Rs) of 0.723 Ω/sq. We analyzed the
grain structures of gold films deposited on IIR and PDMS by SEM to determine
differences in film morphology. Gold films deposited on IIR substrates do not appear
continuous, with gold grains separated by what appear to be voids which prevent
electrical conduction through these films. Gold films deposited on B-IIR consist of small
grains approximately 10 nm in diameter, separated by voids up to 20 nm wide
(Figure 6.1e); on W-IIR the grains are ~ 20 nm in diameter separated by voids up to
50 nm wide (Figure 6.1f); and on T-IIR the grains vary in diameter from 10 – 50 nm and
are separated by voids up to 40 nm wide (Figure 6.1g). In contrast, gold films deposited
on PDMS substrates consist of gold grains ~ 40 nm in size that are in contact with one
another, with no visible voids separating the grains (Figure 6.1h).
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Figure 6.1. Photographs of gold (500 Å nominal thickness) on (a) B-IIR; (b) W-IIR;
(c) T-IIR; (d) PDMS. SEM images of gold (500 Å nominal thickness) on (e) B-IIR;
(f) W-IIR; (g) T-IIR (h) PDMS.
We measured the thickness of Au films on PDMS and W-IIR by coating the samples
with platinum, using a focused ion beam to make a trench down through the underlying
Au film and subsequently imaging the cross-section by SEM. The Au films deposited by
e-beam evaporation had a nominal thickness of 500 Å. On PDMS, the measured crosssectional thickness of the gold layer was 585.9 Å (Figure 6.2a) which agreed with the
thickness of metal deposited as measured by the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) in
the e-beam evaporator. On W-IIR, however, the measured cross sectional thickness is
984.4 Å, which is almost twice the expected thickness (Figure 6.2b). We postulate that
Au deposition on IIR results in the formation of a nonconductive Au/IIR composite layer
caused by the penetration of Au into the IIR substrate during e-beam evaporation. A
similar effect occurs when gold is thermally evaporated onto Nylon-11. At elevated
temperatures of 46°C the formation of a nanocomposite is observed, however when
analogous deposition occurred at room temperature gold films were localized on the
surface of the nylon-11 film.[12] While we are not able to control the temperature of the
sample plate during our e-beam depositions, this result indicates that formation of
conductive gold films may be possible through cooling of the sample plate during e-beam
deposition.
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a)

100 nm

b)

200 nm

Figure 6.2. SEM cross-section images Au films with nominal thickness of 50 nm on:
a) PDMS; b) W-IIR.
The formation of a composite gold/IIR material is further supported by UV-vis
spectroscopy. Absorbance spectra of conductive gold films with 200 Å thickness on
PDMS substrates show that the gold film absorbs yellow, red and orange light but not
blue/green light causing a decrease in absorbance at 520-525 nm (Figure 6.3).
Conversely, T-IIR substrates that had 200-Å-thick Au films deposited by e-beam
deposition exhibit a maximum in the absorbance spectrum at 530 nm due to the surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) of the isolated gold nanoparticles in the IIR matrix. Other gold
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nanoparticle (AuNP) composite systems exhibit similar absorption spectra such as AuNPs
functionalized with polysterene capping agents in a polystyrene matrix (SPR 523 nm)[13],
gold nanoparticles synthesized in-situ in a PDMS matrix (SPR 530-534 nm)[14], and
AuNPs in PEDOT:PSS (SPR 540 nm)[15].

Absorbance

1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2
0
400

600
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800

Figure 6.3. Absorption spectra of 200-Å-thick Au films on PDMS (dotted), and T-IIR
(black).
While nanocomposite films of Au in elastomer have applications in surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy[16], metal-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy[17] or as biosensors[18]
we require the formation of continuous, conductive metal films for applications in
stretchable electronics. Therefore, we developed a method to circumvent the embedding
of gold in IIR during e-beam metal deposition through the use of polymer interlayers to
enable the fabrication of conductive metal films on IIR.

6.3.3. E-beam Deposition of Gold Films on PEDOT:PSS-protected
IIR
In order to prevent gold atoms from embedding into the surface of the IIR during ebeam

metal

deposition

we

deposited

a

thin

film

of

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulphonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) on the surface of
the IIR prior to metal deposition to shield and protect the underlying IIR substrate and to
provide a stable platform for gold to nucleate and grow into a conductive film.
PEDOT:PSS is a conductive polymer that has previously been used to enable the
evaporation of gold top electrodes onto self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkane
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dithiols on gold for the creation of molecular junctions with yields > 95% (in the absence
of PEDOT:PSS electrical shorts were created from direct deposition of gold on the
SAM).[19] PEDOT:PSS is an aqueous dispersion therefore it is compatible with spin
coating on IIR as the water solvent does not swell or dissolve the IIR substrate.
Prior to PEDOT:PSS deposition, IIR substrates were cleaned via sonication in acetone
and isopropanol followed by subsequent plasma oxidation to generate oxidized functional
groups at the surface.[20] PEDOT:PSS was spin coated on the oxidized IIR surface at
1000 rpm for 1 min followed by 2000 rpm for 1 min to produce a uniform polymer film
on the surface of IIR. Subsequently, gold films were deposited on PEDOT:PSS-protected
IIR by e-beam metal deposition.
E-beam gold deposition on PEDOT:PSS-protected IIR results in conductive, shiny
metallic gold films. The process can be applied to a range of IIR substrates (B-IIR, WIIR, T-IIR). In the optical micrographs of 500-Å-thick Au films on native unprotected BIIR, W-IIR and T-IIR, gold films appear grainy and discontinuous with some pinholes
visible (Figure 6.4a-c).

On PEDOT:PSS-protected IIR continuous gold films are

produced. Waves are visible in the gold films on PEDOT:PSS-protected IIR due to
thermal expansion of the substrate during e-beam gold deposition which produces
compressive strain in the gold film upon relaxation due to cooling (Figure 6.4d-f); similar
buckling patterns have been observed in gold films deposited on PDMS.[21]

The

PEDOT:PSS protection layer provides a stable platform upon which gold can nucleate
and grow into a continuous film allowing for electrical conduction. Table 6.4 compares
the sheet resistance of 500-Å-thick Au films on PDMS and on PEDOT:PSS-protected
IIR. The sheet resistances of 500-Å-thick Au films on PEDOT:PSS-protected B-IIR, WIIR and T-IIR similar to those on PDMS.
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Figure 6.4. Optical micrographs of 500-Å-thick-Au films with a Ti adhesion layer
(15-Å-thick) on: (a) B-IIR; (b) W-IIR; (c) T-IIR; (d) PEDOT:PSS-protected B-IIR;
(e) PEDOT:PSS-protected W-IIR; (f) PEDOT:PSS-protected T-IIR.
Table 6.4. Sheet resistance of 500-Å-thick-Au films on various substrates.
Sample

Average Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq)

500-Å-thick Au/PDMS

0.723 ± 0.121

500-Å-thick /PEDOT/B-IIR

0.770 ± 0.344

500-Å-thick Au/PEDOT/W-IIR

2.75 ± 0.935

500-Å-thick Au/PEDOT/T-IIR

0.730 ± 0.256

PEDOT:PSS shields the underlying IIR substrates during e-beam metal deposition to
afford conductive metal films on IIR substrates. Gold films deposited on PEDOT:PSS
remain conductive up to 40% elongation at which point the cracks in the gold film disrupt
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conductivity completely (Figure 6.5). In order for metal films to be used in stretchable
electronics requiring large deformations such as strain sensors in applications requiring
one-time large-area deformations such as deformation to non-planar conformations,
stretching to higher elongations may be required. The following sections will build on
the success of interlayers developed for highly stretchable gold films on PDMS
(Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation) and apply the methods to IIR substrates for the
preparation of highly stretchable, gold films on IIR.
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Figure 6.5. Electrical characterization of 250-Å-thick Au films on B-IIR/PEDOT:PSS as
a function of strain.

6.3.4.

Stretchable, Conductive Gold
Microstructured Glue Interlayers

Films

on

IIR

with

In Chapter 2, we demonstrated the use of poly(vinylacetate) glue (PVAc) emulsions
spin coated on PDMS to create microstructure reliefs which alter the cracking mechanism
of overlying gold films. This approach enabled the fabrication of gold interconnects on
PDMS/glue1:1 stretchable to 65% strain with very small changes in resistance (R/R0 of 23
at 65% elongation).

The same approach can also be applied to IIR substrates to create

highly stretchable gold interconnects. On IIR, the glue interlayer plays a dual role: In
addition to providing a microstructured relief for favorable crack propagation, the glue
interlayer provides effective shielding to the underlying IIR substrate during e-beam
metal evaporation to enable the deposition of conductive gold films on IIR.
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We spin coated glue emulsions (1:1 v/v water:glue) on oxidized T-IIR substrates
treated with SiCl4 to decrease the water contact angle of the surface and promote wetting
of the glue emulsion (Section 1.2.2.3). Subsequently, we deposited a 30-Å-thick Ti
adhesion layer and 250-Å-thick Au films by e-beam metal deposition. Deposition of gold
on T-IIR/glue1:1 produces continuous, conductive gold films (Figure 6.6a). The initial
resistance of 250-Å-thick Au films on T-IIR/glue1:1 with dimensions 1.5 cm x 2.5 cm is
2.09 ± 0.34 . As the film is stretched, the rough topography of the glue interlayer
provides multiple sites for strain nucleation and microcracks begin to form perpendicular
to the direction of applied strain. At 25% elongation, cracks measure up to 65 m in
width but do not propagate the full width of the gold film (Figure 6.6b). A similar crack
propagation mechanism as that observed in Chapter 2 is occurring in this system. Cracks
interact with one another and when a crack enters a region of the film that has
experienced prior relaxation the crack propagation is halted. The result is the formation
of a large number of small cracks in gold films on T-IIR/glue1:1 in contrast to the fewer
number of long straight cracks that occur in gold films on PDMS which experience fewer
crack nucleation sites and as a result develop longer cracks. As the strain increases to
60% the cracks widen to up to 100 m in diameter and additional cracks are visible
however, coalescence of cracks does not occur and the conductive pathway is maintained
(Figure 6.6c).
Gold films deposited on T-IIR/glue1:1 exhibit similar changes in resistance with
stretching as gold films on PDMS/glue1:1 supporting our hypothesis that the
microstructured glue topography provides a similar mechanism for crack propagation on
both substrates. The slope of the line of best fit for the change in resistance against
elongation is 0.329 and 0.337 for 250-Å-thick gold films on T-IIR/glue1:1 and
PDMS/glue1:1 respectively.

The small change in resistance makes these gold films

excellent candidates for device interconnects where small changes in resistance are
desirable. At 25% elongation, the emergence of multiple short cracks measuring up to
65 m in width causes the R/R0 of gold films on T-IIR/glue1:1 to increase to ~8.2.
Although these cracks are quite large, they are not numerous and the gold ligament
network that remains is quite large (ligaments are ~ 200 m in width) leading to a small
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increase in resistance. As strain in gold films on T-IIR/glue1:1 is increased to 60% new
cracks emerge, which combined with the widening of existing cracks, causes R/R0 to
increase to ~ 20.4 (Figure 6.6d).

The entanglement of cracks prevents long-range

propagation limiting the length of cracks to several hundred microns. Mechanical failure
of the T-IIR substrate occurs between 45-65% strain which we hypothesize is due to
extension of cracks from the gold layer into the T-IIR substrate caused by the large
mismatch in elastic properties between metal, glue, and T-IIR.[22] The mechanical failure
of PDMS/glue1:1/gold stacks occurs at similar elongations of 60-65%.

The glue1:1

interlayer produces a similar change in resistance as a function of strain in gold films
independently of which elastomeric substrate is used making it a versatile approach to
producing ultrahigh stretchable gold films for use as interconnects on a variety of
elastomeric substrates.
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Figure 6.6. Optical images of 250-Å-thick Au films on T-IIR/glue1:1: (a) unstretched;
(b) stretched 25%; (c) stretched 60%. (d) Electrical characterization of 250-Å-thick Au
films on T-IIR/glue1:1 as a function of strain.

6.3.5. E-beam Deposition of Gold Films on PVA-protected IIR
Building upon the insights gained in Chapter 3, we investigated the use of PVA
interlayers on IIR to determine whether PVA provided effective shielding to IIR
substrates during e-beam metal deposition and whether the same ultrahigh stretchability
of gold films on PVA interlayers was possible on IIR as that which was observed on
PDMS. We prepared solutions of PVA in water and spin-coated the materials on the
oxidized substrates using an initial spin speed of 1000 rpm for 1 min followed by
2000 rpm for 1 minute. We then deposited 250-Å-thick gold films onto IIR with PVA
interlayers by e-beam deposition at a rate of 1 Å/s. As discussed in Chapter 3, PVA is a
brittle material up to 42% relative humidity (RH); exposure to higher humidity levels
increases the ductility of the material due to water molecules disrupting the hydrogen
bonding within the PVA polymer which in turn softens the material and decreases its
crystallinity.[23] We prepared gold films on IIR with PVA interlayers at humid ambient
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conditions (RH 60% at 26°C).

Protection of B-IIR, W-IIR and T-IIR with PVA

interlayers enabled the fabrication of conductive gold films.
Optical microscopy shows that gold films deposited on B-IIR/PVA are continuous
(Figure 6.7a). As these films were prepared under ambient humid conditions (60% RH)
and not treated with water condensate post-metallization we do not expect to see a
wrinkled surface topography as was observed in Chapter 3. Despite the lack of surface
wrinkles, gold films on B-IIR/PVA exhibit multiple crack nucleation sites instead of the
fewer continuous cracks that form on smooth gold films on PDMS indicating that the
ambient humidity conditions of 60% RH at 26C are sufficient to plasticize PVA and
prevent brittle cracking under applied strain. This result shows promise that we may be
able to isolate the effects of a compliant polymer interlayer from surface topography in
order to produce smooth metal electrodes with ultrahigh stretchability. Upon application
of strain, multiple short microcracks propagate perpendicular to the direction of applied
strain and measure up to 25 m in width and up to 500 m in length at 25% elongation
(Figure 6.7b). At 60% strain, the cracks widen to 35 m and new cracks form, however a
network of connected gold ligaments remains preserving the electrical pathway
(Figure 6.7c). The preservation of the gold ligament network is further evidenced in the
SEM images which reveal the homogeneous topography of the unstretched sample
(Figure 6.7d) which cracks upon exposure to strain. The cracks, measuring ~ 15 m in
width at 30% strain, do not propagate the full width of the wire, allowing electrical
conductivity to be maintained (Figure 6.7e). At high magnification, the underlying B-IIR
substrate is visible in the cracked region between gold ligaments on PVA (Figure 6.7f).
Figure 6.7g shows the change in resistance as a function of percent elongation of a
representative 250-Å-thick Au films on B-IIR/PVA. The initial resistance of a wire cut to
1 cm x 2 cm is 8.5 . The sample remained conductive up to 120% elongation at which
point mechanical failure of the substrate occurred.
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Figure 6.7. Optical micrographs of 250-Å-thick Au films on B-IIR/PVA a) unstretched;
(b) stretched to 25%; (c) stretched to 60%. SEM images of 250-Å-thick Au films on BIIR/PVA; (d) unstretched; (e, f) stretched to 30%. (g) Electrical characterization of 250Å-thick Au films on B-IIR/PVA as a function of strain.
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We hypothesize that the difference in mechanical failure of the T-IIR/glue1:1/gold
stacks and the B-IIR/PVA/gold stacks is due to differences in the crack propagation. In
glue interlayer systems we hypothesize that cracks in the gold film propagate vertically
into the substrate causing premature mechanical failure compared to native PDMS
(elongation at break of 160%) and native T-IIR (elongation at break of 170%). In
contrast, that cracks that propagate through gold films on IIR/PVA do not propagate
vertically into substrate; the PVA/gold layers can be seen to delaminate from the IIR
substrates and buckles are visible in the PVA/gold film in Figure 6.7e, f.

This

delamination allows higher elongations at failure to be obtained however it is undesirable
for device electrodes which require smooth surfaces and excellent adhesion to the
substrate in order to sustain cyclic deformations.
The PVA-protection layer can also be applied to T-IIR substrates prior to metal
deposition to achieve conductive gold films on T-IIR. Upon application of ~30% strain,
multiple cracks propagate through the gold film measuring ~ 15 m in width
(Figure 6.8a) causing an R/R0 of 6.11. At high magnification, the underlying T-IIR
substrate is visible and the PVA/gold film is visibly delaminating from the T-IIR
substrate. Loading the stretched sample onto a tilted stage provides an edge-on view of
the buckled, delaminated ligaments of gold (Figure 6.8c) whose amplitudes reach
~ 3.5 m in height (Figure 6.8d).

Metal films with poor adhesion to elastomeric

substrates fail at strains of a few percent because they become free-standing and are no
longer able to delocalize strain into the elastomeric substrate.

[24]

In contrast, gold films

on T-IIR/PVA can stretch up to 65% elongation before failure occurs. Unlike weakly
adhered metal films on elastomers, the gold films on T-IIR/PVA are not free-standing; the
PVA/gold layers buckle and delaminate together therefore the metal film continues to
reside on a polymer support platform which prevents single necking sites from
propagating through the metal film and interrupting conductivity at low strains. We
hypothesize that gold films on T-IIR/PVA fail sooner than analogous films on B-IIR/PVA
due to insufficient adhesion to the smooth T-IIR surface which causes increased
delamination of the PVA/gold film upon subjection to strain. It is possible that PVA
films have superior adhesion to B-IIR substrates due to the increased roughness of B-IIR
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substrates (RMS roughness of 13.56 ± 1.88 nm)[25] compared to T-IIR substrates (RMS
roughness of 6.59 ± 0.51 nm) which provides increased mechanical interlock to the PVA
film.
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Figure 6.8. Scanning electron micrographs of 250-Å-thick Au films on T-IIR/PVA
(a, b) stretched ~ 30%; (c, d) stretched ~ 30% and tilted 45°. (e) Electrical
characterization of 250-Å-thick Au films on B-IIR/PVA as a function of strain.
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6.4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that direct e-beam metal deposition onto IIR results in the
formation of a non-conductive Au/IIR composite material. We have developed polymer
protection layers which provide stable platforms upon which gold films can nucleate and
grow into conductive gold films. PEDOT:PSS polymer interlayers enable the fabrication
of conductive gold films on W-IIR, B-IIR and T-IIR with similar sheet resistances to
analogous gold films deposited on PDMS. Gold films on B-IIR/PEDOT:PSS can sustain
elongations of 40% before electrical failure occurs. Gold films with higher stretchability
can be produced through the use of microstructured glue interlayers enabling gold films
to remain conductive up to 65% elongation at which point mechanical failure of the
conductive stack occurs. These gold films have very low gauge factors (0.329) making
these wires useful as stretchable interconnects. PVA polymer interlayers also enable the
fabrication of stretchable gold films on IIR however more work is needed to improve the
adhesion at the interface of PVA and IIR. Future work will investigate methods to
improve the adhesion of PVA/gold to IIR substrates. It is possible that treatment with of
the oxidized IIR substrate with SiCl4 may introduce more terminal OH groups on the
surface of the IIR in order to increase hydrogen bonding with the PVA interlayer and
improve adhesion. Alternatively, we may investigate methods to chemically cross-link
the PVA layer to the IIR substrate for improved adhesion. Development of elastomeric
interlayers in lieu of polymeric interlayers will enable the production of smooth gold
films for use as electrodes in stretchable light-emitting devices as elastomers are softer
than polymers and are not prone to cracking.
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7.1 Conclusions
The research presented in this dissertation focused on solving some of the most
important lingering challenges in the fabrication of stretchable electronic devices: how to
make metal films on elastomeric substrates highly stretchable through the use of low-cost
methods that do not rely on photolithography, how to enable the fabrication of large-area
room-temperature stretchable light-emitting displays, and how to replace air and moisture
permeable elastomers with more impermeable elastomeric substrates. This section will
summarize the challenges that were undertaken and solved in each Chapter of this
dissertation.
Stretchable metal films are required for stretchable interconnects, stretchable device
electrodes and for stretchable circuits. Gold films deposited directly onto PDMS exhibit
various morphologies depending on the deposition conditions and these morphologies
impact the stretchability of the resultant metal films.[1]

Gold films with buckled

morphologies fail electrically at strains of ~22%[2] while gold films with microcracked
morphologies can sustain strains up to 60% before electrical failure occurs[3] although it is
very difficult to control the conditions required for the formation of microcracks.[1]
Researchers have used sophisticated photolithography techniques to produce arc-shaped
pop-ups[4],[5] and serpentines[6] in order to achieve highly stretchable metal interconnects
however photolithography is a very expensive technique. We sought to improve the
stretchability of gold films on PDMS and control crack propagation through the
introduction of low-cost polymer interlayers which are deposited from solution using
benchtop fabrication methods.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that white PVAc glue forms an emulsion in water
which creates a microstructured relief when spin coated onto oxidized PDMS. The
microstructured relief provides multiple sites for crack nucleation upon application of
strain. The formation of small microcracks relieves the strain in the metal film and when
cracks enter a relaxed region of the gold film crack growth is arrested. This phenomenon
results in a gold film comprised of numerous small cracks instead of the continuous long
cracks that form in buckled gold films on PDMS.[2] We demonstrate that by altering the
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concentration of glue in the emulsion, we can control the morphology of the
microstructured interlayer. As the concentration of glue is decreased, void regions are
introduced in between the clusters of PVAc which reduces the number of crack
nucleation sites and leads to the formation of longer cracks. By controlling the crack
propagation in strained gold films through the concentration of glue in the emulsion, the
change in resistance can be tuned to meet various applications.

For interconnect

applications which require small changes in resistance with applied strain the most
concentrated glue emulsions (1:1 water:glue) are used for the interlayer. In contrast, for
strain sensor applications, larger changes in resistance with applied strain are desired and
therefore more dilute glue emulsions are employed in the interlayer.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that in addition to microstructure, the mechanical
properties of the polymer interlayer contribute to crack propagation in strained gold films
on elastomeric substrates. This effect was demonstrated with poly(vinyl alcohol) polymer
interlayers as it has been shown that the Young’s Modulus of PVA is dependent upon the
amount of water contained in the PVA film.[7],[8] Water molecules disrupt hydrogen
bonding within the PVA film leading to softer, less crystalline films that can sustain
higher elongations at break. We demonstrated that gold films deposited on PDMS/PVA
fail electrically at strains greater than 15% due to the continuous cracks that propagate
perpendicular to the direction of applied strain. When gold films on PDMS/PVA are
exposed to water condensate, the elongation at failure increased to 75%. We postulate
that the increased elongation at failure is due to two effects: the softening of the PVA
interlayer due to water disrupting hydrogen bonding within the polymer, and the
formation of a wrinkled topography which occurs due to the swelling of the PVA layer
upon treatment with water condensate. The wrinkles act as crack nucleation sites while
the softer PVA layer is able to deform to greater strains before cracks nucleate. The
combined effects lead to gold films with stretchability up to 70% elongation for use as
device interconnects or strain sensors.
The second goal of the dissertation was to develop methods to fabricate large-area
stretchable light-emitting devices. The first reports of stretchable light-emitting displays
relied on rigid device islands joined by stretchable interconnects.[5] This approach allows
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for a high density of small pixels which is ideal for display technologies. A second
approach to achieving stretchable light-emitting devices is tailored towards applications
requiring large-area light-emission for applications in lighting and signage. In order for
large-area pixels to be developed, every layer of the device must be rendered stretchable.
In Chapter 4, we report the first example of a large-area light-emitting device capable of
emitting light when stretched at room-temperature. Room-temperature stretchability is
critical for wearable electronics and in order for devices to be mounted directly to skin for
various types of light-therapy treatments. We focused on the fabrication of light-emitting
electrochemical cells (LECs) rather than organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) since
LECs require only a single layer emissive layer to support all functionality of charge
injection, charge transport and emissive recombination.

In order to achieve room-

temperature stretchability we developed a stretchable semi-transparent gold film on
PDMS for the anode. We dispersed the light-emitter, a ruthenium ionic transition-metal
complex (iTMC), in an elastomeric matrix to impart stretchability to the emissive layer
itself. Finally, the device was completed with a drop of gallium-indium eutectic liquid
metal as the cathode. This device configuration allowed for the fabrication of large-area
light-emitting devices that could emit light up to 27% elongation.[9]
Chapter 5 built upon the work reported in Chapter 4 with the aim of fabricating
stretchable light-emitting devices with greater stability and longer lifetimes. PDMS is an
elastomer that is highly permeable to oxygen and moisture. We sought to improve device
lifetimes of LECs through the incorporation of the more impermeable elastomer
isobutylene-co-isoprene (IIR). Commercial grades of IIR do not mix with the ruthenium
iTMC therefore we incorporated IIR that was covalently modified with poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO) side chains on the polymer backbone. Emissive layers containing IIR-gPEO with 34 wt% PEO and 69 wt% PEO exhibited improved mixing with the iTMC and
only decay to 50% and 25% of the maximum radiance after six hours of operation at 0.5
mA respectively. Analogous devices with PDMS matrices decay to 20% of the maximum
radiance in ~ 15 minutes. This supports the hypothesis that incorporation on IIR in the
emissive layer is beneficial to device stability.
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One of the major obstacles towards the commercialization of stretchable organic
devices is the need for the development of stretchable encapsulating layers. Traditional
rigid organic electronic devices are sealed with epoxy and glass to prevent the permeation
of water and moisture into the active layers.[10] Flexible electronics developed on plastic
use flexible multilayer stacks as barrier layers to protect the organic layers from moisture
and oxygen however any cracking of the barrier layers due to tensile elongation would
provide a pathway for oxygen and moisture diffusion into the device.[11] Rather than
develop stretchable encapsulation layers, we aimed to replace the permeable PDMS
substrate with an elastomer possessing higher impermeability to moisture and gas,
isobutylene-co-isoprene rubber (IIR). A shift to IIR combines stretchability and oxygen
and moisture barrier functionality into one material. The first step towards fabricating
stretchable electronic devices on IIR is the fabrication of conductive metal films for use
as device electrodes, interconnects and circuits. Through the course of this dissertation
we discovered that direct deposition of gold films on IIR by e-beam metal evaporation
produces non-conductive metal films due to partial embedding of gold atoms in IIR
preventing the formation of a conductive pathway. Therefore, we established methods to
enable the fabrication of conductive metal films on IIR.
In Chapter 6, we demonstrate that polymer interlayers can be deposited from aqueous
solution onto cured IIR substrates to provide a stable platform upon which metal films
can nucleate and grow into conductive metal films.

Gold films deposited on

PEDOT:PSS-protected IIR have similar sheet resistances to analogous gold films
deposited onto PDMS.

Building upon the work in Chapters 2 and 3, we also

demonstrated that PVAc glue interlayers and PVA interlayers can be employed on IIR to
achieve conductive metal films with ultrahigh stretchability. These developments bring
the field of stretchable electronics one step closer to the realization of commercial
stretchable electronic devices by potentially eliminating the need for stretchable barrier
layers.
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7.2. Outlook
Over the course of this dissertation we have gained new insights into the crack
propagation mechanism of metal films, demonstrated for the first time that roomtemperature stretchability of large-area light-emitting devices is possible, and developed
methods to enable the fabrication of conductive metal films on IIR substrates. This
research has opened the door to exciting research opportunities in the field of stretchable
electronics, namely: the use of polymer interlayers for highly stretchable metal films on
elastomeric substrates, the incorporation of elastomers in the emissive layers of LECs to
enable the fabrication of large-area stretchable pixels, and the prospect of new
elastomeric substrates with high moisture and gas impermeability to enable the
fabrication of stretchable organic electronic devices that can operate in ambient
conditions with long lifetimes. The following sections will explore new avenues that can
be explored building upon the knowledge that was gained over the course of this
dissertation.

7.2.1. Polymer Interlayers for Highly Stretchable Metal Films on
Elastomers
In Chapters 2 and 3 we described the use of polymer interlayers between gold films
and the PDMS substrate in order to achieve highly stretchable metal films.

We

discovered that the polymer interlayers employed provide multiple sites for crack
nucleation due to presence of microstructured topologies.

The polymer interlayer also

required sufficient ductility otherwise cracks propagated through the metal film at low
elongations causing electrical failure.
Future work will investigate the crack propagation of less expensive metal films, such
as copper and aluminum, on elastomers with polymer interlayers to further reduce
fabrication costs. Different metal films possess differences in grain size, coefficient of
thermal expansion and ductility. Future work will aim to determine if either PVA or
PVAc interlayers provide increased stretchability to copper, silver or aluminum films on
elastomeric substrates in order to demonstrate the broad applicability of the approach.
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The highly stretchable nature of gold films reported in Chapter 2 and 3 enables their
application as device interconnects and as human motion strain sensors, however the
rough topography precludes their incorporation as device electrodes where low surface
roughness is required. Device electrodes require smooth surfaces since subsequent films
of active layers are only ~ 100 nm thick, therefore any protrusions from the electrode that
are greater than 100 nm threaten to pierce through the thin active layers and cause current
leakage or short circuits. Future work will investigate candidates for smooth polymer
interlayers, such as PVA films with plasticizing agents such as glycerol and caprolactam.
Plasticizing agents incorporated in the polymer solution prior to thin film deposition will
prevent intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonding in the PVA film. This may
eliminate the need for water condensate treatment which swells the polymer and produces
a wrinkled topography in the gold film.
Elastomers are also intriguing candidates for use as interlayers as they are inherently
stretchable and do not crack. Future work will examine the effect of stacked elastomers
with different Young’s Moduli on the crack propagation in overlying metal films. PVA
and PVAc glue have higher Young’s Moduli than PDMS but a lower Young’s Modulus
than gold. Therefore a gradient of Young’s Modulus is present in the stack of the
substrate, interlayer and gold film. The Young’s Modulus of PDMS can be tuned by
varying the ratio of base to cross-linking agent. We would like to investigate the effect of
using PDMS substrates with a gradient of Young’s Moduli on the crack propagation in
overlying metal films by spin coating thin films of PDMS with different ratios of crosslinker to curing agent onto the substrate. Previous research has shown that the compliance
of the substrate affects the stretchability of the overlying metal film: Substrates that are
too compliant are unable to delocalize strain in the metal film leading to the formation of
a single necking site causing the metal film to rupture and conductivity to be lost.[12] By
depositing PDMS with a higher Young’s Modulus onto a softer PDMS substrate we can
achieve greater strain delocalization of the metal film while maintaining the soft substrate
required for electronic skin-like application which require lamination to the skin for
intimate contact with the body.
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7.2.2. Elastomeric Matrices in LECs
In Chapter 4, we demonstrated for the first time that elastomers can be incorporated
into iTMC LECs. Incorporation of PDMS enables the emissive layer to stretch to 27%
before light-emission is no longer observed. We hypothesize that failure of the gold
electrode limits the device stretchability.[9]

Future work will involve depositing the

Ru/PDMS emissive layer on more stretchable anodes such as the silver nanowire
composite electrodes reported by Pei[13] and co-workers to determine the full potential of
the stretchable emissive layer.
In Chapter 5, we report LECs with elastomeric IIR-g-PEO matrices which possess
increased stability compared to Ru/PDMS analogues. We demonstrate that emissive
layers fabricated with IIR-g-PEO matrices with 34 wt% PEO can undergo cyclic straining
of 15% and still emit light. In order to probe the elongation at failure of the emissive
layers with IIR-g-PEO emissive layers, these devices will also need to be deposited onto
more stretchable anodes than PDMS/Au. Future work will compare the stretchability of
LECs with IIR-g-PEO matrices to those containing PDMS. The Young’s Modulus of
IIR-g-PEO34 is 9 MPa[14] which is slightly higher than that of PDMS (1-2 MPa)[15]
however its elongation at break is much larger (609% for IIR-g-PEO[14] vs. 160% for
PDMS[15]) therefore we hypothesize that emissive layers with IIR-g-PEO34 will exhibit
greater stretchability than those with PDMS. In Chapter 5 we also demonstrated that
emissive layers with IIR-g-PEO34 matrices have higher stability than analogous devices
with PDMS matrices in the emissive layer. All of the stability testing was carried out
under inert conditions. Future work will compare the stability of LECs with IIR-g-PEO
and PDMS emissive layers operated under ambient conditions to determine if IIR-g-PEO
affords any protection to the emissive layer from reaction with ambient moisture and
oxygen.
Finally, all of the experiments carried out in this dissertation incorporated the iTMC
Ru(dtb-bpy)3(PF6)2 in the emissive layer for ease of synthesis and in order to establish
proof of concept. Future work will investigate the use of other iTMC materials with
higher efficiencies that have been reported in literature.[16] Altering the iTMC material
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will also enable the production of different coloured pixels and by altering the ligand
sidechains on the iTMC it may be possible to achieve increased miscibility with the
elastomeric matrix.

7.2.3. Butyl Rubber as a Substrate for Stretchable Electronic
Devices
One of the greatest remaining challenges which prevent stretchable organic electronic
devices from being brought to the market is the need for stretchable encapsulation and
barrier layers to protect the sensitive organic components and air sensitive electrodes
from ambient moisture and oxygen. Instead of developing stretchable encapsulating
materials, we aim to resolve this challenge by moving away from the ubiquitously used
PDMS substrate, which is highly permeable to moisture and oxygen, towards the more
impermeable elastomer butyl rubber. In Chapter 6, we developed methods to enable the
fabrication of conductive gold films on IIR through of use of polymer interlayers.
Stretchable gold films on IIR with large changes in resistance upon application of strain
have implications as human motion and robotic joint strain sensing while gold films on
IIR with small changes in resistance upon application of strain have potential applications
as device interconnects in a myriad of stretchable electronic devices.
The large strain that can be accommodated by gold films on IIR (up to 120%) opens
the door to new strain sensing applications. The conformal nature of the IIR substrate
enables its lamination to joints and other non-planar surfaces, both human and robotic.
Physical therapists will be able to monitor the rehabilitation and range of motion in
patients through strain sensors laminated to the body; the deposition of metal circuitry
onto IIR-based strain sensors will enable the information to be transmitted wirelessly for
live-feedback monitoring.

Embedding the sensors into clothing will enable the

fabrication of smart textiles that can monitor the postures and movements of athletes and
correlate the results to performance. IIR-based sensors can be used to monitor moving
parts in aquatic machinery as they are impermeable to water and the electronic
components remain protected.
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The ultimate goal of incorporating IIR into stretchable electronics is the realization of
a fully elastomeric IIR stretchable device which protects organic active layers and enables
operation of devices under ambient conditions. By combining the IIR emissive layer
component developed in Chapter 5 with the stretchable interconnects and electrodes
developed in Chapter 6 and components that other researchers of the Carmichael Group
are developing such as composite silver nanowire films as transparent electrodes, it will
be possible to realize a fully stretchable IIR light-emitting device with IIR in every layer
of the device. We hypothesize that devices with IIR in every layer will have higher
device stabilities than analogous PDMS devices due to the increased impermeability to
water and oxygen of the IIR polymer.
Furthermore, the development of stretchable interconnects on IIR opens the door to a
whole realm of stretchable device applications. Stretchable interconnects on IIR can be
used to join rigid pixels of organic and inorganic light-emitting devices for the fabrication
of high-resolution, water-proof displays that can be used as light-weight wristwatch
displays for soldiers in combat. Interconnects on IIR can be used to connect solar cells
and batteries for the creation of devices with self-charging capabilities for incorporation
into clothing. Arrays of large-area stretchable solar cells can be fabricated on IIR with
stretchable interconnects opening the door to weatherable solar cells that can be laminated
onto roofs, bus stop shelters, domes, windows, etc. The development of sealing methods
to bond IIR top substrates to IIR bottom substrates in order to prevent lateral diffusion of
moisture and oxygen into devices presents the next challenge towards these types of
devices becoming a commercial reality.
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